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CHAPTER I 

IN!RODlJCTION 

This thesis attempts to relate selected aspects of a theory of 

social change to data gathered in the course of studying a connnunit;r 

development project on an Indian reserve in western Canada. The theory 

is that formulated by 1verett Hagen to explain how traditional societies 

undergo the transition to economic growth and modernization. 1 Field 

work was not performed to test the theory in any of its aspects, but 

had a different objective. The original study had an 11applied 11 

orientation, and focused on decision making by leaders in the Irrlian 

community. 

When research was undertaken in the summer of 1964, the 

community development program had been underway for about two years 

under the sponsorship of the Indian Affairs Branch of the Department 

of Citizenship and Immigration. Designed to encourage greater 

participation by Indians in the management of their own affairs, this 

program had helped to stimulate several major changes in community 

organization; it provided an opportunity to observe some ways in which 

social change was being introduced, arrl to examine some of the effects 

of change. 

1Everett E. Hagen, On the 'TheorY of Sogial Chg,neq, Homewood, 
Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1962. 
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The research was essentially exploratory in nature} it was not 

guided by a single theoretical orientation, but employed instead a 

number of orientations and concepts which appeared appropriate to the 

situation observed. There were several interrelated objectives• among 

them an attempt to assese the degree of a11tonom;r am initiative 

exercised by community leaders, or the extent to which they themselves 

made political am oonomio decisions affecting the community. It was 

recognized that the a bill ty to make "inleperrlenttt decisions is not 

determined solely by the capabilities of leaders, but may depend on 

additional factors such as the attitudes of band mambers, the pressures 

ani influences exerted by thom, and the opportuni tie a for decision 

making in a reserve ai uation, where certain regulations and legislative 

provisions govern otion by officials, by agents of social change, and 

by the Indians themselves. 'L'hese considerations prompted an effort to 

identify factors which might influence the leaders' choice of problems 

ani goals, and which functioned to stimulate or to inhibit goal-

2 

oriented activity. A good deal of attention was paid to factors which 

seemed to have their origins in the system for administration of reserves, 

or which appeared to stem from the structure of social relationships 

that the system had helped to create. A number of hypotheses relevant 

to these considerations wero formulated ani subjected to such limited .. 

testing as ooal.d be undertaken in a briat period of three months 1 vi th 

no expec tion ha a.ey conclusions could be more than tentative. 

Jinoe lla.gen' a theory of change vas not employed in the research 

design, the present thesis may be said to conati tute a secorrlary 

analysis of data gathered for other purposes. In these c1rcumstauces 



it 1-Till not do to argue that the analysis constit1.1tes a test of the 

theory or any part ot it. Instead, our data may be said to illustrate 

certain aspects of the theory, while at the same time the theory 

provides a perspective for viewing ar.d interpreting the data in a 

different way an:l helps us to establish new interrelationships among 

the various kitrls of material gathered. Furthermore, our field 

observations permit us to offer certain criticisms of parts of Hagen1a 

formulation, and to distinguish what appear to be some inadequacies in 

the theory. More will be said of this later. 

Hagen's theory, while broad am general in scope, contains at 

the same time enough rrmiddle range'' formulations to make it tlSeable. 

Although our original hypotheses were not derived from the theory, some 

of them relate so closely to the theory that with slight modification 

they might have been so derived . 2 This indicates why Hagen's theory 

was chosen for consideration, for it saggests the extent to which 

some of his formulations are relevant to our data.. 

l4ethods employed in the research included participant observ

ation, informal interviews and conversations, formal semi-structured 

interviews, attendance at meetings of community organizations, am the 

study of materials in local, agency, a.r.d regional offices of the 

administration. 

2rhe reader is invited to compare some of the hypotheses guiding 
the original research, as shown on page 179 in Appeniix: I , with 
propositions derived from Hagen's formulations on page 19 of the main 
text. 
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One of the principal objectives ot formal interviewing was to 

gather comparative data concerning attitudes and value orientations in 

two groups in the community. One ot these groups was labelled the 

llpolitical-econondo elite", hereafter called the elite, the leadership 

gro11p, or simply the "leaders 11 • The elite consisted of eighteen 

individuals who were band council members or the directors or officials 

of three co"""()perativo societies. The other group consisted of "rank 

atd file" bani members, defined as persons who did not hold offices in 

acy of these organizations .. 

Thirty-nine formal interviews were conducted, fifteen with 

members of the elite and twenty-four with rank and file band members. 

The latter were randomly selected from among male heads of households 

in the community. Jhortaee of time made selection of a larger random 

sample impossible. fuile the sample size limits the significance of 

the fin::lings, the results are at least suggestive. Further details of 

the methods employed, including sampling procedures, are given in 

Appendix I. 

Finally, it bears mentioning that presentation of the :timings 

is influenced by the need to preserve the anonymity of informants a.r.d 

of iniividuals observed. All names of iJXlividuals in this report are 

pseadocyms. The community's identity has been disguised as far as 

this is consistent w1 th the accurate presentation of backgrourd 

information, and of findings which appear to be significant. 

OteAn!zatiqn o! the Tbeft1Q 

Chapter II presents an outline of Hagen's theory, points to the 

relevance of the theory for our data, ani outlines the central problems 

4 



to be discussed. The third chapter offers such be.ckgrou.rrl information 

about the community as seems necessary for an unierstaniiDg of the data 

and anal7sis presented in the remaining tour chapters. 

5 



en fEER II 

TH§ORETICAif ORIENTATIOli 

Hagen's theory of' social change deals w1 th factors contributing 

to modernization ani economic growth in societies which have been 

stable ani traditional.. Although an economist himself, Hagen is dis

satisfied with conventional economic theories purporting to show w~ 

growth has occurred earlier in soma societies than in others; these 

theories assume that capital !ormation is the central determining 

factor, while neglecting the importance of innovation ani creativity 

in the societies concerned, not only in technology but in rolatod 

social and economic spheres. Hagen considera that their ethnocentric 

bias inclines many economists to take for granted that the capacity 

tor innovation and change is tta £act of human nature rather than a 

cal tarally acquired trait 11 • 
1 

The importation of western technology into un:lerdeveloped areas 

is not enough in 1 tself to ensure economic growthJ techniques must be 

adapted and modified in many wnys to meet he conditions peculiar to 

the society importing the~ Furthermore, technological progress 

includes "not only scientific and technical advances but also the 

devising of new forms of organization or methods of procedure which 

l Hagen, p.50 
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make the society more etf'icient in productionlt. 2 Of' the economic aid 

social innovations required, the social ones "mBJ" be the more complex". 3 

While admitting the importance ot eoo:oomic variables, Hagen 

considers that the essential factors in economic development are social 

an:l psychological, am the central question to be answered i&~ Hov 

does innovational behaviour make its appearance. in a traditional 

society- where by definition ways o£ behaviour continue with little 

change over maey genera. tions? 

In posing an answer to this question, Hagen develops a complex 

analytical model of' social abange "which stresses the chain of 

causation trom social stru.cture through parental behaviour to child• 

hood enviroDJDent aDd then that from chUdhood envirolliDent through 

personall ty to social cha.rlge". 4 On the most general level, th1s model 

undertakes to outline the tUDdamental processes whereby the foundations 

of change become established in virtually an,y traditional society past 

or presentJ traditional societies which became subject to colonial 

domination are treated as special variants of the general case. It is 

impossible to describe the model in detail here, tor 1 ts complete 

formulation occupies a large portion of his book. In addition to its 

sociological aspects, the formulation makes extensive use of psycho

analytic constructs, including a set of hypotheses concerning 

2~., P• 11. Hagen says that "To term all these eomewhat 
varied activities 'Technological Progress• is not to use the term as a 
•tchall• They have in collDDOn the devising o£ nev concepts, which 1a 
the essence of technological progress n. 

) 
l!Wl•, P• 35 

4 1.JlW•, PP• 8-9 
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personal! ty formation. These are of marginal concern arxi will only be 

touched llpOn. However, Hagen's ideal-typical constru..cts or three 

personality types are of more central concern, atd. v1ll be described in 

some detail hereunder. 

The essential characteristic of traditional society is that 

behaviou.r tetds to contlnu unchanged over ny ·generations. In such 

a society the modal personal! tr type is author! t.arian; traditional 

social structure aDd authoritarian personality are mut~ supportive. 

The authoritarian imividtJ&l. perceives the world as "arbitrary, 

capricious, not amenable to analysis, as consisting or an agglomeration 

ot phenomena not related b7 a cause-aid effect netvork". 5 

Furthermore, he perceives that "the caprice ot the world 1 not 

accidental but the pla,- of willful powers tar greater than his which 

serve their ow purposes ani disregard hi$ unless he submita his vill 

to the1rs".6 These perceptions generate anxietr at the prospect ot 

exercising initiative, uncertainty in making iJXlepe.odent jtligements, 

tear of unfamiliar situations, a.Di a temenor to rely on traditional 

rules atd on the judgement ani will of sllperiors. 7 Such cognitive ar:d 

; 
~., P• 97 

6 
l.W•t P• 97 

7rt may be asked vbether the term "authoritarian" is descriptive 
ot personality in traditional cultures ot North America. Regardless of 
the term used, it would seem that at least some ot the characteristics 
here described as authoritarian correspond to oharaot&riatics in 
Saulteaux society as outlined by A..I. Hallowell. J'or example, on page 
.364 of his book Cu1\!ll'e ArQ Exoerienoe, Hallowell speaks or 11th& old 
passive attitude of depend nee on natural prodllots am s1.1perhuman 
helpers" as adapt! ve in traditional times among the Saul tea we. A. 
Saulteawc bam was the subject or the present study. 
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evaluative orientations are perpetuated tor generations by factors in 

the social envil!>onment, ar.d particularly by the home environment during 

childhood. 

Attthor1 tarian persol'l&li ty characteristics remer irxlividuals 

relatively incapable of' innovation am highly resistant to cbaDge. 

Furthermore, .man¥ elements ot cuJ.tu:re am sociai structure interact t,o 

ensure stability in traditional society. StabU1ty is sach that onl.7 

powerful force& coUld disrupt it ani g1 ve rise to the emergence of a 

group willing to abaD'lon traditional ways a.Dl to direct creative energy 

to the task of economic growth, aM. to the development of' new forms ot 

social organization capable ot aceommodati»g growth. For Hagen• the 

be.sic cause of such change is a phenomenon which be calls "w1 tbdrawal 

of status respect"• 

In traditional society- the stat as aDi role of eaQh social group 

is valued an1 respected by other groups.. Even those who are low ill the 

status hierarob,y find satisfaction in their position becal1Be they atd 

the groups whose opinions they value (their reterence groups) consider 

that position to be appropriate alX1. worthy of some measure of respect. 

Should the aembers of a group perceive tba t their position is no longer 

valt1ed ard respected, they experience tension at the 1mposs1b1Uty of 

maintaining gratifYing self de£1n1 tiona atd at the same time believing 

that the jtligement of their reference groupJ is trustwortq. 'lb.ey 

experience a conflict of values, tor they ttvalue both their position ln 

life an::l the opinion of' other social groups but they eannot pu,rsue the 
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one and still have the other".8 Disparagement may result from so 

sudden social disruption such as the displacement by force ot one 

traditional elite group b;y another, or more gradually through the 

develop nt among an established elite of attitudes, beliefs, or ~alues 

which are no longer collgruent with those or the subordiM.te group. Two 

polar types or withdrawal are distinguished; these area 

• • • disparagement by an ell te grot:tp within the society which 
has traditionally had high place arri is therefore an accepted 
ani respected part or the social strttcture; &lld, in contrast, 
conqttest ani social disruption by an external group which does 
not share the society's culture and which therefore has little 
claim to respect or prestige in the society except fo~ its one 
characteristic or overwhelming importance, its power, 

Essentiall;r, th re are two differences between the type • 

In the first case, because the elite group shares the society's 
culture, its violation of old valtaes is apt to be limited. In 
the seconi case, because the conquering group is alien its system 
of values dif'fer t'rom that of the society aid, whatever its 
deliberate policies of government may be, by its very pattern 
ot lif'e it will indicate contempt, repugnance, or at least a 
low valuation tor a wide array or the characteristics of the 
society. The differences between the oases are thus twos in 
the degreee of moral acceptance of and regard tor the offending 
group by the groups being injured, ar.d in the limitations or 
comprehensiveness of thf

0
aspersion cast on the society's culture 

by the ot.f'en:ling group. 

By distinguishing two types, Hagen in effect expands the eoncept 

ot withdrawal of status respect to include generalized and comprehensive 

derogation by an alien superordinate group of the entire culture ot an 

iDiigeiiOus subordinate group. This enables him to sttbsume umer a 

g 
Hagen, P• 186 

9Ibid., P• 20.3 

10 Log. cit. 
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aingle general theory of change the somewhat special case of change in 

a traditional oociety dominated by a colonial power. 

The first generation to experience withdrawal of status respect 

r spoms with mdety, frustration, and rage. Thea experiences ar.rl 

responses of adult in:iividuals are r nected an1 expressed in their 

behaviour in the home. The father experiences anxiet)" and inn r 

conflict because he values both his old way of life and the opinion or 

superior groups. The son perceives the source of his father's anxiety 

an1 seeks for a v .... y to avoid the same painful conflict in himselfJ in 

time he solves the dUemma by deeying tba t either value is important. 

In denying the worth of the old way ot life, the son rejects the 

culturally approved goals of the traditional society. In rejecting the 

opinions of those who dispal'age him he denies himself access to goals 

which might be achieved through identification with the alien group. 

The son denies that he has an;r high expectation for satisfaction or 

happiness in lifeJ he becomes apathetic, am thereby finds se.f'ety am 

avoids pain. These and other related attitudes formed in the home are 

reinforced in peer groups whose members have been subjected to airrilar 

parental influences. By such mechanisms the foundations of retreatist 

personal! ty are laid, am retrea tist orienta tiona may become more 

pronounced in succeed1Dg generations in the face of continu.ed 

disparagement. 

The retreatist is the person who, during the process of 
personality formation, has met the problem of being unable to 
satisfy conflicting values by repressing them from his 
consciousness vi thout being able to replace them by others. 
He continues to funotion within the soci ty, bttt w1 thout much 
interest either concerning his work activity or in the attain· 
ment of position. He is possessed of a high degree of anomie, 



or norml.ess:neas. But even he has only suppressed w1 thin hiJa... 
sel.f the norms or tho society rud of his group in 1 t, not 
eliminated them. It he had done the latter, he ooftd live a 
successful autonomous lite, bu.t this he oa.nnot do. 

12 

WbUe retres.tism occurs in varying degrees, in the ideal

typioal case the i!Xiividual' s values are "so conf.Uoted, az:d, to solve 

the conflict, so buried, that the irdividual is immobUized".12 On the 

other ha.r.d, in the colonial sitation the retreat1st may cling 

compulsively to some or the trad1 'W.onal. ve.l11es even it the7 are no 

longer adapt! ve other than as a me ns ot protecting himself from the 

threat to his identity which acceptanc or Western values vould 

constitute. The retreatist is apathetic not onlf because he perceives 

that it is not worthwhile or sate to pursue goals, but bee use he 

expems so much energy in repressing his internal con.flict that little 

energy i left for anything els • He learns that it is dangerous to 

reveal the rag• he feels, both as a child faced with arbitrary treat

ment by an anxious aid contlicted rather, am as an adult faced with 

disparag(fJnent by the po'.llertul. superior group. He therefore represses 

his need to express rageJ be becomes passive, inhibited, une.ssertive.13 

ll!2ki•, P• 197 

12n .. 4A · ~., P• 21.3 

1.3uagen • s model of retrea tism is based ·on R. K. ll~rton • s tormula:t
ion an:i is in effect a modification of it. Merton holds that retreatism 
6iuvolves ••• the repeated frustration of strongl7 held goals", and their 
consequent aban:io:oment. In these terms, retreatism is an adaptation to 
the frustrat.ion of taila.reJ the 1Dlividua.l rejects both the calturall.y 
approved goals am also "the insti tutionall~ed. practices directed toVIU"d 
those goals"• Merton recognizes passivity as a proJJd.nent feature of 
retreatism. See his SgcW DutorY aM Sogia1 S\l:QCturt, P• 185 and 
PP• 1S'7-l&l. 
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is i ntervening s e i n th ani i o f ro 

aa or i per so i t hin he group or society 

allbjec o long contin disparage nt there occur aria tions in 

ho enviro nt which are conducive to the format ion of a new, more 

dynamic and orea lve personality ~e. Hagen presents number of 

hypothe ical situations to account for the e rgence of creativity out 

ot retr ti m. His propositions are both sp oulati e and complex, and 

will be to11ehed upon only briefiy and s11perficially to UlllStrate the 

general tur t ~he argument. 

The position and role of women in traditional society protects 

t hem somewhat fro the !ull impact of withdrawal or s tas respect, and 

they are not apt to beco as retrea ist as men. Therefore, the ther 

may be less w1 thdravn and more nurtur~1t t n the father who, u.:nllke 

his au.t horitarian eou.n erpart, e.xeroi s lit e contr over he 

r elations between mother am son. It she f'e l shame at the w lale s 

ot her husbatd m male relative , h mother enaour ge h r son. to 

be stronger than they, rewarding hi w1 th aff'ec ion tor childhood 

initiative a.td achieve nt. Consequently, he child f'e s a sense of 

security which give him "boldness o explore the world 11 ,
14 nd he 

develop a continuing need to exercise initiative aDd to exp rience the 

satisfaction of chievement. 

Hagen argues that where a large number of families ar e subjected 

to disparage ent for generations, circumstanc s favourable to the 

.formation of creative personality can be eXPected to occur in man.r home 

14-aagen, P• 221 



environments. With peer group reinforcement of attitudes learned in 

the home, there emerges a deviant group of innovational personalities, 

a group sharing new needs, values, ani cognitions which are in sharp 

contrast to those of the traditional culture. 

14 

The characteristics of innovational personality are pr€ciself 

those most coDducive to the stimulation of sooilil change. In t.lut ideal• 

typical ~ase, they include: 

• ••• openness to experience, am, utderl.ying this, a teniency to 
perceive phenomena, especially in an area of lite that is of 
interest to the in:U vidual, ae forming systems ot interacting 
forces whose action is explainable; creative imagimtion, of 
which the central component is the abilitY' to let one ' s 
1111Conseious processes work on one 1 a behalf; confidence ani 
content in one's own evaluations; satisfaction in facing ard 
attacking problems afld in resolving Confusion am inoonsit:tteDCYJ 
a sense that one has a duty or responsibility to achieve; 
intelligence; energJJ am, often related to several of these, 
a perception that the world is somewhat threatening am that 
one ~». ust strive perpetually if one is to be able to cope with 
it.l5 

If innovational personality characteristics appear only in 

isolated in:Uviduals, they will be defined as deviant by the group. 

They ma.:y be subj ectad to overwhelming pressures to oonf'orm to group 

values, and to reject those val~es which the group holds in low or 

negative regard. However, if a group appears whose members share their 

deviant val1.1es, it provides the members with protection, reassurance,. 

and confirmation of their beliefs. Existence of SQch a group "greatly 

increases the prospect ot effective innovatlon in technology or human 

rela.tionsn.16 The actions of one deviant group cannot explain 

15~., P• SS 

16~., P• 247 
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widespread economic growth ani social change. If change 1e to continue, 

the group must be widely imitated by members of other groups. The most 

likely imitators in the first instance are members of former elite 

groups who see their position threatened by the innovators. Howe~er, 

imitation I1JIJ.'1 not occur if the initial innovatitlg group is too alien to 

the society. In colonial societies and elsewhere, "the fact that an 

alien group holds technological activity in high value is apt of itaalt 

to cause in:.Ugenous groups to reject it in defence of their ow 

identi tyn.17 

Whether or not creative energies will be directed into economic 

channels depends on a number of factors. If markets, capital.and 

technical knowledge are available at the time when creative personality 

appears, then energies may turn to eMnomic innovation. However, 

favourable economic conlitions are not enoug in themselves to iniuce 

this kim of activity; there must be a group ready ani illing to take 

advantage of these conUtioDB. Hagen makes the point in stating what 

he calls "the principle ot relative social blockage". 

Other influences being equal, creative energies within a grottp 
trom which social recognit ion has been withdrawn will seek 
expression where the opportunity seems best to exercise one's 
talent s , prove one's worth t o oneself, an:l gain social 
recognition. To state the principle from the obverse viewpoint, 
the channel in vhich creative energies v1ll flow depen:ls in 18 part on the degree to vhich other possible channels are blocked. 

If the opportunity exists to develop econc>mic prowess, ani if at the 

same time economic prowess is aooorded social recognition by one'a 

17 .llW!• 1 P• 24S 

lS.nwt. , P• 241 
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r terence groups, ther e ts the stlmul to a ~ 1 thi 

direction. 

The foregoing cover3 those main po· nts o£ Hagen*s theory ·~th 

whic we wU1 be concerned. Before exa ning the a 1 ho~over, it is 

advia able to co 1 r the relevanCG of th ae formulations to the 

sit tion observed i the field. 

ilel.iDMO of »he ,'thtga 

Hagen sp cities that his theory is relevant to Itrlians on 

reservations, and hi elf e loys evidence from two IDdian communities 

in the nited State to illustrate the affects of co rehenaive 

deroga ion of the culture of a su.bordina.t group t.Ul:1ar condition:J of 

colonial. dorlination. Here is how he justitiao the usE; of the term 

'colonial' to deser11Jo the sit!.Ultion of North American Indians: 

The essena of the colonial situation is that a p ople has been 
conquered, the functioning of its culture alX't soci tructure 
disrupted and uppressed in some degre 1 and alien contrOl 
1 osed with uch force that resistance is futile. By this 
definition the position ot American Indian tribes is the arch 
type of coloniallsm, for their ocial structure ani culture 
have been disrupt aM suppressed more oolltpletel.y than those 
of a~ p ople oonvent!onall7 regard s colonial • 
•••• In some r apecto the proble ot econot:dc, political ani 
social d velopoont of he American Irdians 1a that ot UD:ier
develorr countries distilled, concent ted_ :raised to a 
power. 

In:Uans living on :res rvationo are among «the ol.e.ssic case$ of 

retreatist groups in the American sooietyu,'-0 but tod 1 they a~e 

19~., P• 471 
20~., P• 198 
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"~ginning to emerge" from retrea tism. 2l I£ these a.ssertioll$ are 

correct , it is perbap not surprising that some ot the conii tions Hagen 

describes on two Sioux reservations in South D kota hav t heir counter

parts on the reservation which is the su.bjeot or the present study.22 

Qu.i te apart trom the tact that Hagen • a theory was not used in 

the original research design, it woUld be manifestly impossible on the 

basis or only three months ot field work on a single reservation to 

test 1 t 1 or to apply the modal ot social change in all its complexity 

to the situation ob erved. The model in its totality is onLy applicable 

to processes ot change spanning generations, au:l data are not ava.Uable 

either to confirm or refute th hypothetical. processes whereby 

retreatist personalities, and subsequently innovational personalities, 

ma.y have developed. Data are a.ft.ilable however which st.~ggest not only 

the fairly widespread occurrence of retreatism on the reserve studied; 

but also the more llmi ted ocourrenoe, within a fairly distinct ani 

definable gro~. of individuals exhibiting characteristics which 

pproximate those of innovatioDal. personality. Furthermore, there is 

evidence that the entire IDiie.n oomrntmity is subject to continued and 

rather severe disparagement by members or adjacent non.IDiian groUps, 

21lJ:1Ja. , P• 214 
22Wh!le 1 t IllaY' be tr11e that initially the Sioux were disrupted 

ani suppressed more forcibly than the Iniiana to be diacllSSed here, 1 t 
is suggested that differences in disruption ani suppression were more 
in degree than in ldni, tor the InUans or western Canada we · also 
confronted with overwhel.miJJg f'oroe ani obliged to accept the cordi tions 
imposed on them by an alien government. See, for example, George F. 
Stanley's account ot the Second North-West Rebellion of 1SS5, in his 
The B!rth of Wegtorn CaPA4a, University of' Toronto Press, 19bo PP• 350 -
Y/9. 
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oo that conditions conducive to th~ perpetuation of rctreatist orient• 

ations appear to be present. These ob;servations remer at least 

plausible the notion that certain socio-psychological processes 

approximating thos outlined by f~gen did take place in this Indian 

community, as in others.23 

However, the emphasis here is not on processes of personalit7 

formation, past or present, or even on personalities as such. Tho 

emphasis is on retreatism and innovation as contrasting sets of 

cognitive and ev~uative orientations. tated another way, retreatism 

and innovation are viewed as modes of adaptation in groups subject to 

a "colonial" type of control, am the focus is on these adaptive modes 

arrl their possible significance tor economic development an:i social 

change in a reservation situation. ~~veral propositions will be 

suggested ani viewed in this perspective, among them the following: 

(1) that the perpetuation of attitudes, beliefs, and values 

associated with retreatism tend to inhibit autonomous action 

ani the making of decisions related to economic ani social 

23Bagen' a formulation also seems plausible in the light of the 
history of contact b. tween Europeans ani North American Indians 
generally. Almost everywhere the Indians were deprived of their ancient 
hunting lams ani herded on to reservations where the agents of western 
civilization's major soclal institutions. eoonomic, religious, ani 
governmental, combined to force upon the Irrlians, deliberately or not, 
the perception that their traditional valueo, beliefs, and activities 
were held in lov rega~. The perception by the Iniians that their 
culture ani society were the objects of "comprehensive derogation" by' 
a powerful foreign group whose valuation mattered, vould constitute the 
necessary condition for the formation of retreatist personality. 
Stanley (see previous note) tells us that in 1885 Crowfoot, a Blackfoot 
chief, ani Kahweechetwaymot, a Cree headman, spoke of' whites treating 
Irrlians "like dogs". Stanley, pp, 278 axrl 286, 
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development; 

(2) that the limited development which baa occurred is due in 

large measure to the simultaneous existence of other attitudes, 

beliefs, and values which are in contrast to those associated 

with retreatism, and which are conducive to decision making 

and innovation in the economic sphere and in related areas of 

behaviour; 

(J) that orientations conducive to innovation are shared by groups 

which are defined in some sense as deviant by a significant 

proportion of the reservation' s population; 

(4) that members of these groups have managed to persist in t heir 

innovative behaviour, more or less effectively and over a 

considerable period of time, in part because the orientations 

they share provide mutual protection and support in the face 

of pressures to conform and to adopt orientations which are 

more widespread in the cotmnuni ty. 

While au port tor these and other related statements will be 

baaed on data £rom one reservation, the statements themselves are 

similar to and in fact are derived from broader generalizations which 

Hagen claims are applicable to any disparged society or group in which 

innovation is beginning to emerge from retreatism. l'hllS some of the 

data can be said to illustrate, if only in a limited way, propositions 

which constitute important elements in his theory of social change, 

rJhen we focus on retreatiam and innovation as modes of adaptation 

in groups, we modify &.gen' s formulat i on so that it pr ovides a more 

truly sociological p r apeotive tor viewi ng developments on the reservation, 
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4 per active h1ghlightin t ctors whic may influenc tnnovative 

beha our ttmone Indian ro , but which may not infl1.1ance similar 

activity 8JTIO (7 comparable oup in the urrourrling white oci ty. It 

sugp.ests how InUan reactions to change arrl the prosl)act o change may 

be different fro th r ctions of non-Ind ans nd offers at least 

plausible ard tentative explanations not only for this difference, but 

for differences observed among groups vi thin the Iniian community 

itself. Ado ting this perspective does not mean that th sociological 

dimension of Hagen' s theory will be viewed uncritically, however, and 

several apparent shortcomings will be discussed in the concluding 

chapter. 



CHAptM IIJ 

Gtoeta4 Oaaraoter~stt;s 
The Trout River Reserve is located in western Canada., in what 

might be described ecologically as the zone of transition be'bween 

-treeless prairie am b<>real forest. The lani is mostly flat, arxl 

largely covered with mixed coniferous and deciduous :forest which is 

rather stunted ani interspersed with open farm1Dg areas. The quality 

of the farmlani seems to range from poor to fairl7 good. 

The reserve occupies an area. ot approximately 20,000 acres. 

The 1':-out River, a broad am sometimes switt-tlo'Wing stream, dbides 

the reaerve in two parts, roughly equ.al in size, hereafter called the 

East Side and West Side. 

The population was estimated to exceed 1600. Local records 

showed 179 hollSeholds in the communitY', of which 161. bad male heads. 

At the same time, there were 223 nuclear families each consisting o£ a 

husbaDd am wife and, in mo.st cases, several children. The homes of 

people were dispersed along both banks ot the river 1 over a distance 

of perhaps eight miles. Since the onl,y' bridge was located a mile 

sou.th or the .reserve, commwdoation between the East am West Sides was 

somewhat difficult. Abou.t sixty per cent or the populations lived on the 

west bank. 

Both sides ot the river were served by roads ani electric power 1 

2l 
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am pover lines appeared to be connected to moat ot the houses. There 

was no community water system, am water was purchased trom a trucker 

who hauled it from Birch Rapids, an adjacent white commanit7 with a 

population of approximat~ lSOO, 

Housing standards at Trout River varied widel7, partl7 because 

ot new housillg provided b7 the government am partly because a few 

Indians with steady jobs had conaiderably higher incomes than the 

average for the community. Small, neat houses, some built by their 

owners am others by the govertlmt!nt, were interspersed among the log 

cabins aid decrepit shacks. Th appearance of a house was not 

necessarily an ir.dication of the il'Jdustry, income, or statllS ot its 

occupant, Responsibility tor the allocation of new government bot18iDg 

rested with the ba.td council, atld in at least one recent year the 

community• s annual qu.ota of houses was distributed by lot. 

Families were large am hollSing mostl7 overcrowded by white 

middle class staxxlards. No accurate official figYres vera available, 

but of ~ households sllrVeyed, the mean number of persons per dwelUng 

vas about 7 .4, ani the mean number of rooms per house was about three. 

The interiors of a few homes visited were quite attractively decorated 

and decentl1 furnished, but most seemed to lack all but the barest 

necessities. 

The community had four schools, three of them situated at 

strategic intervals along the river's east bank, and one on the West 

Sid • The latter school was part of a complex which inclwed a large 

Catholic hostel, ani served both resident ani day students of the 

Catholic faith. The East Side schools, on the other ba:rd1 were UIJder 



secular control am were attenied by chUdren of the community's t wo 

principal religious denominations, ADgliean am Oa:t~h.olic. On the 

West Side, all Protestant children and some Catholic children attended 

racially integrated schools in the nearb)t town. 
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the Monoay: 

There were not maqy opportunities for wage employment on the 

reserve, am certainly not for year-rotmi jobs. A few men f'oUJ:Jd part

time or seasonal work as caretakers or baD::lym&n in hostel, school or 

mission. Some women worked at cleaning, or as part-time domestics. 

One man vas permanently employed by the only white retail merchant on 

the reserve, am a few others may have had tl1ll-time work within the 

communtt,-. During four or five months in fall azxl wi:nter, pulpwood 

cutting operations on ani near the reserve, w:der Imian management, 

provided work opportunities for a large proportion of the able-bodled 

men. Apparently winter jobs were not avaUable on aeything like the 

same scale bet'ore the Pulpwood Co-operative was formed in 1962. Prior 

to ths.t time, an w::determined number ot men (informants said about 20) 

worked each winter for a ban:l mamber who contracted to cut wood for the 

nearby pulp m1ll.1 In the same year, the Imian Affairs Branch 

sponsored a winter work project to clear a tract of band land for 

cultivation, thus providing temporary jobs to a number of men. 

For the most breadwinners, .spring was a season or entoroe4 

1one informant claimed that more than 50 men were 8D1J?loyed in 
winter bush vork prior to 1962, am that total annual income from 
pulpwood opera tiona had not risen significantl.y- toll owing the formation 
or the co-operative. 



idleness, ani st.Umller 'Was 11 ttle better for those vho chose to say in the 

co unity. The reserve was said to contain good arable lani, am man, 

cleared areas attested to earlier efforts at farming. However, during 

the period of field work, ol'lly tw brl1viduals were observed to be 

farming in a.nyth1ng like an organized ani oontintloUS manner, alXl a third 

man to whom t.s.rm machinery vas availabl seemed ·to take minimal 

advantage of his opportunity. Gardens were not much in e idence, 

although a few were een. One or two persons claimed that gardenimg 

was impractical, since vegetables required cultivation am care just at 

the time when summer jobs were available, including harvest work on 

distant farms. A farming co-operative, begun in the summer or 1964, 

gave intermittent part-time work to abot1t 20 men tor perhaps two weeks. 

For the most part, and with the notable exception of opportunit• 

ies provided by the Pulpwood Co-operative's winter operations, jobs 

had to be sought o11tside the community. The m.en foWld wrk primarUy 

with the pulpwood oompaey, the only inil18try in the nearby town of 

Birch Rapids. In the sWDm&r of 1964, ten bani members had full time 

jobs with the compafl1'1 either in the mill, in the bash, or in some 

related field of operations. Their incomes ranged from approxi tely 

J,60o to v5,500 per year. At least eight others are known to have 

been employed at the same time on a seasonal basis, am the total 

number of part-time Izrlian employees probably was greater than that. 

'rhe compa• provided part-time bush work to about go Illdians in the 

sea on of peak activity in the bush, ani part-time mill work to about 

JO during the busie$t season at the mill. A fev men left the reserve 

in summer to work as ra.rm labourers. Some were gone tor a rev days or 
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perhaps weeks at a time, often tald.ng their f'amilles with them to 

harvest root crops or other tarm produce. Others .f'ow:d summer work 111 

road-building or other constrUCJtion projects. 

In early autumn, wUd rice picking at lakes within a radius of' 

roughly SO miles occupied a large proportion of' the popula t.ion for a 

week or ten days, am sometimes longer. Inf'ormants said that it was 

no lo»ger prodll<rtive to hunt ard trap on reserve lams. A registered 

trapping area soDlEt distance from the reserve vas set aside tor the 

Indians, but apparently few of them trapped in any systematic way. 

An official said that the Indiana tetded to trap only in the most 

accessible places, some even preferring to set their traps in roadside 

di tohes or other spots which could be reached oasUy by oar" Ma.ey 

IDdians said that fishing had been ruined by" river pollution. Hot.reTer, 

a small group living on i;he East Side fished on a modest commercial 

scale in a lake not far from the reserve. 

Probably most families· depen:led on raliei" during at least pe.rt 

of the year, ani spring saw the greatest extension of the relief' rolls. 

As in many other such communities, there was a core of chronic relief' 

seekers, not all of whom had the excuse of physical disabUity or other 

valid reasons tor being unable to support themselves . On "relief da1'Qit, 

even in summer; there were queues from morning tmtU night outside the 

Indian agent ' s office. 

The general impression was ot a severely depressed eoono~, 

relieved only by seasonal employment opportunities. However, jtriging 

by the $Xtent of lan:l avallabl.e am the fact that one or two men seemed 

to be makiDg a model"ate success of farming, it seems that IDall1 D!Ol"e 



people could have been engaged in agrieul. ture. This was recognized b7 

some or the Imian leaders, who expressed the hope that the new 

agriculture co-operative, if su.ccess£ul1 might inspire some ot the 

people to exert themselves to w:d.ertake iDiepement farming operatiorw. 

It is suggested that for DlaJl7 of the Iniians, .failur to engage in 

farming was a renection of apathy n:l or orientations to depen:iencr 

on the government, of which more will be said in later sections ot 

this report .. 

Eopomig Qrgnipiions - Tije Co-,.operaUve Hovemea1i 

There were two oo.operative organizations within the 

community, am a third co-operative which drew its membership trom nine 

reserves had its focal point in the Trout River Reserve. As defined 

by the administration, the goals or these organizations were both 

economic ani sociala to create employment aDi income, ani to educate 

the Itrlians to "manage their ow affairs". 

The first co.-operative vas formed in 1962, am its immediate 

economic purpose was the production and arketing ot pulpwood. Its 

formation took place not long after a tederallr appoil:~ted community 

development officer came to the reserve. Within a few months, he was 

able to ldn the support of a small group ot men who were amo13g the more 

energetic ani progressive members of the bani, A long series of private 

atd public meetings was tolloved by the establishment of a co--operative 

registered under provincial law, and tinanoed by a $101000 government 

loan. However 1 this vas accomplished. onl1 after strong opposition trom 

several members of the bard council o..f that day, ani a group ot their 



supporters. It seems likely that these people saw the begimdng of a 

co-operative movement ae a threat to their own prestige and influence. 

Mor about this am other aspects or oppoai tion to the co-ops will be 

said in a later section. The main argwnents put forward by the 

opposition group were twos first, that bam enterprises should be 
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under the direction and control of the band aoanoil, the only body 

ao:osistirJg of elected repre~Jentatives of the entire aommunit,YJ aDi 

seoom, that the co-operative movement was leadiDg to involvement with 

the provincial government in ways which were perceived as threatening 

the Indians• treaty rights. These arguments were used in an effort to 

persuade the general bam membership not to s~rt the movement, ani 

were aimed also at the organ!.zers themselves, both before aJXl after the 

co-operative received its charter. Resista.noe seems to have decreased 

somewhat after several promillent oppoDents became persuaded or the 

worth of eo-operatives al'Jd wei"$ in fact taken into the movement, am 

after a band election in 1962, ·in which most of the principal camidates 

were aligned according to their views on the co-operative issu.e. 

In 19641 ao-operat1ve supporters were inclined to suggest that 

the election ot 1962 was an overwhelmiDg victory tor their ca.wae, 

pointing o11t that the candidate they .favoured tor the chief's ottice 

received more than haJ.t ot all the votes cast tor c.hief, while the 

lead1Dg oppoBent of co-operatives received only a relative harrlfull of 

votes. In tact, the ca.rdidate supported by the co-operative received 

136 of the 246 votes polled while the man who vas regarded by 

co-operative leaders as their principal opponent received .4J. votes. 

But 69 votes were cast for a third caDiidate vho opposed the 



co-operative, suggesting that the co-operative enjo7ed less popular 

support than its spokesmen claimed, either because of antipathy' or 

illdit.terence. 
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In spite ot expressions ot optimism b.Y some co-operative 

leaders that resistance to the movement largely had disappeared, there 

rema1Ded a hard core of opponents in 1964, atd 8. substantial number who 

were doubtful or ancommi tted. The origine.l leader ani chief' spokesman 

ot the opposition group, an 1nte1Ugent ani articulate man, continued 

to invoke democratic ideals in explaining the reasons tor resistance, 

claiming that the directors or the co-operatives made decisions which 

affected everyone on the reserve, yet the people did not have a voice 

1n these decisions.2 Furthermore, he expressed fear that the bani 

might lose its treatY" rights through provincial government enoroaoh

ment in the administration of' IlXlian Affairs, and considered that the 

co-operatives were playing into the hands of the province b7 accepting 

provincial loans. 

The relationship betveen mistrust or the co-operatives ard 

concern for treaty rights deserves elaboration. Many Izrlians viewed 

the province as attempting to take over the administration or Iniian 

affairs, am argued that their treaty was with tbe federal government, 

not with the provinee. They felt that the provincial. government would 

not consider itself' bowxi to honour treaty rights, ani thought they saw 

evidence of this in the province's alleged insistence that Itdians be 

2T:ne belief' that the co-operatives were "undemocraticff seemed 
to be reinforced by the fact that the directors usually did not invite 
members to their meetings, although the Pulpwood Co-operative held two 
open meetings each 1ear. 



"treated like white men" so far as game laws vere concerned. It seems 

that provincial law did grant a number of special hWBting privileges 

to Itdians, but the In:Uans did not know this, or did not want to 

believe it. The local game officer said that Iniians never came to 
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him for clarification of their hunting privileges. On the other hand, 

it seems that little it anything was done by the provincial authorities 

to educate the Indians in this regard. 

Bavi.ng this image ot a progressively encroaching provincial 

government, some Iniians considered tba t the managers of the co-operative 

were "selling-out" to the province. Not only had tho co-operatives 

borrowed extensively- from the provincial government, but they bad 

received a good deal or business advice and technical and legal 

assistance from the same source. Some Irdians believed that thi 

created obliga tiona to the province 1 arxl gave it turther ans to 

exercise control over their affairs. 

For related reasons, man,y wer opposed to voting, not only in 

provincial but in federal elections. IDiians were not very artioul.a te 

about their reasons for such opposition, but seemed to think that voting 

was one more step se:rv'ing to blur the distinction between treaty 

In:Uans ani other citizens of the province atd nation, and that it 

IJJdians became too much identified with the rest ot the population, 

their distinctive treaty status might no longer be recognized. For 

similar, it not identical, reasons, maJl1' Iniians distrusted the 

National Iniian ColUlcil, vhich vas headed by a non-treaty Imian aiX1 

showed concern tor the betterment of the Metis as vell as treaty people. 

Again, identification with the Metis might mean that government 



eventually would taU to make any distinction, ani treaty rights would 

be lost. 

Th foregoing suggests that many Im i ans felt rather i ntensely 

depement on the federal government , am experienced anxiety at an,y 

prospect of' social change or of innovati ons vhich might in any 

conceivable way t hreaten t heir status and i dentity. 

The Pulpwood Co-operative 

At the time of the study, the Pulpwood Co-operative bad 

completed two winter seasons of "bu.sh work". It bad 167 l'l'.lembers, ani 

vas headed by an elected board o£ directors consisting of seven men. 

Membership was open to all persons in the oomnutni ty 1 am each member 

paid a one-dollar annual f'ee which entitled him to employment in the 

c~tting seaso~ and to a vote in the yearly election of directors. 

Actua.Uy there were 152 members from the Trout Riv~ ReserYe, and 15 

f'rom another reserve about .30 miles e.way. One of the le. tter group was 

a direetor. 

Not all pe.id-ap members worked during the 1963-64 cutting 

season. Wh:Ue the exact number of men employed vas uncertain, an officer 

of the co-operative estimated that about 120 members worked in the 

bush during at least part of the season, aid local government records 

stated that l.OJ men were "active in the operationu. Presumably a rev 

ot these ttaotive 11 members were not from Trout River, b~t from the 

reserve nearby. According to one spokesman tor the co-operative, 

exactly 100 ot the members from the Trout River Reserve were heads of 

nuclear f amilies. Since most, ot them probably worked, it appears 



likely that more than 40 per cent of the comunity's 223 recorded 

family heads benefited fro at least some employment with the 

co-operative, in the 1963-64 operation. The men worked on a piece-work 

basis at rates ranging from 2.00 to · .35 per cord of wood, deperdiJ:JC 

on the phase ot operations in 'Which they were engaged. It was said 

that a man who was willing to vork hard could earn mor than $100.00 

per week. 

There is no doubt that the Pulpwood Co-operative made a 

significant contribution to the community' a economy. One informant 

who was in a position to know what he was talk1I.l8' about estimated that 

the co-operative brought between $70,000 ani 0,000 to the reserve 

duriDg four months of operation in 196>-64. However, it is difficult 

to know what this means. Almost certainly it does not mean that this 

entire sum went directly to the people as personal income. The 

Co-operative pulpwood sales in that period. totalled just over $601 000 

and the total deficit at the end of the operation, after all wages ani 

other expenses had been paid, was about 3,000. 

This 3, 000 deficit, contrasting w1 th a surplus o£ about $1., 700 

in the previous year, was attributed primarUy to errors in record

keeping (some of tham allegedly stemming from carelessness "in the 

bllSh") vhich resulted in payment being made to workmen for about 350 

cords of vood. that never were cut. At the same time, a small part of 

the loss was said by one informant to be the result of theft by a 

supervisor)" employee. Whatever the facts of the case, the losa ot 

JSO cords of wood did nothing to enhanc.e the co-operative's public 

image, and wna one factor perpetuating distrust of the organization 
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mo o members of the communi t7. 

The Agriculture Co-operative 

The Agriculture Co-operative was :formed in the spring of 1964. 

It bad a provisional board ot directors consisting ot seven men, am 
until the farming season was well advanced there vaa no otdinar7 

membership. At the e:td of the season, membership totalled more than 20, 

atd consisted of men who had been htred to perform cuual labour .tn 

the course of the summer's operations - primarUy to hoe potatoes. 

These men were persuaded to pay membership tees when they received 

their wages. 

In the first season or operation, the Agriculture Co-operative 

had about 58 acres wxler cultivatio~ Approximately 48 acres were 

planted \lith oats, and about ten acres were in potatoes. The 

co...opel."ative began operations witho11t equipment ot aJ:l1' kim, am had 

to rent or borrow farm ch1nery, or hire the services of machinery 

owners am operators. La.rxl had to be leased, teneed, cultivated, seeded, 

tenied, am harvested. There is :no doubt that the cost of these 

operations vas considerable. The study emed before the crops were 

sold, and it was impossible to obtain accurate data on either revenues 

or expenUturea.. However, all the available evidence suggests that 

expeaiiturea vere the higher of the two. 

While the co-operative may have lost mo1'l$y, it did succeed in 

generat1Dg enthllSiastic invcU.vement in a group enterprise, am provided 

ocoa.sional employment tor a membership ot more than 20 men. Furthermore, 

several contracts for oul tivating ar.d harvesting services went to bam 



me be s who owned, o had co ss to, th neaes ary ohinery. There 

vere plana to expam ope tions in the coming year, ani to b~ 

equip nt with the .id ot a government loan. 

The WUd Rice Co-operative 
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The Trou.t Riv r Re11erve is not far from a major vild rice 

produoillg area . Before 1964; the govermnent leased the main producing 

lakes to Cau.oasian rice dealers, who paid pickers fro Trout River am 

other Ix:dian communities within a vide radius of the lakes. Pickers 

were paid a f'lat rate of so ma.ey cents per pouni, the rate varying from 

one year to the next, depeiXling o:n such factors as prevailing market 

corditions, ani the qaality o£ the rice crop., It was said that some 

t•ice dealers had become weal thJ" men, am predictably there were stories, 

some of them perhaps tru.e, of how the deal rs bad exploited the 

Indians. 

Yi th the guidance ot the community deV'el.opment o fie r, a 

movement began at Trout R1 ver in 1964 to torm a co-operative tor 

harvesting ard markeUng wild rice . Since all Imians had the legal 

right to pick rice, am since people from rq coJIIDUU11t1es bad do:ae so 

tor years, it was necessary to involve all interested co unities in 

the movement. Duri~~g the a r, there were meetings ar.d complex 

negotia tiona involving officials ot the provincial goverm.nent am 
representatives from 11 reserves. In all these dealings, leaders of 

the Trout River Reserve played a domi:oa.n'tf partJ they bad the advantage 

or previous experience in the co-operative movemnt, aid of guidance 

from a resid nt community development officer. 
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ll.embership in the lid Rice Producers' Co-operative was open 

to entire In::Uan bands, ani not to itld1viduals. After the co-operative•s 

final formation in mid-summer, there were nine bands participating. 

Both the presid nt and the business manager were Trout River men; the 

latter being a paid official. Operations were financed by a 0,000 

bank loan, vi th repayment guaranteed by the provincial government. 

Each bani paid a $100.00 membership fee, these payments 

providing working capital in the 1ni tial stages before the bank loan 

was received. Onl.7 members of be.Dis which agreed to pay fees were 

allowed to pick rice in the lakes le sed by the co-operative" The 

only exception to this rul parmi tted !" tis who had traditionally 

picked rice in the area to continue picking. The combined population 

ot member bands was about 6,500, atd an estimated 700 Indians took an 

· active part in the harvesting. 

Not w1 thout some difficulty 1 the co-operative obtained from 

the provincial government virtually exclusive harvesting rights to all 

lakes within a large productive area. With help ani guidano from the 

community development officer, they invited teniers to purchase the rice 

am negotiated final arrangements with the one dealer who temerod.. In 
~ 

a p riod of from two to three weeks in September, the co-operative 

bought appro:xi tely 70, 000 pounds of rice fro the Iniians an:l sold 

it to the dealer tor 57 cents per pound. Pickers wer paid t the rate 

of 40 cents per pourd, azrl a royalty payment of 12 cents per pou.rxi went 

to the proVincial gover~nt. 

The field study emed before the eo-operative bad mde a final 

financial reckon1og, Shortly after the rice season closed, one 
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supporter o the vent ore called 1 t a "tra Ildous success n financially. 

Wi thou.t going into details, it can be said that the evidence available 

suggests otherwise, arrl probably e:xpensee equalled or exceeded 

revenue. Even if the first season's operations were less than a total 

financial success, the co-operative did st1cceed in putting a. larg stllll 

of money (at least · 25,000) into circulation among a large number of 

Indians. Ani once again, the ente prise led to the involvement of a 

group of Itrlian people in a common wxierta.ldng in which they exercised 

at least some measure of control and direction. 

Pqlitical Qtga~za\tgn 

The bani cou.noU consisted of a chief atd four councillors, 

all of whom were elected by majority vote of the entir band electorate. 

Bani oouncUs are empowered by the Ird1an Act to make by-laws relatillg 

to such matters as health, traffic regulations, control of livestock, 

road me.intenanoe, ani the like, but the council of the day bad not 

enacted a:n:y by-laws during nearly tvo years in office. Apparently no 

by-laws bad been enacted by a.tr¥ previous cou.ncU. Un:ler Section 82 of 

the Indian Act, the govermnent may declare that a bani has reached 

"an advanced stage of development", thereby empoweriog the council to 

raise money by taxation ani licensing, to appropriate am sp lid bam 

funds, to pay councillors tor their services, am to make other 

provisions not tmlike thost w1 thin the pover or a governing body of a 

manicipe.lity. The Trout River Bam did not have the privUiges extemed 

under this section of the Act. 

Councillors did, however, work closely with the several economic 



organizations in promotiDg the co-operative movement, aid some actuall7 

were supported b7 the senior co-operative when they sought election. 

They also bad a ham in admi.nisterillg the business ot co-opera. ti ve 1 

both collectively ani as inUviduals. Two councillors belonged to 

the board or directors of the Agriculture Co-operative, ani a third 

was on the Pulpwood Co-operative board. 

When not concarned with the co-operative movement, the Council 

was involved in a variet7 ot ba.D1 mtters, such as relief, housing, 

road ma1nt9mnce1 am school transportation. However, in most. ot 

these matters the councillors acted as intermediaries between the local 

agent azxi the general bani membership. The now of commtmication 

seemed to be largel7 one-wa,., with counoll or its members relaying to 

the agent requests or demania originating in the ba.rxi. Except when 

meeting with the agent, the eounoU appea~ to oomuct its business in 

a generally informal manner. Apparently foral. Dd.nutes were not 

recorded prior to the arrival ot a new agent in the summer ot 196,4. 

Oolll'lOUlors met one another trequenU,. in their day-to-day movements 

about the reserve, and often called at one another• s hom&Jh During 

these casual encounters, groaps o.t tvo or three men would diseuse 

current subjects such as housing, relief, or the prospects tor a good 

rice crop. These conversations often led to agreement on courses of 

action, ani to appropriate representations being made at later councll 

meetiXJgs. Contrib"tt:ng to the trequency ot these casual 'f'isits was 

the fact that in spite or the reserve's large area ar:d its scattered 

population, the chief ani three counoUlors were close neighbours. 

The Oounoll bad no official meeting place, but met irregularl7 in the 



chief's hol18e or in the agent's office, if the latter atterded. 

The council called general ba.rr::l meetings when important issues 

bad to be discussed, or major decisions made. Normal attelidance at 

these gatheriDgs vas trom 30 to 40 persons. Probably there was a whole 

set of factors contributing to this lov atten:ianc rate, inoloiing wide 

populatJ.oJl dispersal, poor co:Dlnumiea.tions, incol'lV'enient meeting hours, 

and general public disinterest. 

Sogial .<;mgpiDQ 

lntormants frequently said that "ju t about everybody on the 

reserve is related to everytody else", aDd in tact there were a tew 

widely extemed. kin groups which, taken together, i.ncltded. most of the 

people in the commum ty. The tour surname& which occurred most 

f'reqttently in the agency's bam list were shared by 810 persons, or 

about SO per cent ot the popalation. This did not include married 

females whose maiden names were among the tour dominant surnames. 

There was evidence to indicate that a large group sharing a 

common surJ!Iame \las in tact a kin group, in which each in:Uvidual 

recognized his kinship with others in the group, even when such 

relationships were remote, For example, several members of the largest 

group with a common surname, to be called the Favreaus, acknowledged 

that "all the Favreaus are related", ani one or tvo seemed rather 

eurprised that aey-one might thiDlc otherwise, Agency records did not 

show a siDg}.e case ot a Favreau marrying another person with that 

name, suggesting somethiDg not llnlike clan exoga.my. Families with the 

same sur:name showed a ten:lency to bave their homes close together, 



thus forming 11 ttle colonies of ldn which suggested an inclination to 

patrilocalit.Y• 

While intermarriage amoJJg extenied kin groups umoubtedl.y' 

contributed to community solidarity, other factors tenied. to reduce 

aolidari ty. Perhaps the moat immedia ely obvious line ot social 

cleavage was between Catholics alXl Anglicans. While this division 

involved more than religious differences, the denominational labels are 

convenient for introducing a discussion of the two main faotions on 

the reserve. 

Mission records showed that th re were 325 nominal am praotio

illi Anglicans, comprising abou.t 20 per cent o£ the population. or 
56 male nuclear family heads classed as Anglicans in agency files, 52 

had Anglo-Saxon (or at least Anglicized) names; whlle only two had 

names which were unmistakably French. On the other ham, ot 166 s11ch 

family heads who were Catholics, 126 bad names readll.Y classifiable as 

French, am onl.Y .34 had names which were defird. tely ADgl.o-Saxon, or 

borrowed from the Ezlglish language. Several "French" Catholics (who, 

like the Anglicans, spoke Olll.y Ellgl.ish in addition to the local Imian 

dialect) said that their suraames could be traced to the days when a 

group or French Canadians opera ted a sawmill in the al"ea am inter

married with the In1ians_. but it seems probable that at least some of 

these names origim ted vi th the fur traders ot the Northwest T'radilli 

Compa.cy. Both Ixrlian ani white in:f'ormants said that some ot the Anglicans 

still :retained In1ian names as well as the English ones they had 

adopted, while the Catholics 'With French names bad not l"etained In:lian 

names. According to one story, the Al:lglioans assumed English names as 



a meaDS of emphasizing their distinctiveness. For reasons that soon 

will be made clear, it seems equa.ll7 probable that they retained 

Indian names for the same purpose. 

The Anglicans te:trled to live to themselves. NearlY all of 

their homes were concentrated at one end of the reserve on both sides 

of the river. Hwever, there was some overlapping of residential 

location, and several informants claimed that the pattern was cbangi:ng, 

with the geographical ttbou.rdary" becoming progressively blurred. In 

particular, the nwnericall1 stronger "French" Catholice seem to have 

infiltrated Anglican territory quite extensively. 

There was some intermarriage between the two groups, am agency 

records showed ll currently existing marriages in which the spouses 

were ot dif'ferent f'aiths . Seven or these unions vere between Catholic 

males and Anglican females. The number o! common law unions across 

denominational lines was unrecorded, but informants said these occurred 

rather frequently. 

The .Anglicans bad the1r own informal leaders, am held occasion

al meetings or their own. Rovever, they did not participate much in the 

affairs of the larger oommanity. Of the lS indiViduals classed as 

belonging to the polit.!oal-eeonomio elite; only one was an All{llies.n am 
it was said that his appointment as a co-operative director was 

engineered by the group in pow r for political reasons, apparently to 

counteract charges that the Catholics were 11runn1~ EWeeything"1 ard 

'*keeping e"Y'erything for themselves"• It is difficult to say to what 

extent the Anglicamt V'OlllJltarily excluded themselves from leadership 

positions in formal organizations, and to what extent th$7 were excluded 
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by the Catholic majority. Evidence will be presented which suggests 

that the Anglicans were inclined to withdraw, ani terxled to bo 

disinterested in or oppOsed to the co-operative movement. Howevert 

they were br no means the only group so opposed. The leading opponent 

of co-operative , 'Whose views vere described previously, was a 

"French" Catholic known to have the support ot some Anglicans. 

Actually there was another line of cleavage which wao almost, 

but not quite, superimposed on the denominational. one. This was the 

l1ne s para ting those who defined the elves as the onlr ~ .WA 

members of the 'bani from those whom they defined as interlopers who 

bad "taken over" bard a.t'.fs.irs. The group claiming~ .n.9Jl 

membership was composed ot most if not all ot the .Anglicans in the 

community-, together with a small IlUJllber of Catholics. These people 

regarded themselves as the "only true Indians" on the rep rve, am 

claimed that the others were "Metisn, alt hough legally both groups 

consisted ot treaty Ir.dians. Casual ob$ervation suggested a real 

biological difference, for in general the self'-styled "true Imians" 

appearod to be darker complexioned. The close correspor.dence between 

this ttetlmic" line ot cleavage aid the denominational one is illustrat

ed by the religious affiliations or persons who signed a petition to 

the government in March, 1964, protesting alleged favouritism toward 

the 1tHetis 11 • 0£ the 15 ind.ividuals who signed, ten definitely were 

Anglicans, two apparently were Anglicans, ani three apparently wr 
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Catholics, 3 The petition asserts that the "1-'..etis" obtain all ma. terial 

benefits provided by the federal government, "such as cattle, tractors• 

farm implements, nets, traps, ani other articles", while the "native 

Treaty Imians are ignored". It calls for a judicial inquiry to 

determine why' this alleged sitliation ex:ists, ani asks that "consider• 

ation be given to give the llative Trf>aty Imiane their own Treaty 

Contra.ct. 11• 

The historical basis £or the self-styled '•true Iniiansttt 

definition of the si tua. tion seems apparent enough. When the Ilrlians 

ot this region signed their treaty in the 1870's, there li"'ed among 

them a large number of people o£ mixed blood, many of whom "were 

recognized as Indians... ani were taken into the batds among whom the.Y 

resided".4 It seems, however, that while the government recognized 

these Metis as InUans an:l gave them treaty status, the In:lians did 

not so recognize them. Probably hostilit1 was stimulated qy the rise 

to nwnerical ani eventual political dominance of the 11half-breedslf. 

It goes withoat sayillg that the "French'1 Catholics defined the 

situation differently. If' the opinions of the elite are aey guide, 

perhaps Catholic attitudes can be swnmarized by' saying that this 

numerically and politically dominant group was rather patronizing 

3These signatures suggest that it may be the Catholics '14th 
Anglo-Saxon names vbo temed to side vi th the .ADglicans in cls.imillg 
~ .tls1fl bam membership. A tendency of many ot this same group of 
Ca thol1os to live in close pro:dld. ty to the Anglicans also points to 
the same tentative conclusion. 

~m~;a og ttw Pra!rit frqviDQftlt Department of Citizenship 
ani Immigration, ID:iiall Attairs Branch• Ottawa, 1961. P• 9 



toward the Anglicans. Far from def'ining themselves as ll.etis, the 

Catholic leaders laid claim to just as much 11Irrliannesstt as aD:f other 

group. The,y made a clear distinction between their own group n1 non

treaty people of' mixed descent, whom they in turn called Metis. They 

ridicllled the racial distinction made by the Anglicans, arguing that 

just abo11t everyone on the reserve was of mix:$1 ·blood, it the tr11th 

were know or admitted. 

The Catholic leaders 'With whom the issu.e was di cussed said 

that the,y did not know why' they- were called Metis; or said the issue 

resulted from religions dif'ferenoes, or from nglican "backwardness". 

The Anglicans were said to be "still 11v1J38 in 1S7l*' (the year the 

treaty vas signed). In oontrast, the Catholic leaders de!'ined them

selves (ani at least by implication, the entire Catholic gro11p) as more 

"progressive•. Several informants cl.a1med the Anglicans were more 

inclined to think the government owed them a living, a:Id were more 

inclined to heavy dri nking ani delinquent behaviour than the Catholics. 

Police in Birch Rapids gave some support to this latter view, pointing 

to the members ot one Anglican family in particular as being "the 

worst trouble makers"• 

It seems likely that the deepest glllt lay not between Allglicans 

and Catholics as such, b11t between the group which claimed special 

qualities of "Indianness1t for itself alone, and the; group which declined 

to recognize the former ' s claim to these distinctive qualities. It so, 

then religious distinctions may only have served to accentuate the 

deeper difference. There was some evidence to support this idea. Each 

gro11p teDied to avoid referring to the other in religious terms. 
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Informants on both sides spoke ot 11the people at~ etd of th 

reserve 11 , waving a bam in the appropriate direction. i.:>everal Iniians 

ani vbites referred to irxlifferent attitudes toward religion, and 

even to anti-religious attitudes among both factious. 

While there appeared to be one or two other minor social 

divisions in tho community, (for example, betveen people on the East 

and West ~;)ides), they seemed quite unimportant in comparison with the 

cleavage already described . Evidence will be pre ented in a later 

section which suggests that the .AI!glican group (ani, by extension, the 

entire »true IDdian" faction} vas more retreatist than other groups on 

the reserve. In fact, the material already presented suggests this 

tentative conclusion; apparently these people tended to live to 

themselves, to drink more heavily than others, ani to withdraw trom 

participation in band affairs. 



CHAPTER IV 

J!C'-1 THE COLOtliAL ENVIRONMEN'l' I§ PERPE'l'UAIED 

In terms of our theoretical framework, continuing disparagement 

1a a condition for the perpetuation of retreatist orientations. 

Likewise, a condition for the emergence of innovational personality 

out of retreatism is continued disparagement over time, indeed over a 

span of generations .• 1 We are not concerned primarily with a history of 

ways in which Indis..ns have been held in low- regard in the past, but 

with evidence of the continuation into the present day of disparagement, 

and of circumstances whioh Indians may perceive to imply disparagement. 

The rationale for vielfing Indian reserva·tione as eolo.n.ial 

societies was explained previously. To further clarify the use of the 

term "colonialism" i U here defined as a state of' interiority 

eXperienced by- a community or society which 1s dominated politically, 

economically, and culturally by another more developed soe:tety. 2 
i 

lsee above, P• 11. 
2This closely follows the definition by B., Maddiek on page 101 

of A P~Q.l;!onan; of the Sqeial Sotencgs. where he says that colonialism 
"refers to a state of interiority or of servitude experienced by a 
oommunit;r, a eountry:1 or a nation which is dominated politically- and/ 
or economically and/or culturally by another and more developed community 
or nation; applied especially when the dominant nation is ~an or 
North American, and the less-developec, a non-European people" 11 
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In the colonial situation, theoretically 1 the dominant alien 

group "by' its very pattern of life" indicates contempt and a low 

valuation for culture of the subordinate group. 3 Generalizing from 
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the history of colonial domination, I~gen points out that typically 

members of the dominant group "bull;) their house differently • used 

di.f:f.'erent furniture, vore different clothing, showed repugnance for 

traditional methods of preparing food, and so on through every aspect 

of living11 • 4 Dif'ferenoes parallel to these existed between Trout 

River and the neighbouring white community of Birch Rapids. The li.f'e 

style in Birch Rapids vas predominant]¥ middle class, in sharp contrast 

to that on the reserve. Certainly this did not go unnoticed by the 

Indiana. One white informant said: "The Indian sees h011 the white man 

lives and he says 'either I'm inferior or he is cheating ae•. He can't 

face the possibility of being inferior, so he decides the white man is 

cheating him". Furthermore, and apart from any inferences that 

Indians uuq have draw f'rom differential living standards, there was 

evidence that s ome local whites overt~ disparaged them. 

No less important were certain essentially "eolonia111 elements 

whi~ persisted in the system for administration of Indian affairs, 

carrying with them the implication that Indians were t he object of 

derogation. Observations at Trout River indicate that within the system 

there existed concurrently two approaches to government handling of 

3Hagen, P• 203 

4 Ibid. 1 P• 413 



Indian affairs: the "non-directive" community development approach 

dedicated to fostering Indian initiative and self-direction and the 

traditional "paternalistic" approach which focussed on the administrat

ion or rather precisely defined legi lative provisions governing what 

both Indians and officials could o~ could not do, and treated Indians 

like wards of the state even vhile it proclaimed them to be full and 

responsible citizens. Although the avowed objective of government was 

to promote Indian autonouv, a residue or paternalism conveyed the 

implication that Indians were defined as incapable ot knowing what vas 

best for themselves. without doubt some of the leaders at Trout River 

perceived themselves to be defined in preciselr this way. 

There is no intention or calling into question the sincerity or 

the government or of individuals who were its agents. The point to be 

illustrated is that factors perpetuating a degree of "coloni.al11 control 

were built onto the administrative system. This element of control 

appeared to prevent Indians from exercising initiative, to reinforce 

their feelings of dependency, and to convey to them the impression 

that they were defined more as children than as responsible adults . We 

are reminded of Hagen's assertion that in ~ colonial situation the 

dominant group will convey an impression of low regard for the subordin

ate group "whatgver its deliber§te poligies of ggvernment mat pen . 5 

To indicate how a colonial environment is perpetuated, we look 

first at factors in the administrative system, and then at evidence or 
disparagement in the community at large. 

-Sibid. , p. 203. Italics are the present writer •s . 
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The principal inat.rument employed in the administration of 

Indian affairs is the Indian Act. This defines not only the powers ot 

both government administrators and of band oo®~ils, but also the right$ 

of individual Indians as Indians, in quite specif'ic terms. From the 

most casual perusal of the Act it is clear that the government bas 

sveeping powers with respect to IIISJl1" aspects of the Indians' lives. 

Of course, all citizens and local administrative bodies in a modern 

state are subject to la.vs which restrict the choices and initiatives 

they may take. But Indians are the only minority ethnic group in the 

country subject to a body of legislation which applies to them and on:J.T 

to the~ This earries with it certain special privileges, but also 

certain special disprivileges. 

The Act was created as an instrument for alien control of a 

people whose culture and social structure had been disrupted and who, 

whether or not they WJ.'Y be said to have been conquered by force or the 

threat Qf foree, were at the very least obliged to relinquish their 

claims to the lands they traditionally occupied. Whatever the intent

ions of the legislators, the Act was in effect an instrument of 

colonial control. It is suggested that even as it exists today, and 

despite many revisions over the years, this statute serves to perpetuate 

coloniali~ in some degree. 

An avowed purpose of the original Indian Act was to "protect" 

the Indians and to provide them with certain unique safeguards not 
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because ther were regar ded with special favour, but because they were 

looked upon as lesser beings.6 The persistence of this paternalistic 

objective is evident in the new Act, passed in 1951 and still in force.7 

Furthermore; a good many sections of the new statute oarr,y the 

implication that Indians are regar~~d as leas than fu~ competent 

adults, and appear to result in their being treated as such. For 

example, the Act prohibits Indians in the prairie provinces £rom selling 

livestock or farm produce to anyone but fellow band members, »unless 

the superintendent (a government official) app:-·oves the transaction in 

writ1ng" .8 It provides tor the surrender of reserve lands provided 

such surrender is approved by a majority vote of band members, but on 

the condition that band meetings called for this purpose "shall be held 

in the presence of the superintendent or some other officer of the 

Department designated by the Ministern . 9 It provides for government 

management of the financiAl resources of bands, stipulate hov band 

revenues from certain sources are to be allocated, and reserves to the 

~-lhen the Indian Act \I8JJ tabled in Parlla.ment in lJ!fl6, much of 
the de~te focussed on matters relating t o the need to protect Indians, 
both from the anticipated results of their own shortcomings and from 
unscrupulous whites . Uith regard to the central issue, name13' that 
Indians must be protected, there apparently was unanimous agreement on 
both sides of the House. Bon. H. L. Langevin no doubt express d the 
opinion of Il'la.IW parliamentarians when he said that "Indians were like 
children to a very great extent" and therefore required a great deal 
more protection than white men" . Debat!} of the Howse of Commons, 
ottawa, 1876, P• 752. 

7Tllis r efers to the new Act as amended to 1961. 
8Th Indian . ct, S ction .32(1) . 

9~., Section 39(5). 
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government the right to decide whether or not a particular band shall 

be permitted to spend its own mon87. 10 

These provisions and others like them demonstrate the paternal

istic intent of the legislation. \{bile the objective is to protect 

Indians from exploitation~ the implication is that Indians are not 

competent to protect themselves or to perform in the market place like 

normal adults either corporately or individual~. Of course one cannot 

be certain h011 restr·ictive the Act is in practice without knowing in 

detail how its provisions are inter-Preted and &pplied by the 

administration. However, there is little question that the legislation 

provides an administrative framework conducive to the perpetuation of 

a colonial type of control. It is suggested ttat many of the manifest

ations of government paternalism to be described hereunder are directly 

or indirectly attributable to the provisions of the Indian Act. 

Conflicting Orientations Within the Administrative System 

In 1964 a community development program, then being extended to 

other reserves, was in full operation at Trout River within the framework 

of the federal administrative system., This program vas oriented to the 

task of encouraging Indian self-direction, while other programs had a 

paternalistic orientation which focussed on the administration o£ the 

Indian Act and of regulations under the Act. Tre eo-existence o£ two 

such essentia~ opposed orientations within the same ystem led to 

various contradictions. 

11 ( !bid. , Sections 6~ 1) , 62, 68. 
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The Branch maintained guardianshi and strict control of band 

funds; for ~le, the Indians vere refused permission to use about 

300. in one of their trust accounts to p~ for repairs to a tractor, 

and were instructed instead to reapply for permission to use money 

from a different account, in aeeorcance with regulations governing the 

expenditure of band moneys. However, at the same time the Branch 

granted loans totalling thousand of dollars to the eo-operatives, as 

part of the progratr. for helping the Indians to learn to manage their own 

economic affairs. 

The local Indian agent, at least part~ committed by the demands 

of the system to maintenance of the status guo, worked side by side with 

a community developm nt officer committed to t3e establishment of a new 

order. These opposed orientations did not go unnoticed by the Indians; 

most of the leaders placed a lower valuation on the agent' role than 

on the development officer's role. The contrast in roles may explain 

wby one leader thought the development officer vas a provincial official, 

although he had been in the community for two years. 

The development officer was granted certain special privileges 

of freedom and discretion which the agent did not enjoy. For example, 

he reported direct to the regional office, bypassing the agency 

superintendent's office. His discretionary powers were supposed to 

enable him to foster and encourage programs which would involve th 

Indians in greater responsibility for decision-making. But there were 

limitations to these powers, beyond which he met the same or similar 

restraints as those imposed on the administrator. He could not 

delegat~ to the co-operatives reBponsibility for the loans they received 
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from the Branch. Being held accountable for them, he vas obliged to 

supervise their use. This is not intended as a value judgementJ it 

simp~ state~ a fact of government administration which inhibited the 

delegation of responsibility to the Indians. 

The civil serv n\G system is '1 competitive one \therein the field 

officer's performance is subject to comparison with the performance of 

his peers, and he is under pressure to shov results. This generates a 

strong desire to "get things done" , and an accompanying temptation to 

perform for the Indian functions which might bt' performed by the 

Indian. I attended a meeting in 'L'l"out River of several resident and 

visiting officials at which plans for harvesting, storing, and 

marketing the Agriculture Co-operative 1 s oats <:.nd potatoes were 

enthusiastical~ discussed in detail. It was obvious that the 

participants relished formulating a plan in which efficiency and econOJl\Y 

were the keynotes. The development officer attempted to introduce a 

new perspective by saying: nret 's see "'hat the Indians want to do about 

this. I try to let them handle things , and they~ going ahead on 

their own" . In fact the Indians did make many of the arrangements 

without outside help. tihat this incident illustrates is not actual 

interference in eo-Operative projects, but a collective orientation 

which had potential for interference. 

The Indian agent was a new arrival a.t Trout River, but ha.d 

served as agent a.t another reserve for some years previouslY. At his 

first meeting vith the band council, he quiek]J" assumed control of the 

proceedings , even though apparently there had been no previous 

opportunity for bbt·to assess the capabilities of the councillors as a 
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group. His assumption ot the role of secretary provided the principal 

vehicle of control. The pattern of i nteraction vas roUghly as follow. 

A councillor would raise a subject for discussion and others might 

offer intorma t1on, opinioDS, or suggestions. A suggestion might 

stimulate oile or two node ot agreEJment, whereupon the agent would torm

ula te a statement to be placed in the minutes • · He would then ask th 

InUans if they agreed with bts formulation, no one would object, a.IId 

one or two might nod agreement. i'b.Q statement then became the otf'ic

iall.Y recorded decision ot the meeting, even though it might have added 

sipiticantly to what bad actually been eaid. By quickly formul.atilll 

an 1 tam for inclu.sion in the minutes ar.d reading 1 t back to the oounoUl• 

ora, most of whom obviously vere still thinking about the problem at 

batd, the agent effectively termimted discussion ot the problem, after 

which he him.selt might introdllCe another. During the course ot the 

meeting, he also drafted a short doelll:llent tor the counoUlors to sign, 

without showing that it had occurred to him that the councillors might 

be competent to draft it themselves. 

By "puttiDg words in the mouths 8 of the In.iians, the agent 

profoun:Uy influ.enced the rate or frequ.ency of decision-making, as well 

as the quality ot the decisions. Ot the solution to a problem under 

discussion the agent vould say repeatedly, "It's up to you fellows"• 

am very likely he thought that the Indians really did take 111t1ch of the 

initiative. Following the meeting, the agent said he bad been 

favourably impressed that the councillor had deterred decision on one 

problem in order to "think it over", when in fact he himself had 

suggested the postponement or action. 
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This kind of performance by officials restricts Indian 

initiative and can serve to perpetuate or reinforce dependency orient

ations. It seems to reflect attitudes associated vith the traditional 

approach to reserve administration. But it is not simp~ a matter of 

individuals harbouring notions that the Indians cannot manage their 

own affairs. Rather it is an orientation imposed on participating 

individuals by the system. For many years the system has been geared 

to perform a guardian role, and i ,plicit in this collective role 

definition is an image of Indian incompetence. Again, it seems likely 

that the actions or the agent reflected a need to conform to the demands 

of a system in which rewards are allocated on the basis of performance 

and performanee is measured in terms of tangible results. It band 

councils, Indian co-operatives, or other community organizations 

appeared to be active and viable, then soma credit for their performance 

would be conferred on the officials who gave them guidance. 

In the planning and advancement of its programs, the Branch 

must also try to take into account the reactions of other organizations 

with interests in the Indian population. One of these is the Catholic 

Church. Due to the power and influence of the church, the Branch must 

behave cautious~ 1n its reldtions with church representatives. At 

Trout River, there was evidence indicating that vhere the granting of 

greater autonomy to the Indians might endanger cordial relations with 

the church or its agents, the demands of' diplomacy may sometimes take 

precedence.over advancement of the goal or Indian auton~. 

There was a rather complicated involvement with the church in the 

l:!JS.tter of education at Trout River, where a school and hostel complex 
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was administered by a priest on behalf of the Branch. During the 

period of .f'ield vor.r, there was a move to reorganize the local school 

committee and to broaden its terms of reference to include certain 

responsibilities for school matters on the West Side. Previously', the 

committee•s work had been confined to the East Side, where Anglican and 

Catholic children attended the same aohools, and the schools were 

directly administered by the Branch. The proposal to extend the 

committeets work to the West Side meant that for the first time, the 

committee would "M expected to participate in matters pertaining to 

the school operated by the priest. 

A public meeting or the school committee, called to discuss these 

proposals, was attended by about 40 Indians and perhaps a dozen interested 

whites,. including the priest and several local and visiting officials. 

Technically, the Indian chairman of the committee presided over the 

meeting, but in fact most of the proceedings were directed by whites. 

One official gave a lengtQ1 speech in which he outlined the functions 

and powers of the school committee as these are stated in Branch 

regulations. The committee was supposed to «assume active responsib

illty-"11 for school attendance, truancy-, care of school property, 

attendance of Indian children at non-Indian schools, and a number of 

other matters. Furthermore, the committee was supposed to "act :ln an 

advisory capacity1'
12 in matters of school accommodation, school 

llQuoted from "Regulationa tor the Organization of School 
Committees on Indian Reservesn, Indian A:f'fairs .Branch. 

12~. 



maintenance, janitorial services, lunch supplies, and so on. In h1a 

address to the meeting, the official exhorted t he committee to take its 

existing responsibilities seriously, and to show firmness in exercising 

them. 

However, the committee's new role with respect to the Catholic 

residential school was to be a different matter. The official stressed 

tha.t the committee "could not intertere with students in the residential 

school", adding that "anr interaction with day students in the 

residential school must be through Father -". :t?urthermore, he made 

it clear that the other matters which he had stressed as committee 

responsibilities were not to be so regarded where the Catholic school 

was concerned. Instead of assuming a supervisor.y or directive role, 

ooll!mittee members nahould go to the .father, and sa.y 'father, can we 

~ you?ttl Cil the day follOW'ing the meeting, an Indian CODltll&nted: 

"What's the use of having a school committee if it can't do anything 

without Father----'s ~~-so» . 

The above incident exemplifies the directive approach which 

contradicts that of community development. While it may have been 

partlY an expression of the individual orientatiot~ of the o.fficial, its 

origins can be seen also in the traditional role and goal definitions 

of the administrative system, and in the system of relations which have 

become established between the administration and the church. It 

seems that the admini tration was systematicallY deferential to the 

oburoh in areas where interests overlapped, and this situation vas 

compounded by the interlocking of church and government fUnctions in 

the education field. 



Further Evidenc of Colonial Control 

The In:U ns at Trout River lacked control of Ten the simplest 

administrative apparatus that might have enabled them to exercise mor 

autonom,. The band councillors did not have an office of their own 

vhere they could do business, ke phone oalls, keep records, or have 

documents or letters typed. Council 1 s resolutions vere typed in the 

Indian .Affairs office, by a whit stenographer paid by Imian Affairs. 

At one time, signed, blank resolu'hion fot"'DS had to be sent to head

quarters for typing - a pr otise so what equivalent to turning over a 

si~ed, blank cheque to an acquaintance whose reliability is rather in 

doubt This practise stopped after the In:lians raised obj eotions. In 

a sense, the Iniians vera "divorced from the means of production". 

As mentioned before, bani funds were controlled from Ottawa, atd 

Ottawa sometimes told the olllleU vha.t it could or could not do vith 

bani money. Itdian Af't'airs called for tetrlers a.Di generally controlled 

the allocation of construction and related projects on the reserve. 

Indian Aftairs haDUed the administrative arrangement for the surrexxler 

ot land to the province tor a new highway through the reserve. While the 

In:Uans could not hanile such w:xlertakinga alone, little attempt ws made 

to involve them, or to give them an idea ot the wrldllgs of such 

transactions, or their reaul ts. 

Councillors complained that they were not consulted by the 

administration am not told what In:Uan Af'tairs was doing. "We don't 

know vbat•s going on" was a comment frequently heard. They claimed 

they were never to~d it the band bad been paid tor tho surrender ot 

highway laid, or how much money the1 were supposed to have received. 

When teniers tor the hauling ot gre:cel were turned down, they were not 



told why. Th y did not receiv intelligible statements from In.H.an 

Atfairs, showing how much money ws in band fw:rls. Councillors showed 

me what was supposed to be a statement of baxxi ftm:is, but it was in 
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an unintelligible code. Colll'lciUors said they had complained repeatedly 

about this without result • 

These points indicate that the Indians were restrictod in their 

access to channels ot comi'Jll.Ulication. It they vi hed to do so ething 

to tthalp themselves" they bad to ask Ottawa for money, going through 

Indian Affairs channels . At aey point, an official might obstruct the 

channel, it only temporarilY'• Officials in Ottawa were inclined to 

minimize the degree of control exercised over baxd council a tions• and 

suggested that the Branch tenied. to give auto tic approval to proposals 

advanced by the Imians. This account did not coincide with the definit

ion of the situation held by most Iniian leaders at Trout River, who 

claimed that all the important decisions were made in Ottawa, that the 

council merely "rubber-stamped" Branch decisions, an:l tha. t officials 

at &IW' level could axd did pr vent or withhold approval of council 

resol11tions. These demonstrations ot the old paternalism, occurring as 

they did simul ta.neously wi t.h an ongoing community development program, 

could only' serve to hamper the pr ogress of that program. 

Moreover, there can scarcely be &JlT questi on that t.he impact 

of paternalistic treatment, in its totality, could only serve to impress 

upon the Indiana the perception that at worst they were held in 

contempt, ani at best defined as less than fully competent adults. As 

one leader pointed out a 0l.faybe if the people were consul ted more they 

wouldn't feel so childish". No doubt the feelings of interior! ty man,y 
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of them felt were offset, at least in some measure, b7 other more 

satisf.ying experiences with the administration and with individual 

officials. Most of the Indian leaders expressed satisfaction regarding 

their relations with the community development officer. Signit1cantl.7, 

one said that the development officer rrisn 't afraid to treat us like 

peoplen. 

Disparagement 

No systematic research was conducted into the attitudes of local 

whites towards Indiana. However, evidence that the Indians vere 

disparaged came to light in casual encounters with whites living in the 

nearby tC1t111 of Birch Rapids and vicinity. In. this small COllll'nUDity 

strangers were noticed, and it was necessary to explain a good~ 

times that I was living on the reserve and conducting research into the 

problems of the local Indian people, ofM.s explanation vas Jnet, more 

frequently than not, vith such ootnments as liHow do you stand living out 

there?ttJ "How do you sleep nights?*'J 11vlell, they sure as hell have 

plenty ot problems'* J and other remarks to the effect that Indians were 

drunken, lazy, violent, undesirable neighbours and responsible for 

their ovn depressed circumstances. 

One small businessman who clailned to have had Dll.lCh experience 

with Indians appeared to subscribe to most of the usual stereotypes. 

He spoke of the Indian's evasiveness, irregular work habits, lack ot 

punctuality, and inability to accept direction, concluding with the 

remark that "An Indian's an Indian and you can't change himnl& During 

a casual meeting, a local handyman W'ho claimed to nknov Indians" 
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vented a stre of invective to the effect that they were lazy, shift

less, complaining, deceitful, v-andalous, immoral, drunken, and ready' to 

ostracise those among them who showed ambition. 

While no data are available to suggest vbat proportion of the 

Birch Rapids population entertained derogator.y images of the Indian, 

it can be said impressionistioally that disparagement seemed rather 

common, perhaps especially among tradesmen, clerical workers, and other 

members of the lower middle class. 

Again, no systematic effort vas made to discover the extent to 

whi ch Indiana perceived disparagement by whites, but evidence of these 

perceptions appeared frequentlY during formal and informal interviews, 

and in ord~ conversation. TWelve oases are recorded in which 

Indians showed spontaneously and explicitly that they perceived their 

group to be the obj_eot of lOW' valuation by one or another segment of 

the dominant ooiety. These people, among them six members of the leader

ship group, spoke or "prejudicett or "discrimination" or were in other 

ways quite specific in expressing their perceptions. 

Two spoke or the negative regard in whieh they were held by 

whites in general, one thought that provincial game management officials 

were prejudiced towards Indians, and nine recognized disparagement b,y 

people in Birch Rapids. Among the latter, three spoke of generalized 

prejudice or discrimination, three alleged that the management of the 

local paper mill discriminated against Indians 1n its hiring and 

promotion practises, two claimed that Caucasian parents objected to 

their children attending school with Indian children, and one worried 

that the white children themselves might disparage Indian ohildren, 



although h did not know of ~ previous friction at the integrated 

school. FinallY, one individual complained bitterly of disparagement 

of Indian children by those responsible for educating them, without 

specifying educators in any particular school or school dministration 

system. His comments, slightlr paraphrased, serve to illustrate the 

type of explicit verbalization of p rceived derogation which has just 

been discussed: 

"I was at a meeting of big shots and I heard a school principal 
say that Indian children stink. If there's som thing -wrong 
with our children, they have them for ten months of the year13 
wh;r don •t they do something about it? Why blame us for something 
about our children when we only have them for two months'l Am I 
not what I was educated to be? Why do they blame us for our 
faults?" 

Many other Indians volunteered comments which, while le 

explicit than those of the twelve discussed above, distinctly implied 

the perception of being undervalued. They -complained that the mill 

management had not kept its promise to employ Indians, that the provin

cial government disregarded their bunting and trapping rights, that 

the federal government ignored them and did not bother to consult them 

on such important matters as amendment to the Indian Aot, that the 

administration did not keep them informed about the disposition of band 

funds. Amon band members formally interviewed, more than 40 per cent 

of leaders and 75 per cent of non-le ders considered that the federal 

government did not keep its promises to the Indian people. l4 The 

extent to which these allegations may or may not have had any basis in 

l3Apparentl1 a reference to Indian residential schools. 

14see Table 16, p. 104. 
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fact is immaterial in the present context. No doubt many were half

truths at best. The point is that they demonstrate Indian definitions 

of the situation. Those who discerned ~t they had been cheated, 

exploited, or ignored must have defined themselves as members of a 

disparaged group. In one w~y or another, most of the Indians inter

viewed indicated that the defined themselves in -thin way; it seems 

probable therefore , that most of the reserve population perceived 

disparagement by the dominant society. 

Furthermore, there was evidence that the leaders were disparaged 

by a substantial proportion of the band population. ~~mbers of the 

Anglican (11true Indian") faction declared that band affairs were 

controlled by "Metis" , a term spok n in a noticeable tone of disparage

ment . This is not surpising since, as we have seen, the .mglican 

minority viewed th-~ other5 as interlopers, as p ,ople who bad laid an 

unwarranted claim to treaty status. 15 However, derogator,r attitudes 

toward the leaders, rnd especial~ toward the co-operative directors , 

were also evident outside the Anglican group. About hal£ the respond

ents in the sample of ordinary band members shoved some degree of 

alienation from the co-operative while one third (eight respondents) 

more or less explicitlY called into question the motives or competence 

of d1rectors. 16 Again, six subjects spoke disparagingly of the 

band council, offering such comment as "The chief' and council we've 

15see P• 40, bov • 
16 

See P• 101, hereunder, for some exa]itp1es. 
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got now aren't any good", and •The chief and council onlY help themselves 

and the white man, but not the people round here". Since the council 

worked in close support of the co-opera~ives, no doubt it shared some 

of the disparagement directed toward them. 

As might be expected~ there were indications that the lead r 

perceived themselves to be disparaged. A few apparentlY recognized tb 

ome measure of disparagement by a substantial proportion of the reserve 

population, while others seemed to think that only a small group held 

them in low regard. These perceptions sometimes were .ilnplied when 

leaders spoke of the Anglican faction, or of opposition to the 

co-operative movement, but more direct evidence of perceived di parage-

ment was obtained by asking six leaders if they thought that band 

members respected those who held offices in the council or on the boards 

of co-operatives. Five made it clear that they did not think office 

holders were universally respected, and two of these suggested that 

perhaps most band members did not respect them. The chief considered 

that on~ councillors were well regarded by the majority, and that most 

did not respect the co-operative directors. IIowever, the chief also 

suggested that he himself was the object of some disparagement becaute 

of his active participation in the co-operative ovement. "It's o.k. 

to be chief it you just ooke speeohe and sit around and do nothing", 

he said, "but if you try to do anything for the reserve, you just get 

oriticized11 •
17 Finally, several leaders said that individuals who 

17m fact there was not much vidence that the chief w s 
perso~ disparaged. 
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tried to "better themselves" vere "looked down on" 1 implying that they 

themselves wer among those so disparaged. 

Later it will be shown that leaders vere under pressure to conform 

to certain traditional values of the reserve culture; 18 no doubt some 

were disparaged precisely bPoause they entertained values and cognitions 

which deviated from those held by the traditionalists". There are even 

indications that the leaders' orientations tended to deviate from those 

of the majority of the band members, 19 but the available evidence does 

not warrant the conclusion that the leaders, as a group, w re 

negatively regarded by the majority. 

18 See 'PP · 111-116. 

l9 or example, the leaders tended to be less dependent and more 
future oriented than subjects in the sample of ordtnar.y band members. 
See Table 4, P• 74, and Tstble 8 p. 82. 



CHAPTER~ 

RETREATlSTS AND ~lNOV TORS 

mtrod,uction 

Before proceeding to examine in detail the evidence of 

retreatist orientation among members of the band, it is necessar,y to 

define more precisely some of the concepts involved, and to point to 

certain indicators of retreatism. Hagen tells us that among the 

principal aspects of retreatism are apathy, passivity, and value conflict. 

Analytical~ these concepts seem closely related and D8Y overlap, and 

therefore it is not surprising that attitudes and orientations indicat

ive of one aspect ~ likewise be indicative of other aspects. 

For present purposes the op rational definition of apat~ is 

indifference, and especially indifferenoes of the individual to the 

activities and goals of his group. ~ie shall treat s indicative of 

apathy whatever evidence we have of indifference in this sense. Thus 

the individual who shows little knowledge of or intere t in prominent 

community issues and activities will be regarded as probably apathetic. 

It ~ be open to question whether or not indifference to th 

possibilities of personal economic dvanoement can be considered a mark 

of apathy in the context of Indian culture. Hovever, some members of 

the band under study showed distinct achievement orientations vhile 

others did not, despite apparent~ identical cultural bac grounds. 

While the evidence is inconclusive, it does suggest tha ine.dvisability 

64 
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of dismissing low achievement orientations as simply an Indian cultural 

trait. 

14'e define passivity as readiness to permit the social environment 

to act upon the self without the self attempting to exercise control in 

return. Thus passivity is a. kind of withdrawal of conaitment to 

autonomous action, or is expressed by such withdrawal. Hagen says that 

passivity involves the repression of aggressive needs when it is 

perceived that the expression of rage is dangerOUSJ the passive 

individual is described as weak, unassertive, and inhibited. This 

suggests that the individual defines himself as powerless to cope with 

a social environment perceived as hostile and threatening. He does 

not think that he can effectively influenc& the environment because it 

contains too manr powerful forces. \ihen these forces are perceived to 

exist outside his olm group, we may reasonably anticipate that the 

individual will define the group as similarly powerless. 

The passive individual is almost certainly dependent. He must 

depend on the environmental forces, perhaps even on those which he 

defines as somehow threatening, for he feels powerless to cope with or 

overcome th~ 1f the environment provides abundant opportunities to 

be dependent, then passivitr, and likewise apa~, are reinforced the 

individual learn$ to value his dependent position because it removes 

the need for autonomous action and permits him to continue in a state 

or indifference and withdrawal. It is suggested, therefore, that 

evidence of dependency orientations and of perceptions of personal 

and group powerlessness are indioativ of retreatlsm. 

\.fithdrawal of commitment to personal and group goals appears to 
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be close~ related to apathetic and passive orientations. For Hagen, 

such withdrawal apparently 1e virtualJ.1' synonymous with retreatiam. 

He suggests that withdrawal stems from value conflict and constitutes 

an attempt to avoid the anxiety of conflict by rejecting the values 

and goals of both the traditional and the alien cultures. It is also 

su~gested by Hagen, and by the foregoing discussion of passive 

orientations, that withdrawal results from the fear of failure in an 

environm nt perceived as threatening. There seems to be a connection 

between these causes of withdrawal. The retreatist rejects the 

traditional values because he perceives that they are disparagedJ he 

rejects the alien values part~ because they are the values of his 

disparagers and partly because he perceives that even it he were to 

accept these new values he would still not succeed in overcoming the 

disparagement which threatens his identity. 

The retreatist therefore lowers his expectations for satisfaction 

or happiness in lite, knowing that if be does not hop for too much he 

will not be disappointed, if he does not strive he vill avoid the pain 

of failure. In theory, this in itself is enough to explain his with

drawal of commitment to personal economic goals. Disregarding for the 

moment the possibility of intervening cultural varis.bles ve shall say 

that low achievement and future orientations like~ are indicative ot 

withdrawal in this sense. The retreatist probablY is pessimistic not 

only about his own life chances but also about the chances of success 

of other individuals or groups whom he perceives to be in approximately 

the same situation as himself. It seems likely that he will project 

his own low expectations for satisfaction on to his group, and will 
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express doubts about the likelihood or the achievement or group goala. 

Pessimism thus f'unctions to justif1 his refusal to become involved. It 

seems also that su.oh an iniividual will be suspioiou.a or the motives or 

competence or others who say they want to heJ..p him improve his lite 

chances, for he tilXls safety in his low expectations atd feels threat

ened at the prospect of elevating them. Suspicion may function as a 

mask tor anxiety. If an imivtdu.al wants to retain his position or 
satet.r, 1£ he does not want to get involved, then by expressing suspicion 

of others who want him to join some co-operative effort he protects him

self' from imrol ement, tor suspicion is suf'f'ioient to justify a.voidanc~h 

It is suggested that alienation from task-oriented groups within the 

coDUI'lllility1 as mmfested in expressions of pessimism, suspicion, hostUity-1 

a..M rejection, proba.bl;r itdioates withdrawal of the retreatist type. 

Value conflict differs from the other aspects ot retreatism in 

that theoretioall.1it is the cause of themJ apathft passivity, ani with

drawal are modes or adaptation to conflict, Thie suggests that where 

there is evidence o£ the adaptive modes, value oon:t'liot is 1m:pliect. 

Perhaps more directly, value conflict may be in:Ucated by or illferred 

from inconsista.nt behaviour (incltding verbal behaviour) vhere the 

illdiv1dual's values appear to be involved. Thus 1£ an iniividual changes 

his allegiance back ani forth from one to another of tvo opposing groups, 

one oomm1 tted to social change am the other to the old 11reserva tion 

traditional" order ot things, it may be it.Lferred that the iniividual 

experiences value conflict o£ the kind associated vith retreatism. 

This exrunple suggests that value conflict ar.d perhaps other aspects 

suggestive or retreatism mar exist within an innovating group as veU 



as in other groups in a society subject to di paragement. This is not 

surprising since the innovators also perceive themselves to be dis

paraged in some measure. Retreatism y vary in degree, and it is at 

least plausible that its mUder forms may co-exist \lith other 

contrasting orientations which are coni®ive to inno'V'a.tion, without 

immobilizing the iniividual. Finally, the oo-erlstance of an attitude 

of hostUi ty with an orientation to d pemency, both directed toward 

the sa.me social object, suggests a conflict of values, Me.ni:f."estatio%13 

of hostUe deperrlency theref'ore will be interpreted as probably 

indicating value conflict. This will be discussed subsequently in 

more deta.U.1 

DilousQQn o& SiillJ.ngy.t VA£1U\tl 

!his chapter will offer comparisons betw en the attitudes am 

orienta tiona of community leaders on the one ham am of ordinary baM 

members on the other; the purpose is to present evidence in support of 

the notion that there .1re differences between the two groups w1 th reape.ct 

to the distribution of retreatist or1entat1one. In offering these 

comparisons, it is advisable to consider the possible effects ot evenl 

variables. 

Sex aDd :marital status are automatically contl"'lled1 since all 

reapotdenta in both groups are married males. Table 1 sugge t that 

edaoations is not a signitieant variableJ there is no indication ot 

major differences in educational achievement betveen the tvo groups, 

1see P• 104 rr. 
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and the mean number of years of schooling is actual~ slightly higher 

in the sample of ordinar,r band members. Among the leaders, the two who 

appeared to be most progres ive and dynamic had completed grades seven 

and two, respectively. 

Ye§.rp 

o-2 
.3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
11-12 

Iegrs of Sghoollns C9mpleted 

I.e§dem 

2 
) 
5 
4 
l 
0 

:II 15 

Non-leadets 

4 
l 
7 
s 
4 
1 

N= 22 

leaders i ~ 5.) years Non-leader i : 5. 7 years 
(Moans computed from ungrouped data). 

The random sample is more heterogeneous than the leadership group 

with respect to age and religious affiliation. Both variables may be 

significant in determining attitude differentials. However, the 

significano of the religious variable per at may be more apparent than 

real. As previously indicated, Anglicanism and "true Indianness" tend 

to ooinoide; and the latter may be more important a a correlate of 

retreatism. But because of this coincidence, Anglicanism can be used 

with some measure of conf nee in predicting which subjects in the 

sample ~ be relatively more withdrawn and dissident. There are six 

Anglicans in the ample, but none in the leadership groupo 
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Age is a variable which might be expected to have some infiuenoe 

on our results. Table 2 shows ag distribution in the two groups. The 

mean age of leaders is about 42 years, the range being from 29 to 57 

years. In the random sample the range is much greater (21 to 78), while 

the mean is virtually" the same at just over 41. 

Tab1e 2 

Ag§ Distribqtion for Lead rs apd Non-Leaders ±nteryi~d 

Age 

2Q-24 
25-29 
)Q-39 
40..49 
50-59 
6o-69 
?o-79 

!:§adtrs Non-J.taders 

0 1 
1 6 
s 8 
5 2 
4 2 
0 2 
0 l 

Totals• 15 24 

an age tor leaders - 42. 5 years. 
Mean age for non-leaders - 41.6 years. 
(computed from ungrouped data) . 

A much larger proportion of subjects in the random sample is 

under the age of 30. It is assumed that f~r present purposes of compar

ison this age differ ntial would not have a significant affect on 

attitudinal differences, or at least that ~ differences which might 

be att ributed to age should not b such as to bias the results in 

favour of the leaders. Indeed, if it is reasonable to hypothesise that 

younger men will f el less dependent and less powerless than older men 

1n equivalent socio-economic circumstances, then the fact that there are 

more young men in the random sample might operate to reduce ~ 
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difference in frequency of retreatist orientations between the tvo 

groups. On the other hand, the sample includes five subjects whose age.s 

ranged from 60 to 78, whereas no leaders are in this age range. It 

these elder~ respondents can be expected to show stronger manife tations 

of retreatism, then their inclusion in the sample Jaf;s.Y introduce an 

element of bias unfavourable to the ordinary band membership. As a 

partial control tor age, the elderly will be excluded from the sample 

or treated separately when the context in which comparative data are 

presented suggests that age may be a significant determining factor. 

D!Qengene:y 

Four items were included in the interview schedule with the 

specific objective or obtaining data pertaining to dependen~ orient

ations. For two of these items comparative data wre obtained from all 

of the leaders and ordinary band members interviewed. Results are less 

complete for the third item, while the fourth was poorly constructed 

and produced a number of ambiguous responses. In addition, other 

questions which did yield relevant data were asked about the nature or 
treatY" rights and about possible threats to those rights. 

Respondents were asked if they agreed or disagreed with the 

following statement: 

In general, the vbite man has grown rich from the land that once 
belonged to the Indian, while the Indian still bas less than he 
needs for a decent living. Because of this, the Indian has a 
right to expect the white man to share some of his vealth. 

The results are shown in Table 3, which reveals rather marked 

differences in the proportions of those who agreed and disagreed in the 

two groups. Controlling for age and religious affiliation, we find that 
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t ~e proport i ons of l ender s and non-leaders who entirelY agreed are 27 

and 69 per cent, respectively. The six Anglicans and five Catholics 

over age 60 al l agreed. 

Agre 
Partly agree 
Disagre 
Don ' t know 

Table l 

" •• • The Indian has a right to e:x:Peot th 
white man to share some of his wealth" 

Nont1eQ.4erg 

FulJ. 3amplf R,c, 's Under ~g 

1!2.. .l li2· ' 12· 1 
4 27 20 83 9 69 
3 20 0 0 0 0 
8 53 3 JJ 3 23 

..i _Jl ..l ....1.. ..l _a 
N=l5 100 N=24 100 N=JJ 100 

Three leaders who "partly" agreed offered the qualification that 

Indians must also bear responsibility for helping themselves. Said 

ones "People are always sqing they sold our country and now they 

should give us everything, but I don 1t agree with this. I think people 

need to get out and help themselve • It's true what they say, in a 

way, but people have to help themselves" . Another r f'used to "commit" 

himself by answering within the categories provided, but saida "I 

believ$ the Indian has the same opportunity to get rich, it he wants to, 

but there ' s always the problem of education • •• • I wouldn't see anything 

wrong with the white man helping Indians in isolated areas, but here 

with the mill we ' re lucky. You can always get a job it you want it". 

These responses indicate that in their orientations to economic 
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in:lepen:lence, those vho part17 agreed vith the statement differed very 

little from those who disagreed. In contrast, none or the ordinary band 

members who agreed made aif1 qualifioation, although one indicated that 

he though vhat needed to be shared vere emplo,1JII8nt opportur.dties. More 

typical. of ralllc and rue responses were the following• 

(~) "I agree, beoaUBe vbat can I live with ·on the reserve? 
There's nothing here to live on". 

(2} "This mill is on our lands, but we oan't go and get jobs 
there. We were promised to get jobs there aJl1t1me"• 

(3) nr agree. The lan:i belov six inches 'belongs to the Iniians. 
The In:lian is supposed to get a share or the mineral wealth". 
Interviewer; "Did they ever get it?" 
Respomenta "No, not that I know of". 

Response (2) above is in interesting eontl"ast to that of the leader 

who said jobs were always avaUable at the local paper mill. 'l'here 

vere repeated accusations ot discriminatory employment practices at the 

mUl, but only from one or two of the leaders. This was one ot 

several situationa which temed to be d1rrerentiillT defined by members 

of the tvo groups; Some who accused the D11U management or discriminat

ion me.y have been seeking to j uatif'y their own lack ot effort to tiM 

or keep employment thereJ others ma1 have simpl)" been succumbing to 

the temptation to complain about everything, to express their 

generalized alienation ani suspicion. It can be said without much 

qualification that the 80 per oent or ordinary bald members who agreed 

with this statement were expressillg an attitude ot dependency, am 
perhaps more specifically ot hostile dependeDCY' toward Euro-Canadian 

societ)" generallY'• Those who disagreed- h~er, incltX:iing more than 

half' the leaders, were expressi!)g an orientation to itdepe:ndence am 



autonolll3'• As preV'iously stated, even the three leaders who 11partlf" 

agreed 1Ili1ca.ted by their comments that they valued personal economic 

independence. 
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Baf'ore formal inte:rviewing began, one or two Indians were heard 

to def'i~ themselves as "chlldren ot the Queen n, ard expressed the 

bel.ief' that the Queen had promised to oa:re tor them 11f'or as long as the 

sun shines ani the river flows". A local government official commented 

that suoh belief's formed part of' the folk-lore of' the reserve. These 

observations prompted the inclusion in the soh«lule of' the following 

statemcmt,. with which respondents were asked to agree or disagree: 

Years ago vhen the treaty was signed• the Queeu promised to look 
after the people for as long as the river flovs, am for this 
reason, the Indian people shotU.d be able to deper:d on the 
government to look attar their' needs. 

'fable 4 shows the results. 

l'abJ.t 4 

"• •• the. Ixldian people should be able to depend 
on the government to look after their needs". 

Lea4oa NOJ::luclKt 

lliU 3&&1Dll JID:l~tRO 
b.. ~. !Q.a. ! IQ... ! 

Agree 4* S7 22 92 17 89 
Dis~ee l t.l _a _a ...& JJ. 

N::f'/ 100 N=24 100 N=l9 100 

*Inela.des tw who otter~ qualified agreement (see text). 

Unqualttied agreement with the statement is considered to 

1lldioate a relatively strong orientation to depeDiency on the govenmtent. 
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As indicated, over 90 per cent of non-leaders agreed, there being no 

appreciable change 1n the proportion agreeing when age is controlled.2 

All siX of the Anglicans showed agreement, as did 11 (85 per cent) of 

the 13 Catholic non-leaders under 60. Thus there is little to indicate 

that religious affiliation and its correlate, "true Indianness", have 

a ignificant affect on responses to this item. · 

Unfortunate~, comparable data were obtained from only seven 

leaders. or the four who agreed, two offered notewort~ qualifications. 

One said, ttl would agree, providing it's the right type or help", and 

indicated that for him the "right type" meant assistance to the sick 

and disabled, and to individuals who were "getting started in business". 

The other interpreted the statement as referring to the needs of those 

who were unable to work, and said.: "Sure, it's the same with white 

peopleJ when the need comes they go on relief" . Earlier in the 

interview, thi re pondent volunteered the opinion that "a man should 

help himselt" and not ttlet the government do everything" . 

Although the evidence is rendered somewhat inconclusive b.1 

the limited amount of comparative data, the results are consistent 

with responses to other items and suggest that the leaders place a 

higher value on independence than do ordinary band members. 

Subjects also were asked if they thought that Indi ns should 

manage more of their ow affairs. The precise wording of the que tion 

constitutes the title of Table 5. 

2·rhe band chi f estimated that 90 per cent of peopl on the 
reserve entertained the notion that the government owed the a living. 
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Table S 

Do you think there is a need for Indians to 
manage more of their own affairs than they do? 

J:eadea N<m=leadm 
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l,qlJ. Sglt R. C, 1s yndtr 60 

12.. 1 l!2a.. l !!2a. i 
lS 100 17 71 10 "n .. 4 17 2 '15 

Uncertain - - ...l ..ll ..! _a - -
N=l5 100 ll= 24 100 N=l3 100 

The table shows that whereas all the leaders thought the Indiana 

needed to manage more of their 0\lll affairs, seven noll-leaders thought 

ther was no such need, or showed marked uncertainty. Although the 

elderq might be eJtpeoted to exhibit relatively greater dependency, all 

affirmed that there vas a need for more band autonomy. ot the six 

Anglicans, two rejected the need for greater autono~• two endorsed it, 

and two were uncertain. 

Affirmative rank and file responses ranged from rather mild and 

indifferent {Ill guess sort) to strong and emphatic ("absolute:~¥ yea"), 

with more tending toward indifference than concern, Predictabl;y, the 

leaders 1 responses tended to be more mpbatic. Following are two 

examples of responses from leadersa 

(1) rtYes t to understand responsibility, they 've ~· to (manage 
more1. You have to understand responsibilitY"• to worry about 
the future*' . 

(2) uyes. It 1s the only wa;r to educate the people. They (the 
band council) will be more responsible and t .he people will look 
up to them more" . 

Responaes from ordinary band tn&mbers include the following, of which the 



first three are classified as negative, ni the fourth as "un.oertain"• 

(l) "According to the agreement, they (the government) said the7 
would look after the Indians • Tba t 1 s the only anaver I can 
give". 

(2) 

(3) 

Respondent a 
welfare?" 
Intel"V'iewer: 
Respondent: 

Respondent a 
Interviewei-: 
Respondent& 
atter them'*. 

"This vottld mean there'd be no IDiian agent? 

"Well, in ti• yes, ttlaJ"be"• 
"That would lead. them ou.t ot treat)""• 

"Not necessarily". 
"WhT not?tt 

11Because the I13dia.n agent is su.pposed to look 

(4) Respondent: "Lots don't agree with the co-op beiDg on the 
reserve"• 
Interviewer: "But do the people need to learn to manage 
more on their own?" 
Respondenta "Yeas, they shoald learn ~ and get help from 
trom the government toon. 

It would appear that in ma.r.ty eases, conoern with the preservation of 

treaty rights is associated with dependency. When there is speoifiq 

dissatisfaction with government protection or treaty rights, hostile 

dependency ma:y be indicated. Table 6 summarizes responses to the 

question: 11Are you satis.f'ied, or not satisfied, with the way the 

federal gov rnment is protecting your treaty rights?" 

Table 2 

"Sa tistied n am ttNot Satisfied" vi th Government 
Protection ot Treaty Rights 

Lea.ders No&Cldltdl£11 

F•aJl §aJmll RaCa t II Ymlt QQ 
!Q.a. ! liia. ! !2... " Satisfied 6 40 8 33 6 4h 

Not Satisfied 2 l) 10 42 2 15 
O'rrlecided 4 Z7 2 g 2 15 
Illdi.tterent J 2Q ...1. l.1 .l .u 

N:::l5 100 N=24 100 N=l3 99 

0 



Ther are rather striking similarities between l eaders and non

leaders in all respon e categories when ag and religious affiliation 

are con trolled, for the Anglican and the ag d• and parti cularly the 

former, showed t he highest r ate of dissatisfaction. Five Anglicans 

exhibited definite dissati faction, and one wa indifferent. Tvo 

Catholics over age 60 were 11 atisfied" , and thr were not. The table 

gives no indication of var,ring degrees of satisfaction or dissatisfaction 

although rough graduations were discernible in the comments of 

respondents. Five of the leaders said without qualification that they 

were satisfied, while only three non-leaders (all Catholics under 60) 

offered no qualifications. Five non-leaders might be classed s only 

"fair~ satis.fied" J these offered such comments as I guess I'm 

satisfied, so far" , and "it (gov rn:ment protection) isn 1t too bad11 • 

Of' the ten ordinary band embers who were not satisfied, two 

expressed rather mild concern and the rest showed stronger dis

satisfaction. 

The "undecided" category includes those who said they wre 

"part~" or "half" satisfied, while the" inditf'erents" professed no 

cone rn whatever with treaty rights . Responses in th$ latter categar,y 

are worth considering, For example 

(1) From a leader; "People are relying too much on the government. 
If th91 ' d learn to handle their own affairs it would be better. 
I 'd just as soon we forgot about the trea.ty11 • 

(2) Fro non-leaders 11 I never go into that. I worey abcut m;r 
family and nothing else. I don ' t care if the government don ' t 
aupport me. I do my own work" . 

These and other similar comment demonstrate selt-assertivenesa, 

rejection of the widespread preoccupation with treaty rights, and t)f 
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the dependency on government which this preoccupation often seems to 

entail. Thus "indifference" in the present context is not indicative 

of the type o.f apathy associated with retreatism. Retreatist apat~ 

is indifference to depressed economic or social circumstances and to 

the means G.f improving them. 

The above quotations give support to the argument that concern 

with treaty rights frequently is relat d to dependency orientations, 

tor they show that some band members perceive the relationship the~ 

selves. Furthermore, when asked to identii)r their treaty rights, 

five ordinary band members indicated that they thought themselve 

entitled to tree .food or clothing under the terms of the treaty, while 

none o.f the leaders spoke of these as treaty rights, In contrast, 

four leaders but only one non-leader mentioned the right to education, 

indicating a greater interest in the acquisition of means to 

independent achievement, rather than in passive dependence. 3 

S ignif'ioa.ntly- one of the leaders declared that Indians had been promised 

"th right to be h lped to help themselves" . 

Some who were "not satistied" may have been concerned with 

protection of treaty rights as a me~ns of preserving their individual 

status a,nd identity as Indians. llowever, the implication remains one 

of dependena,r, for this concern suggests some awareness that the ver,r 

preservation of their identity depend~ on the action o.f government. 

Finally, it must be admitted tlw:b ooneern with preseriation 

3Ten leaders and 24 no~leaders wer asked to identif.y treaty 
rights. Thus the proportions mentioning education were 40 per cent 
and four per cent, r speotive~. 
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(as distinct from government protection) or treaty rights need not in 

itself be a mark of dependency in all cases. Certain rights and 

privileges (under the treaty or under the Act - the Indiana make little 

or no distinction) appear even to the outside observer to provide 

present and future opportunities for social and economic advancement 

which might not otherwiJe be available. Examples are tree higher 

education, and opportunities to borrow business capital. Therefore 

concern with treaty rights may reflect rational appraisal of the reserve 

situation rather than indulgence in retreatist dependency and 

tant&sy.4 It is impossible to make statements about the precise nature 

of the relationship between dependency and concern tor treaty rights 

without research into the reasons for concern. However, the foregoing 

data suggest that there is a rather strong relationship in some oases. 

4.rable 7 below shows responses to the question& "does it ever 
vrorry you that the Indian people may be losing their treaty rights" . 

t:a.ble 'Z· 

Iead@ll Non-1eadeta 

!2t. 1 1!2&. i 
Worried 9 60 13 54 
Not worried ...2 .Ja ll ..JQ 

N-15 100 N-24 lDO 

Four leaders indicated that they vor:ried about provincial incursions 
(notably on hunting and trapping rights), or about the band's neglect 
in protecting its own rights, rather than about nagleet by the 
federal government. There may be a difference between the groups 
therefore, as to the reasons for being vrorried. 

I 
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This TDA1 be espeeialJ¥ true of the Anglican (11true Indian") faction, 

since this group showed the strongest dissatisfaction with government 

protection, and also the strongest dependency orientations in response 

to other questions. 

f rcept1ggs o£ Personal ang Group Powtrle!!Qess 

The argument has been made that retrea.tist passivity as described 

by Hagen is probably associated with self definitions of poverlessness, 

and with the individual ' s perception that the group to which he belongs 

is power less like himself. 

An item designed to test the h;ypothesis that leaders are more 

future oriented than non-leaders vas included in the interview 

schedule. It will be argued that negative future orientations reflect 

perceptions of' personal powerlessness, while positive orientations 

denote different self definitions. Respondents were asked to agree 

or disagree with the statement that n'l'here ian tt much point in worrying 

about the fUture , because we never know what it will bring" . The 

results are summarized in Table 81 which shows that more tha.n three

quarters of the non.leaders and only one-third of' the leaders agreed 

with the statement. 



Agree 
Disagree 
non•t kn011 

'fabl S 

"There isn •t much point in vorrying 
about the future •• • 

i)!ll Sample R,C, 'I Und r 60 

!12&. !{Q,_ ~ ! 
5 .3.3 19 79 lO 71 

10 67 3 l3 3 2.3 
_Q __Q. ..& -1 _Q __Q. 

l5 100 24 100 13 100 

The proportion of non-leaders who agreed remains unchanged when age is 

controlled, and cbang~s by only two percentage points when controlling 

both for age and religious affiliation. Four older respondents 

(SO per cent) and five Anglicans (83 per cent) agreed, while none 

disagreed in either group. The comments of leaders who disagreed did 

not suggest that they indulged in passive or ineffectual worrying about 

the future. On the contrary, for the most part they demonstrated a 

propensity to establish goals and to plan for future contingencies. 

Following are ome examples1 

(l) n If man plans right, he should expect • • • (pause) . It be 
plans for it, he should kno what it (the future) will bring • 

(2) "I always worry about the future, It I didn •t I wouldn't 
working on Sunday". 

(3) 11 I disagree. man should worry. Not to the ex·t;ent that • , • 
You know what I mean. But It's always good to vorry to some 
extent, Maybe it's o k, not to worry- about bombs dropping the 
next minute. But no one 's going to bring mo grub, I ' Ye got 
to do some vorrying to keep the pot boiling" . 

(4) rrz diaagree with that. I always thought lSl shaped your future" • 
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ng those who agreed (lead ra e.rxl non-.leaders) vere ome vho 

volunteered comments such as "I never think of anything ahead ot me", 

and 11You can't do a.nythiJ::lg about ittt. 

Ot course there is an el nt of ambigu1 ty in simple agreement 

offered without additional comment to indicate the reason for agreeing. 

It is possible that s inUvidu.al. agreed because they conaidered 

worry inet.t'eetual J it ao, a few respc:u:xienta vho are not necessarU,y 

lacking in future orientation may be counted in the "Agree• oategoey 

in Table S. l'bis ambiguity could hav been avoided easUy by asking 

tor reasons tor agreement, but untortuna tel.y the point was overlooked 

during tield work. Hovever, the nature ot the oo nts e do have 

indicates that some ot those agreeing (including at lea t one leader} 

definitely lacked f'uture orientations, and Tery probably others vere 

similarly' WlCOl'lOerned, ll'urtbermore, there can be little doubt that 

those who disagreed were demonstrating poai ti ve orienta tiona to the 

tuture, so that the differential in proportions ot leaders ani non

leaders who disagreed (67 am l) per cent, respectivel.t) letds support 

to the hypothesis that leaders are more tuture oriented than non~leaders. 

Orientation to the future irdicates that the iDiividual bas some 

sense or control over his own destinf. He peroei ves tba t his 

environment is in s degree manageable, am defi.nee himself as a. 

person with at least a modio!llll of power to manage it. For such an 1Di-

1vidual the futtn-e is in part predictableJ he probably perceives at 

some level ot consciousness that the world functions according to certain 

lave or regular! ties, am not D~erely according to the caprice ot unlalovn 

powers. It is reasonable to hypo ze that unierlJ'i.n8 h1s future 

orientation are perceptions siJDUar to those which, as previously noted, 



Ragen s~s typify the innovative personality, notably the perceptions 

that environmental phenomena form •syste or interacting forces whose 

action is explainable", and that one must strive to cope with the 

world. 5 This is not to su est that simple disagreement with one 

item permit us to identity an innovative personality, but is m rely 

to say that an orientation to the future bears a relationship to certain 

other orientations associated with innovative behaviour, and is in 

fact an essential precondition of innov tion. 

In contrast, the individual who lacks a future orient tion 
6 probably feels that he cannot control his deat~. For him the 

environment is essentially unmanageableJ he defines himself not as 

having pover, but as being powerless to sist the forces which surround 

him. Lack of future orientation is a reflection of passivity, of 

readiness to permit th environment to act upon the selt without making 

the effort to react in return. As such, it seems to b an element in 

a constellation of orientations which constitute retreatism. This 

interpretation may be open to challenge on the ground that negative 

future orientations are a vestige of traditional culture pre-dating 

European contact, and hence are not indicative of retreatism. This 

will be dealt with in a later section. 

Table 9 shows responses from 22 rank and file band mbers who 

5Hagen, P• 88. ~ee also above, P• 14. 
6rhe comment of one respondent serves to illustrate thia point& 

11 I'm a Christian and I trust God to look after me. It gives you peace. 
You don •t have to worry about what happens or where the next meal is 
coming from11 • 
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were e.sked whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement that 

"There is no use takinc serious problems to t he band council, because 

t~e band council cannot do anything about them", This item was used, 

direct~ and as a basis for probing, to obtain so~~ indication of the 

extent of alie tion from the council, and of the extent to which 

council vas defined as an instrument or autonomous group action. 

The perception that council has severe~ limited autono~, or 

none, is of course an indication that it i defined as powerless in 

its relations with the federal government, It would appear that if 

the council is defined as powerless then by implication the entire 

band is so defined, since the council is t he group's principal 

administrative instrument for dealing w th t he central government, 

Tab1e 9 

"There 1s no use taking serious 
problems to the band council,. tt 

Non- I.eadetf Ch;Ly 

Full ssm;w 
' 

R,C. 1s Under 6o AQgl3AAnf 

liea. l !2r. L Nt",_ ..! 
Agree 11 ;o s 46 4 6'1 
Disagree 6 27 2 lS 2 33 
Uncertain .i ..ll ..A ...l2. ...2 --i 

Na22 100 ll 100 N-6 100 

The eleven subjects who agreed were probed to find ou~ wh1 they 

thought the council could not "do a.n;rthing" . lline (including four 

Anglicano) showed their perception of the council's powerlessness 

vis-a- vis the federal government. Five of these claimed speci.tical~ 



that the local Indian agent blocked action by the council, and without 

blaming any individual, three others indicated that the Indian Affairs 

Branch obstructed action, or disregarded the needs of the people and 

the requests of th 1r elected representatives. the ninth said that 

council members were ''not well-educated enough" and did not know how 

to "go through the proper channelstt, by which be seemed to mean that 

the council failed to app~ appropriate political or legal pressures 

on the Branch. One of these nine also appeared to blame the general 

band membership for tailing to give the council the support it needed 

in order to make effective decisions. He saidt 

"We don't baTe one mind here. there are different opinions. 
Peop e don tt want to go to meetings. Only" a few people go to 
meetings. They sq 1what 1s the use, ve don't get no help from the 
government' •• ". 'l'he,- (council) need the backing of the people. 
It the people had one goal, then they could do something. 

A tenth respondent who agreed also suggested that band apatbT 

weakened the council's position. In a sense it was the enti:re band, 

and not just the counoU, which these individuals seemed to define as 

powerless; the suggestion was that of a band ~mbership immobili1ed by 

general apathy. Another subject seemed to consider that the council was 

not powerless but that both council and band were lethargic. He said: 

"The band would have to foro the oounoll to do something, but they 

don't" . 

In aumm.a:r;y, ten out or 22 responses show evidence ot perceptions 

of group powerlessness. JUdging by other recorded comments, it is almost 

certain that others in the sample, notably some who were undecid~, 

entertained similar definitions of the situation. 

Six subjects (including three Anglicans) indicated var;ying 



degrees of alienation tro council Most of these defined council as 

not necessarilY powerless, but as lethargic, indifferent, or preoccupied 

with their own aggrandizement. 

These data do not support one of the original hypotheses guiding 

the field work, namelY that band members would tend to be alienated 

from council. More clearl1 demonstrated was the prevalence of a sense 

of group powerle sness , itself a form of ali&nation, but of alienation 

from the federal government. 

The question asked of ordinary band members to determine 

perceptions of group autono~ was not appropriate for the leaderSJ four 

were themselves councillors and several others, being directors of 

co-operatives, were in elose association with council. Instead, they 

were asked to agree or disagree with the statement: 

Indian Affairs Branch makes Just about all the important decisions 
for the band, and the band council pretty vell has to go along with 
the Branch decisions , whether it wants to or not. 

Table 10 shows the results. 

"Indian Affairs Branch makes just about 
all the important decisions. •" 

Iaaders ( 15) 

112.. ! 
Agree 9 6o 
Disagree 4 27 
Uncertain 2 - ..ll 

15 100 
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Nine subjects agreed vith the statement, including three 

councillors. ot course, not everyone defined the council as powerles 

1n the same degree. Said one councillor& "We become just messengers 

between the government and the chief (sic). When they tell you to do 

something you •ve got to do it11 • On the other hand, two respondents 

who agreed perceived a trend to greater autono~, and did not define 

the council as completely pew rl.e s. Similarly, the "uncertain" 

subjects thought the council had some power of decision, but perceived 

that it was limited. 

ln summary, seven leaders offered strong or unqualified agree-

ment. suming that unqualified agree nt denotes a strong sense of 

powerl3csnoss, and assuming that responsee to this item can be compared 

with responses to the item presented to the rank and file, we can s~ 

that the proportions of leaders and non-leaders who showed nde:f'inite11 

powerlessness are about the same. Certainly the evidence offered here 

does not demonstrate any significant difference. However, there is an 

obvious difference between the two groups in their degree of involvement 

in political and administrative affairs. Occupation of a leadership 

role itself suggests that the incumbent perceives himself and his group 

to have some capacity for autono~ and control. Two of the more prominent 

leaders showed "powerlessness" in their responses, but it did not prevent 

their active participation in community affair • It is just pos$ible 

that leaders perceive a lesser degree of group powerlessness than non

leaders, but this would have to be tested by further research. 

Re ponses to another item in the interview schedule also seem 

relevant to the di cusaion of powerlessness. Included to obtain data 



on the extent to which band members defined their group as competent to 

exercise greater autonomy, this question asked: 'Do you think that, 1n 

general, the people are ready to take on more responsibility, right now, 

for managing th 1r Olin affairs ?11 Obvious:cy- when iihe group is defined 

as comp tent it is perceived as capable or exercising some m asure of 

control, and presumably wher it is defined otherwise, the group i 

percei ed as essentially powerless. 

The results in Table ll suggest that the leaders tend to be 

slightly more confident of the band ' s ability than do non-leaders. 7 

"Do you think ••• the people are ready to 
take on more responsibility ••• ?• 

I-4era Nog-J.aade;tt 

lull S!J!Ple R,C, 'I Ung2r 9Q 

N ! 0 .l l 
Yea 9 60 1l 46 7 54 
No 3 20 9 37 3 2.) 
Daubt:f.\11 
Uncertain ...l ..lQ. ..A ...lZ ....l -'1 

15 lOO u-24 100 N=l3 100 

While the difference is not great, it remains in the predicted direction 

when age and religious affiliation are controlled. Catholics over age 

60 shmred the least confioence, with one affirmative and tour negative 

7The table shows that nine leaders replied affirmatively but doe 
not shov that 11 leaders thought the band council which was then in 
office was capable of greater responsibility. 
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responses. Anglican responses were three attirmative, two negative, 

a:Dd one doubtf'ul. Several rank and £Ue subjects in particular showed 

little conviction in responding atf'irma.tively, tUld se med scarcely ore 

confident of th band metllbersbip' a ablli ty than so ot those classed 

as '*uncertain" • 

Of the ll non-lead rs who thought the people were ready tor re 

responsib.Uit7, 10 were askeda "Exactly what tbiDgs do you think they 

should take over :now, Jrl . ge the elves?" Five could oft r no opinion, 

four sugge ted the people could do more tor the elYes in the economic 

sphere (particularl1 in f'arm:J.ng, tishing, an:t manufacture ot hatxlicraf'ts) 

am one said they could take over ma.Dagement ot Qhools on the reserve. 

Setting aside the po sib111 ty that some talled to tmierstalld the 

question, 8 
1 t appean tba t those who bad 110 opinion bad not gi Ten much 

previous thought to the question of bard au.tonomyJ the suggestion is 

that they lacked eonvioUon about the bold's competence am were 

essential.ly 1xditt rent toward the matter. 

The leaders were not e.aked to say what the ban:l should "te.lce 

over", but in the course ot torma.l am informal interriewiag, a number 

mentioll8d spontaneou.slt several eoonomic or administrative acti:vities 

am proj acts whtch they though might be undertaken. Among these were 

a charcoal manutaotqring plant, a fishing oo-operati-re, a seving 

g 
It £allure to underatazd the question were a significant faotor 

we might expect those w1 th no opinion to show lover level of 
educational ac.bieTement, but this is not the case. The . average nU'IJlber 
of years of schooling was six for subj eets having no opinion, am 4. 2 
for those having opildons. 
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factory, a canning factor)", a sawmill, construction of houses, and 

expa.n ion of farming operations. Leaders also t hought that local 

Indians could manage or participate more in the management or a number 

of public administration tunotions. These included eoutrol of band 

tunds, control of liquor and motor vehicle traffic on the reserve, school 

administration and enforcement of game law among Indians. 

Apathy 

Apathy, defined as indifference toward social and economic 

issues and activities in the oOl!Umlnity, was evident in a variety of 

ways. 

Subjects in the sample of ordinary band members were asked 

several questions intended to gauge their interest in band affairs. 

Table l2 summarizes answers to the questiont noo you ever go to band 

m&etings ?11 The table sepa.rates those vho replied "Yes" from those who 

qualified their affirmative responses by saying that they n solll$times" 

attended meetings, or attended 11 seldom" (or "not very much") . 

fable 12 

~Do you ever go to band meetings?" 

f!4ll Samn;La Catholics 
Over 6Q 

Yes 7 2 
Sometimes 3 2 
Seldom 8 l 
Bo ..! ..51 

N=24 N=S 

Anglicans 
Undttr 60. 

l 
1 
2 
~ 
6 

Fourteen respondents (58 per cent) said they seldom or never attended 



meetings, and only two claimed regular attendance. 9 As might be expected 

from other data, the Anglioa.ns showed less inclination to attend me tinge 

than did .others in the sample. The one Anglican who indicated that he 

went to all band aetings said: 

"They ver,y seldo have band meetinga. 10 Whenever they do I go and 
listen to their bullshit, but nothing ever 9-omes out of that • ••• 
From the Anglican church vest,_ three-quarters of the people are 
halt-breeds. J:ha have a chief and council, but ve ( t nothing Up 
here" . 

A further question asked respondents when the7 last ~~nt to a 

band meeting. Even those who pre iausq had said they never v nt to 

meeting indicated 1n response to this question that they had attended 

at one time or another. Table l3 hows that halt of the rank and tile 

subjects had not been to a band meeting for at least one year. Thos 

in the "tour months" category reported attending a eting the pr vious 

spring. Apparently this was the annual meeting when treaty ~nts were 

made, hence the relatively high frequena,r of responses in this categor.y. 

9As entioned earli r, councillors estimated that normal 
attend.ance at band mEu)tings vas about 30 or at the most 40 persons. 
Other factors besides ap thy may have contributed to low attendance, 
including those mentioned on P• 37. 

10It seems true that band meetings were not held regularl,y. 
Some leaders said they were supposed to be held monthly. During the 
period ot f'ield work, one regular meeting wa held, and one special 
meeting open to the band public was called to diseuss reorganization 
of the local school committe • 



Table ;u 
pproximte Time Elapsed Since Attendance 

at last Band Meeting. 

Fp.ll Samp:&t Oatholica Anglicans 
Q!:e;t ~ Un&!r 2Q 

!,tle month• 5 1 1 
1\to months 2 1 
Four months 5 - 1 
cne year 3 1 1 
Two years 4 • l 
Three years 2 2 .. 
Six years l - l 
Twelve years 1 - 1 
Don ' t kn011 ..! - -- -Na24 5 

-nerer to the most recent meeting. 
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Twenty subjects were asked if they ever voted in band elections. 

Seventeen claimed they bad voted at least once, and three (two Anglicans 

and one Catholic aged 21) said they had never voted. At first glance 

this might seem to indicate a ver.y high rate ot participation in band 

elections, but the results must be compared with other available data 

on voting behavimtr. Forty-five per cent of eligible voters cast ballots 

1n the band election of 1962. The percentagee were .32 in 1960, and 25 

in 1954, indicating that interest in band politics was growing. But 

there is another viewpoint to consider. Fro all reports , the 

establishment or the first co-operative in 1962 precipitated one or 

the greatest community controversies in years. The co--operative was 

the central issue in the election of that year and caused, apparentl;r tor 

the first time, the polarization of candidates into two opposing camps. 

~ponents of the co--operative proclaimed the imminent threat to treaty-
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rights posed by the movement. They denounced the co-operative as 

a menace to democratic processes The fact that 55 per cent of ligibl 

vot rs did not participate in so momentous an election is itself 

suggestive of widespread apat~ in the community. 

Rank and tile respondents were a3ked to name the oo.operatives 

operating on the reserve. When this prov d too di.f'f'icult (as it did in 

ost cases) they ver asked to say hov many co-operatives ther were 

11 How lD8JlY' oo-ops are on the reserve?" 

~1 S!JmJa Ce.tholics Anglicans 
Orer 6p Under 60 

():). l2 4 ' Two 3 l 
Three 3 ... .. 
OV r thre 1 -Don•t know, 
Uncertain ...l ..J. --

22 ' N=6 

Table l4 shows that onq three respondents knew there vere three 

co-operatives. Most re aware of the pulpwood organization, which 

of' course had been established for two year • The Agriculture 

Co-operative bad been e ta.blished fo tt or six months, while the 

Wild Rio Co-operative bad been operating only a month or six weeks. 

before most respondents wer interviewed• On the other hand, as th 

latest child of the movement, the latter organization vas eurrentq in 

the limelight. Rio pickin was in progress at the time of interviewing, 

and the principal oponents ot co-operatives w re at that moment directing 
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their strongest verbal attacks against the rice operation. In spite of 

this, o~ five subjects showed an wareness that t he Rice Co-o erative 

existed. Several seemed to think that all collective economic activit-

ies on the reserve came under the direction of a single organization, 

most ott perceived to be the Pulpwood Co-operative. 

There are still other indications of apat~ in the data 

presented earlier to demonstrate the existence of passive orientations. 

In the discussion of group powerlessness ve saw that of ten non-leaders 

who thought the band was ready tor more responsibilitY', five were 

unable to offer ~ opinion as to precise)¥ what the band. should be 

responsible for. 11 0£ the five who did offer opinions, four mentioned 

the desirability of one or another means to greater economic self· 

determination, while on~ one showed ~ awareness of a need for 

greater political or administrative auton~. These data uggest 

rather widespread indifference to the question of more self-{ overnment 

for the band. 

The preservation of treaty rights appeared to be a rather 

important issue on the reserve, and for some band members it seemed to 

be a major preoccupation. Time and again Indians were heard to express 

concern about provincial threats to their hunting and trapping privileges, 

and the way in which the co-operatives were perceived to threaten treaty 

rights has been diScussed. 

Sixteen non-leaders in the sample either ttworried" about the 

loss of treaty rights, were "not satisfied" with government protection 

llsee Table 11, page 89, and text, page 90. 



of treaty rights, or were both worried and not satisfied.12 at this 

number, seven could not name &n1 creaty rights, real or imagined. 

At the same time that these individuals profe sed concern with the 

issue, their lack of knowledge indicated ssential indifference or 

apat~. That this was a widespread phenomenon was suggested by the 

chief, who said; "Nobody knovs what treaty rights they have, but they 

all talk as if they knew" . Parenthetically, people who are worried and 

dissatisfied without knowing what they are worried and dissatisfied 

about may be xhibiting the kind of diffuse anxiety which Hagen 

associates with retreatism. 

Unfortunate~ a full set of comparable data is not available 

for the leadership group. Ten leaders were asked to name treaty 

rights; seven did so1 two dismissed the treaty as meaningless or 

incomprehensible, and one gave a simple "don't lmow" response. All six 

"worried" leaders who were asked the question were able to name treaty 

rights. 

Further evidence suggestive of apath;r came to light when leaders 

and non-leaders were asked to identify "some of the problems facing 

the people on the reserve today" . Those who named one or more problems 

were asked: "And what do you think is the most important problem?tt 

Individuals who experienced difficulty with these questions were probed 

( 11Hell, w~t do you think the people need most for a better lif'e?tt). 

Many respondents spontaneously mentioned a variety of social and economic 

conditions which they defined as problems; Tcbl e 15 shows those vhich 

l2see Table 6- P• 77, and table 7, P• 80. 



vere mentioned by two or more respondents without prompting by the 

interviewer. e table does not include problems ntioned or implied 

1n response to other questions. 

" Important Proble " Ident.itied Most Frequently 

leaders• 
(No. 16) 

Unemplo,yment (general)................... 10 
Lack of jobs "on the reserve.............. 4 
Lack of capital for private enterprise • 2 
Lack of housing.......................... 1 
Mill pollutes river ••••••••••••••••• ~.... 2 
Lack of education ••••• ~ ···••••••••••••••• 5 
Lack of co-operation within band......... 4 
People too dependent on government....... 2 
Heavy drinking........................... 2 
F milies waste money......... ............ 3 
Broken homes............................. 2 
Child neglect............................. 2 
Need tor self-direction.................. 2 
Unsatisfactory management of co-ops. • • • • • ... 
No response (cannot 1dentit,y ~ problems) 

Non-leaders 
(No, 24) 

a 
2 
s 
4 
l 
3 
2 
l 
3 

2 
8 

No. is 16 because one leader who was not interviewed formal~ was 
nevertheless asked this same question in the course of an informal 
(unstructured) 1nt rview. 

For the moment we focus attention on the "No Response" categor.y 

noting that eight subjects, or one-third of the random sample, were 

unable to identify anr community problems without prompting, despite the 

fact that the question was carefully introduced prior to the commencement 

of each in ,.,_ 1 r, and was repeated or re-phrased for those who had 

difficulty with it. Of the eight, six gave 11don 't knowu responses and 

two were unabl to suggest anything but their own personal problems. 
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The average ducational level for these respondents (4.6 years) was 

about one year below the sample average. While inability to understand 

or to articul.te may have been factors influencing the high rat of 

failure to respond, it is true nevertheless that all subjects showed 

these abilities in same degree when replying to other questions. An 

equall1 plausible expl~nation may be that individuals who failed to 

respond appropriately ere too apathetic, too indifferent to band 

affairs, to have given much previous thought to anything beyond their 

own immediate personal problems. 

All members of the leadership group were able to ident~ 

community proble • It seems evident that simply by virtue of their 

involvement in the management of band affairs• the leaders would be 

less apathetic (and more knowledgeable) than ordinar,y band members. 

Of course those classed a leaders exhibited varying degr1--:-es of involve

ment and commitment, and 1e have seen that some showed signs of 

r treatist orientations. A few appeared to be leaders in only a 

nominal way, o that it is perhaps not entirely unmeaningful to compare 

the two groups with respect to awareness of community problems. 

oyher fndieations of ft!trettism 

We have suggested that withdrawal from a social environment 

perceived as threatening, inoluding withdrawal of commitment to personal 

and group goals, is virtually synonymous with retreatism. 'lithdrawal 

seems to be implicit in dependency orientations of the type previously 

disoussed, and is likewise indicated, at least indirectly, where ther 

is evidenoe of apatqy. It has also been suggested that alienation from 
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the group and from the dominant society and its agents may be viewed aa 

correlates of withdrawal. 111th these considerations in mind, it is 

worth turning again to the table of "important problems" identified by' 

members of the band, 13 looking at the 11 Iack of Co-operation" category. 

Table 15 indicates that four leaders and two non-leaders 

identified lack of co-operation among band members as an important 

community problem. In fact, this doe not show by any means the full 

extent to which lack of co-operation was perceivedJ in the course of 

interviewing, no less than 12 subjects (seven leaders and five non

leaders) spoke of the failure of band members to work together toward 

common goals. Four respondents suggested this was the community's 

most important problem. Their comments suggested that mutual h~ t1l

ity, suspicion, and apathy vere the principal reasons for failure to 

co-operate Following are some examples, the first two from leader~ 

and the remaining four from non-leadersz 

(1) 11The biggest problem :l.a within ours lvea. If ve want to go 
ahead we must encourage one another to work with one another. 
I£ a man vants to work, there are people who will delay him and 
talk against him. \~ether it should be taught in school tor ua 
people to vork together better, I don't know. 
Interviewer: "Why don •t the7 co-operate more?" 
Respondent a "~.fa live too much in bunche • We •••• w aren •t 
enough concerned with sports •••• More sports would be the thing". 

(2) "Unity (is a proble ) •••• \ve have to treat our people like ggs -
carefully. If you twist them too much they 111 break. The 
people were cheated too much in the past so they couldn't even 
trust each other" . 
Int rviewera "Like eggs?" 
Respondent& "Yes. You may lo e their trust. If something vent 
vrong they 'd •••• " (withdraw) 

JJ See Ta.ble 15, P• 97. 
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(.3) "~ 're all mixed up. No one wants to help one another. That 1 

a problem we got here" . And again, the same respondent (who 
himself' had not been to a band meetinr, in 12 year ) : "'Ie don't 
have one mind here ••• • people don't want to go to meetings. 
<hl.y few people go to band meeting • They s y 'what 'a the use, 
we don't get no help from the government• 0 • 

(4) tt'fhey (band members) should t together more. Each bas his 
own way of pulling. They don 1t go to meetings. Only the chief' 
and council seem to know what's going on. The rest haven't got 
any idea. of anything. I guess v need more organization". 

(5) Said in rejecting the idea that Indiana should manage more of 
their own affairs: "The Indian wouldn't help his ow people. 
He •d say 'the hell vith them 1 and walk oft • 

(6) "last year the co-op didn't do very well. Poor managementtt. 
Interviewer a "By the Indians?" 
Respondent: ny; s. llithou.t helping each other it 'a pretty 
hard to start something. I've been talking to Dzy" neighbours 
about getting something started, farming, but •••• " 
IntervieW t No co-operation?" 
RespOlld.ent: "Ye , no co-operation_ And if they do start 
something, one guy backs out, then another, and they start break
ing up" • 

Together, these comments portr~ a community where inte ersonal 

and intergroup relations are characterized by mutual suspicion and 

hostility, and where collect!~ activities, economic and social, are 

inhibited by perv sive apathy, vithdrava.l, and lack of commitment to 

group goals. Implied in response (1), and in similar comments fr 

other informants, is th rejection of personal economic goals and or 

associated Euro-Cana.dian values; those who "talk againat" the man who 

"wants to vork" do not value economic advancement for themselves. l4 

Response (2) , "the people were cheated too much in the pa. t so they 

couldn ' t even trust each other", ven indicates a perception of how 

14several other respondents said that Indians who "don•t want to 
vork" tend to "look down" on those vho wish to improve their own 
economic cirCUltl3tances. 

McMASTER UNIVERSID:: I.ISRAR:t 
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retreatiat orientations night have been implanted, a perception hich 

in itself offers some support to Hagen's theory of the origins of 
I 

retreat is Implied in the perception that one has been continuous~ 

cheated is the perception that one is the object of continued 

disparagement and ill regard. 

In responding to several questions designed to probe attitudes 

toward the co-operative movement,15 thirteen ordinar,r band members 

expressed varying degrees of doubt, suspicion and hostility toward the 

co-operatives' directors, often combined vith pessimism regarding their 

chances of suceeaaful oper tion in the future The following quotations 

aerve to illustrate: 

(1) "They(re trying to make some money for I don't know who". 
Interviewerr 1'Wbat do Y'OU mean?" 
Respondent: "The guys who we k there have a hold-back on them. 
They hold back so much a cord on you and you don't know where 
that moneY' goes at the end of the season" . 

(2) 11The shareholders •••• pay :Jo much to get in and get the cream. ••• 
It's a pretty sneaky outfit. I told them it'd never make the 
grade. Same with rice piaking •••• It 1s just a racket". 

{3) "vie need ei:~.ployment. Some people think the (pulpwood) co-op 
wUl do it. But the people who run it don •t know :much about 
the bush. They do it the hard way •••• If they had good men 
running it it'd be all right. I feel sorr;r for them". 

(4) "They're trying to help the Indians, but they're not. 
Interviewer: "Why not?" 
Respondent: "The white people will ge.t the benefit". 
Interview r: ttHw?" 
Respondent: ''The Indian get a little bit for outting pulp, 
it goes to the mill and the mill gets the reel profit"~ 

(5) "It 'a not big enough yet to do any harm. If the co-op gets too 
big it'll run everything on the reserve. Tu~n the white man 
will run it". 

15Appendix II, Items 16 to 19 in the interview schedule. 
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(6) 11 This co-op should be :run by white man. Indians can tt run it, 
but they're trying to" . 

While the third response otters inefficient management as the 

reason for the co-operatives' unpromising future. the .fit.'th reveale the 

curious perception that success itselt might lead to unwanted results. 

Responses (4) and (5) reflect perceptions of gr?Up powerlessness; by 

implication the band is defined as helpless vis-a-vis economic predators 

in the larger sooi ty. 

While a sense of inferiority is implicit tn ~ elt definiti~ 

of powerlessness, response (6) makes it explicit. There were other 

signs of Indians perceiving themselves a.s inferior• one band member 

offered the suggestion that n Indians a.r& stupid11
1 and a white informant 

report d hearing other Indians v-oice the same opinion. Some leaders 

spoke of tbe Indian •s need for help and guidance, of how the Indian 

wu prone to become discouraged and con:t.\lsed, depicting the group with 

which they identified themselves as backward, childlike, and unable to 

oope. 

Derogator,y selt definitions reveal alienation from the self. 

They are alaost certain~ a mark of retrea.tism, for they suggest the 

lowering of expectations for satisfaction in lite, and abandonment of 

the effort to cope with the world. Derogator,r definitions of the group 

1n which the definer finds his own identity- iodirectly reveal derogatory 

perceptions of the self, while at the same time, in the form outlined 

above, they function to absolve the band of responsibility for its own 

plight. 

~t seems r asonable to infer that individuals who are pessimistic 
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about the co-operatives have projected their own lov expectations for 

satisfaction on to the group. Apparently for some band members, 

suspicion perpetuates a conspiratorial ~h about the co-operatives, 

and functions with pessimism as an excuse not to become involved. 

These orientations nuq underly such comments as tt I don't knov nothing 

about them and I wouldn •t want to know". 

Most respondents who showed alienation from the co-operatives 

likewise showed evidence of apathy, dependency, and powerlessness. 

Anglicans were the most alienated, five of' the six exhibiting rather 

strong antagonism or mistrust. Although they constituted onlY 25 

per cent of the sample, Anglicans accounted for 38 per cent of those 

who showed some degree of alienation. This suggests a rough 

correlation between alienation from the co-operative movement and 

retreatism, since the Anglicans also shoved a generally higher rate 

of dependency, powerlessness, and apat~ than the rest. 

One further dimension of alienation remains to be mentioned -

alienation from the federal government. Here we have comparative data 

for leaders and non-leaders, based on agreement or disagreement with the 

statement that "the government in ottawa has shown many times that it 

does not keep its promises to the Indian people". The results; set 

down in Table 16, are in the predicted direction vhen age and religious 

affiliation are con·trolled. All the Anglicans and tour of the five 

elderl7 respondents agreed with the statement. Two leaders thought 

that any blame for broken promises must tall on individual local 

officials rather than on the bureaucraQy itself. one ordinar,y band 

member volunteered a similar opinion, but without completely absolving 



the government of blame~ Criticism of local officials was heard rather 

frequentq in the eourse of intervieving, and is also mentioned in 

discussing perceptions of group powerlessness. 16 

"The government in ottawa ••• 
does not keep ita promise ••• " 

!§aders H<mcl.a!d•n· 
fulJ. SYJPlf 1!:0, 's Undtr 60 

No. % o. % No. % 

gree 6 43 18 75 8 62 
Disagree 5 36 2 8 2 lS 
Don 1 t know 1 
Undecided ..l ..61 -' ...lZ -l -Z.l 

N=l4 lOO 1=24 100 B=l3 l.OO 

The point was made earlier that attitudes of hostile dependency 

mey be indicative of value conflict. In the context of an Indian 

reservation, the individual displaying such an attitude is hostile toward 

the government at the same time that he feels dependent on the government. 

He feels, as we have seen, that the government has not kept its promises, 

has not "lived up to the treaty". He perceives himself the member ot a 

grot1p vhich has been unjust~ treated and exploited. Since he cannot 

conceive that ~one who respected his people would exploit them, he 

16 See P• 86. 
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perceives that his group is not respected but disparaged. In similar 

ways he perceives disparage: ant by the whole of white society. Even 

whites who strive to establish cordial relations are defined as 

disparagers if cordiality is perceived to carry the taint of cs:>ndea

cension, for the Indian 's whole lite experience has sensitized him to 

eondesc nsion. Government paterru lisa, hovever benevolent, carries the 

implication of disparagement, for it suggests that Indians are defined 

as incapable of knoving what is best for themselves. 

The Indian is hostile, then, in part because he feels disparaged. 

Hostility expresses his rejection of the low regard in which he is 

held by the dominant group. He rejects the definition which this group 

holds of him, tor of course to do otherwise vould be to accept an 

ungrati!ying self definition. In rejecting the opinion or the dominant 

group he feels compelled to reject its values tor to accept them would 

be a threat to his own identity. 

However, politically and economical]¥,. the Indian finds himse lt 

in a position where he can scarcely avoid placing some value on the 

opinion of the dominant group, nor can he avoid accepting some of the 

values it disseminates. That group has power, and controls the resources 

and facilities which he values and needs for his comfort and even his 

livelihood. Really to rej eot the is impossible, tor he must depend on 

the domj nant group in some measure • vhether he va.nts to or not. He can 

only claim not to valUe their opinion, or struggle against accepting it 

with only limited success. That he does not always succeed is show by 

his oocasional overt acknowledgement of the validitT of the derogatory 
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definitions others bold of him. He comes to believe about himself the 

worst that the whi tea could believe about him, that "Indians are stupid11 

and ncan•t run the co-ops• . .No better evidence could be found to 

illustrate value conflict, or to show that even Indians who are most 

withdrawn do in fact look upon the dominant society as a reference 

group.l7 

In summary, the Indian values a gratifying s lf definition and 

at the same time he values the benevolence of those whom he perceives 

to be his disparagers, but in Hagen's words, he "cannot pursue one and 

still have the other11 •
18 It is in this sense that we may speak of 

hostile dependency a1 denoting a conflict or values. 

Some evidence of hostile dependency already has been presented. 

It may be inferred from agreement with the statement that " •• • the Indian 

has a right to expect the white man to share some of his wealth" 

(Table 3),19 and it is notewort~ that 27 per cent of leaders and 

83 per cent of non-leaders were in fUll agreement with this. Again, 

17Hagen discusses hostile dependency among the Sioux, but his 
concept of its origin differs omewhat from that hypothesized above, 
being counhed in psychoanalytic terms. (See Hagen 
other writer also have noted in Indians the simultaneous existence of 
hostile and dependent attitudes towards white authority. See, for 
example, A.F.C. W'allac , ttSome Psychological Determinants of Culture 
Change in an Iroquois Community", Smos.i;sw 2n Lo9§l Diversity m 
Iroquois 0Ul1fure , ed. by W.N. Fenton, We.ahingtonz Smithsonian Institution, 
Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 149, 1951, PP• 59-76. 

1~en, p. 186 

19see above p. 72. 
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hostile dependency seems indicated by those who were "not satisfied" with 

government protection of treaty rights (Table 6)J
20 more th&n 40 per cent 

of subjects in the random sample tell in this categor,y. Furthermore, it 

has been show that 75 per cent of the sample bowed a .. ienation from the 

government in response to one question (Table 16),21 while 92 per cent 

showed straightforward dependency in response to another (Table 4) 22 

With uch high percentages of response in both categories, it goes without 

saying that a large proportion of subjects demonstrated both hostility and 

dependeney in answering these questions. Bearing in mind the apparent 

relationship between hostile d pendency and value conflict discussed above 

we may say therefore that there vas much indirect evidence of value 

conflict in the oommu:nity. 23 

20see above p. T/. 
21see above p. 104. 
22see above P• 74. 
23t~ ~ ~otbesize that hostile dependency teeds on itself. 

It seems probab t that each time the individual accepts help from his 
disparagers his self image is further tarnished and hostility consequent~ 
becomes intensitied. As hostility mounts, be thinks that his disparagers 
owe him more and more by way of compensation - he becomes correspondingq 
more dependent. Probab~ at some point in the cycle the sense of 
diminished personal worth is r$pressedJ th conflicted individual 
convinces himself that whateve.r he can get from the government is his 
right, and an exploitative attitude develops. Whatever its psychological 
origins, there was evidence that such an attitude was widespread in the 
community. The Indian agent, recently rrived on the reserve, said that 
Indiana repeatedly tried to ttmake a mark of him11 • lie told how Indiana 
came direct~ from picking rice (normal~ a highly profitable activity) 
to ask for relief. 1fhen challenged, they admitted having money and 
xplained that "•He just thought we'd ask anyway'"• The chief said there 

was a widespread notion that "the more you can get out o£ your agent the 
better man you are 11 , and added that 11 it ' s hard even to get the councillors 
not to think just about getting things out of the agent" . 



other more direct observations of value conflicts were made, 

although not in any sy-stematic, comparative way which would justify 

the conclusion that members of one group were more conflicted than 

members of another. Value conflict eemed to be evident in certain 

lOS 

inconsistencies in the responses of individuals. For example, several 

ordinary band members rejected the idea that Indians should manage more 

of their own affairs, 24 then said in response to the next question 

that their people were ready for more autonom1 immediate~. The latter 

response indicates either that these subjects defined their groups as 

competent to perform more autonomously, or that they wanted the group 

to be so defined by outsiders. ln either case, it would seem that the 

capacity for autonomous group performance was valued even while depend

ency was valued. 

Similar~, half a dozen rank and file subjects showed strong 

dependency orientations, but also spoke of the need for "equipment11 

(trequent]Jr farming equipment vas mentioned) which would enable them to 

be self-supporting. In effect, these respondents were saying that the 

government had a duty to look after them, and at the same ti:rne that they 

would like to look after themselves but lacked the necessary means~ 

Significantly, in most cases the government vas eXplicitlY or 

implicitly blamed for not giving them equipment. Other band members vho 

appeared less dependent also mentioned the need for equipment; no doubt 

some of these genuinel,y wished to be self-supporting a.nd perhaps 

considered it the gov rnment's duty to tthelp them to help themselves" . 

24see Table ;, p. 76. 



However, it is suggested that where strong dependency orientations were 

evident,2S most complaints about lack of equipment probab~ provided an 

excuse for inertia and reflected an essential conflict between depend-

ene,y and auton~ as values. The comments of one respondent, more 

eloquent than some of the others, will serve to illustrate this point: 

"The,y {the government) don't give us nothing. No equipment to get 
started on farming. We got nothing to~ with.. .. ~father 
knows the treaty rights right down A to z. 'l'he g-overnment promised 
the people it would help them like we help our own kids. To give 
us hens, cows, and other animals. 'l'o give us what the white man 
bas-tvo of each animal. To help them and feed them like the 
Queen • s own children To give them equipment to get a start, and 
clothe them each year. As long as the sun shines and the river 
flows the Queen will look after the people and not give them any 
firewater or allow firewater on reserves There were a lot of 
promises" . 

It is notewortqy that this respondent's evident aspiration to 

be self-supporting conflicts with his perception that the government 

should clothe and feed him. His perceptions seem to typify those of 

a significant proportion of the band population, and will be used as 

a basis for the discussion which follows. 

We have seen before that other band members also defined the~ 

selves as "childrenn (or as ohild-llke). 26 These self definitions are 

congruent with the value attached to maintaining a dependent position 

in life. Apparently they conform to oultur l values which have 

developed under conditions of life on the reserve, to values which 

25The basic criterion of "strong dependency" is agreement with 
Items ; and 9 1n the interv-iew schedule (see Tables 3 and 41 pp. 72 and 74 
and Appendix II) . For examples of other responses indicative or strong 
dependenq, see text, p. 77. 

26 
See above pp 74 and 102. 
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might be called nreservation traditional". At the same tim , people 

like the respondent just quoted apparent~ aspire to defining thems~lvos 1 

and to being defined, as independent and self-supporting. However, to 

acquire such an identity requires rejection of the value placed on 

dependency in the reservation traditional culture, and acceptance of 

opposing values corresponding to those of the dominant culture. These 

lat't;er values appear to be partially accepted already, othervise there 

would be no conflict. But full acceptance would involve identifying 

the self with a dominant group perceived as threatening and depriving, 

and a corresponding withdrawal from the familiar reference group which 

retains the values traditional to the reservation culture. 

For individuals thus conflicted, one mode of adaptation may be 

to "ret~at into fantasy1127 cloaking the treaty in an aura of 1!\Yth and 

convincing themselve that they could be self-supporting if only they 

"bad equipment" whi ch the Queen had promised to give them. It eems 

possible that in more extreme oases, these preoccupations may not be 

too far removed from those found in Helanesia.n cargo cults. 

No doubt preoccupation with the need for farm machinery and 

other .orms of equipment was in part realistic, but in part it seemed 

to afford a justification for doing nothing. Apparently little use 

was made of such rarm equipment as the government did provide. cne 

leader thought that many people could bU7 equipment if they saved 

their money and spent less on ~.-· ~ohol. "They have the opportunity to 

have equipment and make more money if they want to" , he said. 

27 Hagen, P• 214 
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Four cases of apparent value conflict in leaders will be discussed. 

It is noteworthy that all were co-operative directors who were related to 

one another and to Jake Favreau28 the principal opponent of the 

co-operative movement, and that at some point Ja e apparently had 

managed to influence at least three of them. The point was made 

earlier that value conflict seemed indicated where an individual 

switched his allegiance back and forth from one to another of two 

opposing groups, one committed to social change and the other to 

maL tabling the status guo. The first two cases will illustrate this 

mode of behaviour. 

Case t 

Paul Favreau, a cousin of Jake, was a member of the Agriculture 

Co-operative ' s board of directors. Paul vas in the throes of indecision 

during the time of field work. Both Indian and white informants said 

that he had quit and rejoined the co-operative a number of times, and 

that Jake had tried repeatedly to influence him. When I interviewed 

him formallJ"·, Paul vas undergoing a phase of allegiance to the movement, 

and spoke as one who had experienced a kind of conversion whioh had 

left him intensely' committed to co-operative principles. He mentioned 

repeatedly that he had once been blind to the worth of co-operatives, 

and spoke contritely of his former opposition. Here are a few of his 

comments a 

28 
As mentioned on P• 37, "Favreau" is a pseudonym for the largest 

extended kin group on the reserve. The Favreaus were sub tantially over
represented in the leadership group relative to their proportion of the 
reservets population. 



' t .first I was against t he co-ops. Didn 1t realize vbat I vas 
bucking. I just could.n •t see it• But I found out. As long as 
they don 1t j eopardi ze lt\r tre t y right , I'm in favour of co-ops •••• 

:Mr. - {the develop nt offic r) 1$ a good man. He lalows his 
business. If I'd done it right away (joined the co-op) he'd have 
nothing to do today. • • • But I s now things are going to go 
smooth" . 

Asked if be thought the co-operatives -were being suoce si\tl in 

providing employment for band members, Paul made an interesting 

response. He changed the subject to talk about bow much Jake had done 

to find job for band members& "I must give credit to one man. Not 

because he ' s a Favreau or anything, but he did a lot to give employment • 

He went to the mill and persU&d d them to give the people jobs". 

Not many days later another leader hinted that Paul vas thinking 

of resigning once more. Hovever, he did not resign during the remaining 

few weeks of field work. Paul's own comments suggest a good deal about 

his divided loyalties. ClearlY his kinship with the "leader of the 

opposition", together with his own orientation to preservation of the 

Qtatus qug (as manifested 1n his expression of concern for treaty 

rights) conflicted with an opposing "proeressive" orientation which he 

also entertained. Like so ll'IS.XlY other Indians on the reserve, he appeared 

to entertain some mistrust of the provincial government. This sugge~ts 

that he perceived derogation by the provincial authority and that he 

rejected the values which it sought to disseminate among Indians (he 

specifical~ rejected the provincial electoral franchise £or Indians) . 

At the same time, his leadership role required him to be a party to 

accepting provincial assistano in establishing and operating the 

co-operative. Hence one of his role require!l'.ents was the acceptanoe 
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of values disseminated by the provincial authority. 

C§Se 2 

Percy Favreau, cousin to Paul and to Jake, was a councillor and 

member of the Pulp Oo-operative board since its formation. He vas know 

to have had difficulty in reconciling himself' tp some of the ways 

whereby he thought the co-operative movement might be a threat to his 

people. Informants said that he too was influenced by Jake to the 

point of resigning in the middle of the pulping season, and going on 

an extended alcoholic binge. According to one informant, his colleagues 

had had to "go and dry him out11 and in the process, persuade Percy once 

again that the co-operatives were neither a threat to tr aty rights nor 

to the democratic processes of band decision making. It is suggested 

that by going on an extended drinking spree, Percy exhibited a mode of 

adaptation to conflict that vas classically retreatiat. On the other 

hand, with the he).p of one or tvo fellow Indian leaders ho vas appa.rent:cy

able to resolve his conflict, overcame its immobilizing effect, and 

resumed his leadership role. He showed little or no indication of 

internal conflict when interviewed. 

Case J 

Alec Favreau, brother to Percy and cousin to Jake, was a reeent:Q' 

appointed member of the Pulp Co-operative's board of directors. There 

was no evidence that he had been a strong opponent of the co-operative 

movement before joining the leadership group, or that he had made 8.1\1 

shifts of alleglanee. However, he did reveal both his respect for the 
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opinion of the "leader of the oppositionu and his own uncertainty 

regarding the co-operative movement. After being formally interviewed 

he said: 

nyou oughta ask Jake Favreau those questions . He 1s read up on the 
treaty and studied a lot of these th~gs, and he's probably the 
only guy around here who could answer them. A lot of 'that Jake 
says is true~ He s~s the co-ops may hurt ~he treaty rights. I •ve 
got no education, nd don't know nothing about these things". 

It is worth noting that Alec vas one of the ttnominal11 leaders; while 

classified as a member of the elite by virtue of his board membership , 

he vas outside the locus of decision maxing. His marginal position is 

demonstrated by the fact that , like most ot the non-leaders interviewed, 

he thought there was only one co-operative on the reserve. 

Qa.se 4 

Hartin Favreau, brother ot Jake, underwent initial nconversion" 

to the movement during the time of field work. '··Then I first met him, 

he had just been persuaded to join the Rice Co-operative board, then in 

process of form9.tion. A member of the band council and one of the most 

active supporters of the co-operative movement said that ~~in had been 

persuaded to join precisely because he vas opposed; by co-opting him 

other leaders sought to reduce resistance among his relatives. The 

method of co-optation apparently was to elect Hartin in absenti§, on 

the theory that when told of his election, ~Artin would be so gratified 

at the prospect of occupying a prestigious office that he would not 

refuse. This strategy seemed to work. 

During an informal interview, Martin confirmed that 1r.1tia.l4r 

he had opposed the movement because it was a "new thing", but now he 



had changed his vie~s. Speaking like a true convert, he expressed 

enthusiasm for the Wild Rice C~operative and high hopes for its 

future. 
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However, there ~ere indications that he was experiencing some 

measure of internal conflict, or at least that the seeds of conflict 

vere implanted. He expressed strong distrust of the provincial 

government at the same ti.Jne that he was relying on that government to 

assist in establishing the new co-operative. The province was enforcing 

the game lava against Indiana, he said, and this was contrary to the 

meaning of the treaty. Speculating about the motives of provincial 

authorities, he wondered if they disliked Indians, or if they had no 

concern for Indian rights, or if they vere tr,ying deliberatelr to 

nulli!)' the treaty. Despite his apparent fear and mistrust, Hartin was 

directlY involved in negotiating with the provincial government in 

order to establish the new co-operative. At the time of being inter

viewed, he vas engaged with other leaders in plans to meet with 

provincial authorities to discuss the leasing ot rice lakes, to obtain 

a provincial charter, and to seek the advice and assistance of 

provincial co-operative eXperts. He was, in effect, showing acceptance 

of the values of those whom he perceived to be his disparagers. 

Some weeks later Hartin was again interviewed. He remained a 

convert, and showed no sign of "backsliding". He too apparently had 

resolved whatever conflict he must have experienced, for he spoke in 

glowing terms of how he personal~ had benefited by assuming an active 

role in the movement • . He had, he said, "picked quite a lot of 

knowledge UJ: • How to face a big room full of people. I learned wby' 
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you mu.sn•t play favourites. I've learned to think be7ond the needs of 

one reserve - as a C8.nadian11 • 

In conclusion, it lllS3' be said that the bulk of the evidence of 

value conflict in leaders pertained to the roles they pla7ed in the 

co-operative movement. They had to cope with a provincial administrat

ion perceived as threatening, and strove to reconcile their rejection 

of certain values disseminated by the province with their acceptance 

of other values disseminated by the same authority. Through their 

kinship affiliations, and no doubt in other ways as well, a number o:t 

leaders were under great pressure to conform. to values traditional to 

the reservation culture. IndividuallY, they undertook to reject the 

values of a familiar reference group and to identify themselves with 

aev reference groups, both on the reserve and in the larger society. 

The cas histories suggest that some leaders accomplished this at both 

the eommunity and societal levels. 

On the reserve, the nev leadership group vas itself a reference 

group, providing its members with protection, reassurance, and 

confirmation of their values in the face ot pressure to conform to the 

old values. Without the protection of the group, Percy Favreau 

(Case 2) might not have returned to the seat on the co-operati•e board 

which he had resigned. In the larger society, other groups almost 

certainly oonsituted reference groups for the leaders. For some these 

appear to have included the federal government itself, for several 

leaders, far from shoving alienation, vere ready to co-operate with 

government officials,£valued their good opinion, and showed confidence 

in their motives &.nd performance. The leaders were not unaware of 
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successful co-operative enterprises in the surrounding society, and in 

a sense these would consticute reference groups as well. More abstract~ 

others may have found a reference group in the larger society as a 

whole; we recall that Hartin b"a.vreau (Case 4) had "learned to think 

beyond the needs of one reserve - as a Canadiantt. 

Compqing Distri]2utions of Retreatis\ 
OrM!ntations - A Sga:y.ns Pr2Q!We. 

Comparative data have been presented which suggest differential 

distribution in the groups under stu~ of certain cognitive and 

evaluative orientations associated with retreatism. It may be helpfUl 

to summarize some of these comparisons, using an impromptu sealing 

procadure which suggests itself from the nature of the data. The 

object is not to attempt construction of a "retreatism soale 11
, but to 

present a few careful~ selected categories of response which can then 

be treated as 1t they were items in a scale. The effort should at 

least permit us to bring into sharper focus and compare more concise~ 

the differences observed. Considering only those items in the 

interview schedule for which we have adequate comparable data for the 

majority of leaders and non-leaders, ve find respondents vho fall into 

one or more of the categories shown in Table 17, pag& 119. Ckl~ those 

subjects for: whom there are complete data in all cat.egories are counted 

in the table. 

Olear~, these categories cannot be said to constitute items in 

a scale for measuring retreatism. A scale should consist of a aet of 

items which, taken together, form points on a continuum vith respect to 



same variable.29 The variable being considered here is retreatism, 

conveiv d as i t elt consisting of several component variables. This 

along is enough to make any attempt at scale construction hazardous, 
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for we seem to be dealing vith a series of discrete but interrelated 

continuaa, rather than a single continuum. But even if a single 

continuum were assumed, the categories in Table 17 pres nt still further 

difficulties for they do not constitute a series of discrete items. There 

are four categories suggestive of some degree of dependency (or 

mixture of dependenc,y and hostility), and two which indicate perceptions 

of group powerlessness. This overlapping presents analytical difficult

ies. It, for example, several items are selected as indicators of 

dependena,y, then consistent~ "dependentn responses from one subject 

t.fould give him a "retreatiam score" considerably higher than that of 

an "independent" subject whose responses are equally consistent but 

in the other direction. We do not know t t either dependency or 

perceptions of group po~erlessneas are more important factors than any 

of the others being considered; therefore, there is little justification 

for using several items to indioate ona factor and only one item to 

indicate another. 

29w . J . Goode and P .K. Hatt, Methqg! in Sooi§l fiepearch, New Yorkr 
McGraw-Hill, 1952. PP• 232-2.34. 
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Table 17 

Comparative SUlllll'lai'7 of Responseo Suggestive 
of Retreatist Orientations 

R§IJQgpses. Isaders (N-14) on-leaders ( 22) 

1. Cannot identi.f.r any- conum.m.ity 
problems (su~gests apatqr, 
indifference • 0 7 

2. Agrees without qualification that 
government does not keep its 
promises to Indians (defines self 
as member ot an exploited, and 
therefore, disparaged group) . s 18 

3. Worries about losing treaty righta 
(suggests concern vith preserving 
Indian identity and maintaining 
dependent statu ). 8 l2 

4. Not satisfied with protection of 
treaty rights (suggests hostile 
dependency toward government) . .2 10 

;. Agrees without qualitieation that 
whites shv<· ld share riches of land 
that once belonged to Indians 
(~gest hostile dependeno.y 
ow 1~ white society generallY) 4 l8 

6 Disagrees there is need for more 
band autonOlllf, or displays 
marked uncertainty, ambivalence 
(suggests dependeno.y - lack of 
commitment to collective go ls) 0 7 

7. Lacks future orientation (defines 
self as powerless, unable to 
exercise control over own 
destiny) . 17 

s. Says lllall sho11ld ~'~work 8 hours and 
enjoy- lite" (suggests negative 
orientation to work, lack ot 
commitment to economic goals) . 10 
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Table J:'Z Oont 1d 

Non-loaders ( 26) 

9. Defines band council as 
powerle s (suggests sen a 
of group powerlessness) 

10. Doubts band is rea~ for more 
autonomy (suggests sense of 
group p~erlesaness) . 

7 lD 

9 

Not & Because this table includ s on~ subjects for wh there 
are complete data. in all categoriett, the enumerations differ 
slightly f'rom those in previous tables. 

Certain items can be d.(. ted to meet the problem ot overlapping, 

and others omitted because the7 may be less clear~ indicative or 
retreatist perceptions and orientations. After drastic pruning, tb 

following items remain to constitute what will be called, for want of 

a better name, our 11retreatism scale". 

1. Cannot identify any community problem (show apatb7, indifference 
toward conditions affecting self and group) . 

2. Agrees without qualification that government does not keep its 
promises to Indians (defines own group as disparaged, exploited) • 

.). Agrees without qualification that whites should share riches 
(shows hostile dependency toward white :society generally) . 

4. lacks .future orientation (shows personal powerle:ssness). 

5. Detines ba.nd council as powerles (shows group powerlessness) . 

We can assign a score ot one to each subject each time his 

response is recorded in one oi' the five categories, so that the maximum 

seore for a.r>y subject is tlve. Summing the scores for each subject 

yields the following table 1 
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0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Table 18 

Number of Leaders and No~Leaders 
in Six Scoring Categories 

Lead,ers (N-14) Non-Leaders (N-22) 

12.. 0 

3 21 1 5 
6 43 2 9 
2 14 3 14 
l 7 ' 23 
2 14 8 36 

..Q. _.Q. ...l ....M 
l4 w- 22 lOl 

-Fercentages rounded, and therefore do not total 100. 
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Table 18 reveals that proportionately fever non-leaders than 

leaders score in the lower ranges ot our improvised "retreatism 

scale11 
1 while proportionately fewer leaders than non-leaders have high 

scores. 

Classit,ring those respondents who score five points as "highly 

retreatist 11 , those who score three or tour points as "moderatezy 

retreatist", and those who score fever than three points as "not 

retreatist" produces the results shown in Table 19. 

:fable 19 

A Comparison of Scores on Five 
Items sociated with R treatism 

IQas}ers (N=l4) Npn-J&NiOtl (lN6) 

No, 1 12.. 1 
Highly retreatist 0 0 3 l4 
Moderately retreatist 3 21 13 59 
Not retreatist 11 .:J!i. 2.. ..2:.7. 

l4 lOO 22 100 



The cutting points tor separating the "highs" 1 umoderates", 

and 11 lows" are of course quite arbirtary. If' l01oter cutting points 

were selected, then the proportion of non-leaders classed as "high:cy 

retreatist" would sharp~ increaseJ in fact, if a score of 4 or more 

were designated 11high", eleven non-leaders but only two leaders would 

f'all in the top category. 

Table 20 shows the results when age and religious affiliation 

are controlled in the sample of non-leaders. 

l'ablg 2Qe 

Scores on Five Items Associated with Retreatism, 
Age, Religious Affiliation Controlled. 

Catholics Catholics Anglicans 
6Q and oyer Under 60 Unde:r 6o 

Highly retreatist 0 2 1 
ModeratelY retreatist s 4 4 
Not retreatist .Jl ..i .1 

1;5 B=ll N=6 

While the difference between Catholics and Anglicans in the 

same category is not great, it is in the predicted direction. Near~ 

half the Catholics scored 11low" and proportionately more Anglicans are 

in the combined "moderate" and 11 high11 categories. It is suggested that 

larger sub-samples probably would produce a greater difference in the 

same direction. 

It is interesting to note that remarkabl7 similar results are 

obtained i.f' all ten categories in Table 17 are treated as "scale" items 

and the same scoring procedures followed. This is illustrated by a 
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comparison of Table 19 with Table 21, where the "highs" scored from 

eight to ten, the "moderate 11 from five to seven, and the "lows11 less 

than five, 

T bl 21, 
; 

A Comparison of Scores on Ten Items 
Probably Associated with Retreatism 

Isa.dera Non-lsadetf! 

lis.. .l 0 1 
Highly retreatist 0 0 3 l4 
Moderately retreatist 2 14 12 54 
Not retreatist J& ~ ...1 ...J& 

l4 100 22 100 

If the minimu.s score selected for "highs" is seven, then eight 

non-leaders and only one leader fall in the high cat egoey, Controlling 

for age and religious affiliation while using the ten-item procedure, 

we find a greater difference between younger Catholics and Anglicans 

than before, as shown in Table 22, Here Anglicans and the aged account 

for all high scorers in the sample of non-leaders. 

Table 22 

Scores on Ten Items Probably ssociated with Retreatism1 
Age and Religious Affiliation Controlled 

Catholics Catholics Anglicans 
6Q and over Uqger 60 Upder 60 

Highly retreatist 1 0 2 
Moderately retreatist 3 5 4 
Not retreatist ..l ~ ...£! 

N:5 N-11 N-6 



'l'hese scaling procedures serve to summarize the findings 

previously outlined in this chapter,30 and to illustrate further the 

difference between groups on the reserve vith respect to the 

distribution of attitudes and values relevant to the study or retreatist 

and innovative behaviour. le have noted a number of apparent 

differences between leaders and non-leaders, and between two sub-groups 

or factions within the band which for convenience have been labelled 

according to their respective religious affiliations. While it is true 

that firm conclusions eannot be drawn on the basis of so small a 

sample, nevertheless the data presented here seem highly suggestive, 

and it is fair to ~othesize that similar results would be obtained 

if the sample size were s ignifioantly increased. 

30For a further summarization of the matn findings, see pp. 



We have seen that, more than the ordinary bani ember who 

were interviewed, the leaders tenied to share a ttl tudes, beliefs, am 

values which are in contrast to those a sociated with retreatism, and 

which appear con:luoive to innovation in economic, political, or related 

pheres or aotiv ty, It ema.ins to demonstrate hov in act the leaders 

were innovative, both imividuall.y ar.d in organized gro11ps. 

In Hagen's view, innovation is essentially "problem solving" 

activity involv-ing D$W concepts or new methods or dealing with phy'sical 

or social phenomena. In the general cas , innovation consists of two 

steps or phases, which he describes as (l) "arriving at a new ntal 

conception", am (2) "converting it into ction or into terial f'ormn,l 

In technological innovation, "the second step may involve only design or 

rea.rrangement o£ some items of physical equipment or it may involve the 

organization o£ a group or human beings into a going concern that 

carries out a new ooncepttt, 2 In some oases, innovation will involve 

"overcoming reaistanc by other persona",J The innovator typically 

encounters unforseen circumstances and events in the course of' 

1Hagen, p. S6 

2~., P• 87 

\oc. oi~. 
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convertiDg ideas into action, ani ther tore requires at least some 

capacity for "creative adjustment and revision".4 

1~6 

Without doing much violence to Hagen 1 s toriDfll.a tlon, 1 t could 

be said that irmova tion in 1 ts second stage is largely decision makillg 

activity where the decisions made relate to the implementation of what 

ar , for the actor, nev methods tor coping with perceived problems. 

Needless to say the "first step" of innovation would b$ 

observable only under rather special circumstances. It is the second 

step which is observable, am in the present study it vas possible to 

gather a good deal of evidence to the effect that !~ian leaders did 

in:leed "convert" new ideas into action, although one could not alwate 

be certain ot the extent to which the ideas were their own. Even in 

the "converting" stage; 1 t was not always possible to determine whether 

the communi t.r development of'fioer or the IDlian leaders were 

responsible tor a particular decision or line of action, or to what 

extent he ani they shared the responsibility. 

In oases where decisions were observed in the ma.ldn~b u at. 

co-operative am councU meetings, it was a relatively simple matter to 

observe who initiated ideas, who performed leader roles, and so forth. 

However, Jnall1' decisions vera d• that could not be observed; some of' 

the most important or these vere made two year bef'on the study began, 

when the f'irst co-operatives vere formed • Where decision making or 

problem solving was not observ ble tor whatever reason, it was necessary 

to rely on the word ot informants, cheold.ng the account o:f one informant 



against that or another where possible. This thod, together with 

direot observation and the xamination or writt n records, made it 

possible to obtain a reasonably cl r picture ot how certain jor 

innovations were accomplished. 

lZ7 

We look first at the oases ot tvo in:Uviduals who were out. 

standing innovators. then at a few examples of group innovation. This 

approach imvolv s some overlapping, since both iirlividuals to be 

discussed operated vi thin an organizatioDal. tramevork, ar.d an account ot 

their behaviour necessarilyimvolves some description ot groUp behaviour. 

Tht l}gokkeepor 

We recall that i.l:lnGvation sometimes involves ttthe organization 

ot a group ot hwuan beinas into a going concern that oalfies out a new 

concept", and also that it J'tiJ:f' involve uoverooming resistances by other 

persons". The case ot one leader in particular, to be called Fred 

Monette, exemplifies both types ot innovative activity. Although one 

ot the most intluential men on the reserve, Fred occupied a millOr ottioe 

in the Pulpwood Co-operative. He was not one ot the directors, bu.t 

rather a part... time bookkeeper tor the organize. tion. 

When the community d&velopment oft1cer first arrived in Trout 

River axd began talkiD8 about co--operatives, it was Fred who first came 

to him ani suggested that the time had come for action. Subsequently; 

Fred gathered interested people together for the first moetiug called to 

discuss formation of a c~perative. The Pulpwood Co-operative was 

formed shortly before the 1962 bam election, axd in the fa~ ot strong 

opposition from the councU of the da,y. Jake Favrea11 was a oounoUlor at 



that time, as was Paul Favreau. 5 Both beGam$ oarxiidates tor the chief's 

o:f'fioe in 1962, running on an anti-eo-operative platform. The co-

opera. tive t s su.pportel"s evidently peroei ved tba. t J' ake posed the most 

serious threat to the movement. 

Information tr01'11 t~everal sources permits an attempt to re

construct a few political events at that time, · Prior to the bani-vide 

nomina t!on meeting which preceded the election, a number ot int rested 

people, most of th directors or members of the co-operative, met 

several times to discuss the idea o:f' running a slate of candidates for 

oounoll. Fred played a prominent part in or.ganizing this driv to 

recruit catldidates sympathetic to the co-opere.tiYe cause. He pproached 

the man who subsequently became chief, and. promised him the co

operative's support it he would run for that office. More private 

meetillgs followed, ani it was agreed that certain other members of the 

group vho were interested in the chief• s office would not run agaillSt 

the caDiidate favoured by F:red. Two of these men ran instead for 

oouncU am were elected. At the pllblio nomSMtion meeting co

operative supporters, acting b.Y pre-arrangement, nominated the men ther 

had privately chosen. From what could be gathered, auoh sophisticated 

beh1Di-the-scenes political activity- bad no precEdent at Trout River. 

or th se manoeuvers Fred said• 

"We had to organize like that, 1! we vere going to beat Jake 
Favreau. You see, Jake bas a lot ot relatives, am they-1d 
all vote tor him. Our caDiidate didn't have so many 
relatives, az:d we had to do some mathematics to :figure 
whethor th co-op members could swing enough votes to beat 
Jake's relatives". He added: 11The vay it used to be at 

5 See page lll • 



elections, everybody voted for his own relatives and the gUJS 
with the most relatives got in. Bu.t it w.s different at the 
last election. People voted for guy& they veren't related to". 

Fred was active in the CollServative Party, and familiar with the 

techniques or political campaigning. He tried to persuade the co

operative • s caxxUda tea to do door-to-door canvassing, but without 

success. Apparently the nearest thing to campaigning by eo-operative 

leaders consisted in privately urging their members to vote tor the 

candidates they vere supporting, "We had the co-op office set up here in 

my house", said Fred, "and when the members came in, w 'd say 'Well, if' 

you want this co-op to go, tou'd better vote for these fellow's atd 

we had the biggest turnout there's ever been at a bam election"• 

The election resulted in victory tor co-operative supporters. 

Due in large measure to Fred Monette's efforts, the first eo--operative 

had been organized aDi jor resistance constituting an 11ZDlli.nent threat 

to 1 ts existenae bad been overoomf.t. Dllrl.ng the period or field work, 

Fred continued his efforts to ensure the continuation or a palitical 

climate favourable to the co-operatives, am thereby to su.sta.in them 

as "gains concerns". 

The chief' announced his intention not to run for re-election in 

tbe fall of 1964, apparently because the duties ot office were too 

burdensome an:1 time....oonswning. Fearful that this might mean the 

reactionary group's return to power, Fred was busy looking tor someone 

suitable to run in the ch1ef' 1s place, and at the same time was tryir.tg 

to persuade the chief to staDd for re-election. Asked why he did not 

himself become a c:andidate for the chief ' s o:f'f1ce, he said: 

"I like to work in back. I sit in the back seat am watch 
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what's going on, aDd if sometbiDg goes wron& I don t t get criticized. 
Oh, I might run for councillor again, but never for chief. I was a 
oou.nclllor for four years, a.rxi even in that job yon have some tough 
decisions ·(x) make. A oouncUlor has to AQ1( a eertain way. There 
are things he can do arxi things he can't do. But sit ing in the 
back seat, I'm not so restricted". 

There was abun:lant evidence that had wielded a great deal or 
influence in the community. Wh1 te ani IlXlian informants testified to 

his intlu.ence, two of the latter identifying him as a man vho had "some 

of the best ideastt of anyone on the reserve. He had many visitors at 

all hours of the da7. His home wa situated close to those of the chief 

atd several eouneUlors, am they visited him frequently. There is no 

question that the ohiet vala.ed him as an advisor. As bookkeeper tor 

the Pulpwood Co-operative, Fred had no of.f'ieial voice in board 

decisions, b11t in fact he played an important, even dominant, role in 

decision making,. At one board meeting, attellded b7 the president or 

the co-operative bu.t not by the development officer, Fred played the role 

ot task-oriented leader, particularly in matters ot business strategy. 

He introduced most of the topics discu.ssed, am offered maey 

suggestions to which the directors agreed with never a dissenting voice. 

Although he bad no formal voice whatever, he decided virtually s1Dgle

hamed when the next board meeting wolll.d be, ar.d oatlined a rough 

agerda tor it. 

Fred had little formal education, . but intelligence, bwtiness 

acumen, capaoi ty for informal leadership, arxl mastery of the art of 

political manoellVering made him th& innovator par excellence,. His 

commitment to white middle class value orientations and his 

participation in a political organization centered in the larger white 



society mrked him as something of a "cosmopolitan" rather than a 

"local" influential, in Merton's terms. 6 Without this orientation 

l.ll 

to a reference group outside the IIldian community it is unlikely that 

he could have played so vital a role in launching the co-operative 

movement. 

The Chief' 

The chief was an energetic am s.mbi tious man who bad worked bard 

for himself' atld tor the bard. Of 10 full-time Iniian employees at the 

paper mUl in Birch Rapids, he was one of two who earned more than 

$51 000 per year, and whose duties were classed as "responsible" by 

company of.f'icials. In addition to his job, the chief operated a small 

trucking am general contracting business. During the period of field 

work, he was under contract to the Indian Affairs Branch to clear a 

tract of bal:d lani for farming, using a bulldozer which he owned in 

partner hip with a non-Indian. The chief worked in his spare time, 

including Sundays, on this laid clearing project. Despite these varied 

economic activities he managed to devote a good deal of time to band 

affairs, attending meetings of the co-operative boards, the school 

committee, and other community organizations, to say nothing of his 

participation in the business of the bard couneU, Mu.oh of this 

C,,Ierton, R,K. , ":Patterns of IDfl.uenee 11 , in P.F. Laza.rsf&ld am 
F. Stanton (eds. ), Csnmnqpica;t,ismg fiesurgij, , New Yorks 
Harpers, 19491 PP• 189-92, 

This is not to suggest that the bookkeeper exhibited all the 
characteristics of the cosmopolitan identified by Merton, One typically 
"cosmopolitan" element in his baclcgrounl was extensive experience of the 
world outside the reserve, notably during military service in World War 
II. 
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official activity, perhaps most of it, was devoted to the co- operative 

movement. However, his efforts to improve local economic oondi t i ona 

were not confined to t he promotion of co-operatives, and in the summer 

of 1964 he was negotia ting with a pr ivate f irm t o establi sh sewing 

factory on the reserve, even though the community daT lop nt officer 

objected to the scheme. 

To illustrate the energy which the chie gave to his daties, on 

on occasion he came from the night shift t the mUl and left 

immediately for the provincial capital to lead a del gation of Indians 

meeting with senior government officials to disctlSs arrang ments for 

rice harvesting, and for the formation of the nev Wlld Rice Co

operative. While it is true that the development officer was a key 

figure in making arrangements for the new co-operative, it is also trae 

that the chief played a highly active role. For example, the development 

officer did not attend the above• ntioned eting with provincial 

officials, a.l though before the meeting he advised the chief ani his 

delegation with respect to strategies of negotiation. Undoubtedly the 

chi f was more active in these negotiations than any other band member, 

am itrl.eed probably more active than any representativ of he other 

reserves concerned. When at one point discussions with the province 

took an unsatisfactory turn, it was the chief and not the president of 

the co-operative who called upon the looa.l member of th provincial 

legislatare in an effort to have political influence xerted. The 

provincial member came to the reserve arxi met w1 th cot1n0Ulors and. co

operative directors. A brief de oription of o or two relevant 

features o£ this meeting will serve to demonstrate further the chi r• s 



energy, initiative, and le dership capabilities. 

Although the community dev lopment officer vas present, the 

chief initiated proceedings, introducing the visitor, Otltlining the 

problem to be considered, rrl generally performing the role or task-

oriented leader. He spoke forcefully about the need to acquire 

harvesting rights in more rice lakes than thos to which the province 

had hitherto granted concessions, and objected strongly to the 

government's proposal that Indians from a neighbouring province be 

permitted to pick rice in the co-operative's preserves.7 The 

development officer took little or no part in the proceedings until 

the meeting was far advanced, when he commenced to slJ.'IlllDarize the 

discussion ani to guide the meeting to a close. Of course the 
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importance of the function which he performed should not be unier-rated, 

but the point to be made here is that the chief also performed his 

leadership role appropriately am with so effectiveness. It would be 

a mistake to over-emphasize the chi f' s administrative ani leadership 

skills. Be did not always demonstrate the same assertiveness and 

competence at meetings, aJ. though his performance was usually more 

i~ressive than that or most others in the lead rship group. His formal 

education vas quite limited. The beginning of his term of office 

roughly coincided with the beginning of the co-operative movement, and 

his tenure had been a pericxi of 1 in job 1 training for the acquisition 

of relevant skills. Apparently his relative compet nee as a public 

7rt is not know what, if' a~ng, the member of the legislature 
did about the points at issue. He did not, however, attend a subsequent 
meeting between Indian and provincial authorities. at which concessions 
were granted to all the rioe lakes in the district in question. 
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speaker was acquired aftor coming to office. 

However, the chief unquestionably possessed ma~ or the 

cognitive and evaluative orientations conducive to innovative behavi~ur. 

He was future-oriented, and placed a high valua. tion on economic 

ir.depen:lence for himself am the ban:l. H& clearly possessed the 

intelligence, energy, and motivations to achieve and to exercise control 

of his environment which Hagen associates with innovative personality. 

Apparently he had some confidence in his ow evaluations (his performance 

at the Rice Co-operative 1'118eting an:l efforts to negotiate for a sewing 

factory without the development officer ' s support attest to this) 

a:cd very likely possessed 118DJ' of the other psychological attributes ot 

innovational personality.8 

Finally, t here seems to be little doubt that m:uah of his 

behaviour was genuinely innovative. From the beginning he played an 

important role in the introduction or co-operatives, themselves major 

innovations in the social organization of the community. He was 

instrumental in "the organization of a group of hama.n beings into a 

going concern" for the purpose ot carrying o11t a ttnew concept 1'• 
9 In 

the context or the reserve eul.t11re, the rtnewness" of the co-operative 

concept is i:a:Uoated by the resistance which the mov ment engendered. 

Apparently macy band members perceived the oo70peratives as threatening 

not only their local political institutions but also the existing 

structure of relations between their group ani the larger societn 

8 See above 1 page 14. 
9see above, page 125• 



this testifies to the magnitud of the social change which th chiet 

was endeavoring to bring about. His role in overcoming resistance, 
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f'1rst in the bard toward the movement in general, secoiXi in the provincial 

administration toward certain objective of the Rice Co-operative, seems 

to exemplify the kim of' 11creative adjust nt 11 to unforeseen events 

·which Hagen suggests is one ca~bllity of innovators. Creative 

adjustment also seems imicated b7 his relative mastery of public 

speaking and other skills atter assuming office and coming to grips with 

the problems of' introducing change These new skUls appeared to serve 

him vell on a number of observed occasions. In summary, it seems fair 

to say that the chief vas an agent of social chaJl80 as surely as was the 

community development officer. 

Group Iunoyatism 

In disoussing the innovational behaviour of two iniividual 

leaders, we have already toa.ehed upon groa.p innovation. Clearly the 

Wild Rice am Pulpwood Co-operative wer not organized solely through 

the actions of the chief and the bookkeeper respeoti vely, nor even by 

their tf'orts combined with those of' the development officer. These 

complex innovations quite obvio118ly resulted .trom concerted group 

action involvi~ other members of' the eo-operative boards as well. 

Similarly, Fred Monette did not overcome pol.itiea.l. opposition to the co

operative ID01fement by himself', but ldthin the context of a group whose 

members shared with him common values and goals. 

Another illustration of group innovation is provided by events 

connected with the formation of' the Agriculture Co-operative. Initially 

the Pulpwood Co-operative planned to ventare into agriculture, ard. 
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borrowed a sum of money from the bam cotmcU to prepare a tract of 

land. Later, on the suggestion of the development officer, tho 

directors decided that t vould be best if a separate organization were 

formed to conduct farming operations, since this would provide an 

opportunity for more people t9 participa. to ar.xl gain experience in co

operative management. 

Accordingly, councillors am co-operative directors collaborated 

to call a public meeting in the spring of 1964, at which it was decided 

to form a new co-operative. A provisional board of seven agricultural 

directors was elected from a slate of 14 nominees. Despite this 

democratic procedure, several reliable informants in the leadership 

group said that councillors and Pulpwood directors engineered the 

nomination an:1 election of irrlividuals they had selected by pre

arrangement. In particular, they voted in a block to elect two men 

who up to that time had been expressing opposition to the movement. 

As mentioned earlier, a third opponent was similarly co-opted when the 

WUd Rice Co-operative was formad. Asked 1.-rhat arguments were used to 

persue.de opponents to take office once elected, the chiet said that 

"they want power, so you give it to them", and added, we elect them 

first, then tell them they've been elected •• ~. You don't need any 

arguments, once they're elected rt. The development officer said tba. t 

these manoeuvers to co-opt opponents were carried out by the leaders 

themselves without external help or advise. "All I said to them was 

'you know who your opposition is', and they took it fr~ there", he said. 

The leaders were observ to operate on their own initiative in 

a variety of other ways, making decisions and solving problems 
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apparently without help from the development officer, or vi h only a 

minimum of assistance. ·rhe Pulpwood Co-operative callod an impor tant 

organizational meeting during his absenc from the reserve, and t he 

president was heard to say some days before t he eeti ng: "The CDO's 

away, but we don • t need him". he Pulpwood directors dei'ined t.l:lem

selves as tully competent to make decisions with regard to the 

practical. aspects of cutting aid hauling pulp. when it came to 

operations in the bush, the directors assumed the role of experts, and 

the development o.ffic r became a naive bystani r . 

The InUans were even taking so ini tia. ti ve in financial and 

contractual matters. Pulpwood directors bargained with the paper 

compaey- tor a contract to sell thousan:ls of cords or pulp, am 
apparently one gro1.1p of Agriculture directors negotiated a loan fro 

the local bank withou.t aid.10 This latter grou.p investigated the 

possibilities of b~ farm eqllipment, negotiated with farmers to 

harvest the co-operative's oat crop, ani engaged in ny other like 

aotivities.11 

'l'he directors of the Agriculture Co-operative war anxious to 

prove themselves, and to show that they could manage a bu.siness a 

effecti~el , or more effectively, than their cou.nterparts in the pulp 

production field . Their desire to "show a profit" in the first season 

10, t least without any apparent dite21c aid, sine the develop
ment officer was away at the time. Hovever, it may be significant that 
he was a personal am business acquaintance of the bank manager. 

11rt is interesting that Paul Favreau, the oon.f'lioted director 
whose case is discussed on page lll , was an aot i ve and evidently 
enthusiastic participant in these affair • 
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of farming stemmed partly from the fact that the Pulpwood Co-operative 

lost money in the previous pul. -c!ltt ng season. The Agriculture 

directors seemed sensitive about the act that their oreanization was a 

child of the Pulpwood Co-operative, and that t e latter took some

what proprietary or paternalistic attitude toward them. The comments 

of several Agriculture directors showed that they wished to assert 

their independence from the parent organization. There was a certai n 

spirit of rivalry which itself seemed conducive to innovation, and 

suggested that the commllll.ity development program was enjoying a measure 

ot success. 

Also conducive to Indian innovation were certain expectations 

attached to the development officer's role. fie was expect ed to foster 

ani encourage participation by Indians in the mnagement of their ow 

affairs, in fact the entire development program was oriented to this em. 
Therefore, he encouraged the Indians to exercise initiative in 

sittllltions which he defined to be within their competence. For example, 

he remained in the background as much as he could when the Irrlian:s 

dealt with, outside individuals airl agencies. Sometimes he stayed away 

from meetings ¥11th r presentatives of these agencies, but prior to an 

important business encounter he might advise the Indians on strategy, 

suggesting what they should or should not say, or what commitments they 

should avoid or be prepared to make. 

On occasion this behaviour ws also in conform! ty with other more 

general role expectations concerning the kinds of behaviour deemed 

appr opriate for all civil servants. As a federal offi cial , he vas 

expected to maintain cordial r elations with non-federal agencies and to 



avoid participation in any activities which might have political 

implications. These were important considerations when the co

operatives were dealing with the provincial government, for any clash 

or interests might have repercussions for federal-provincial 

relations. Conformity with the expectation that he should avoid 

political involvement wa~, by !ds own admission, one reason why the 

development officer did not always attend meetings between Indians ani 

the provincial authorities. Thus in certain situations conformity 

with these role expectations functioned to give initiative to the 

Indians and stimulated innovative behaviour on their pnrt. 



CHAP§ YII 

SUMMA!g APR QONCLUS ICfi 

Reqg.pitylatios of Some Xheoretigal Points 

An object of this paper bas been to illustrate cert in aspect 

ot a general theory of social change vith data from one Indian 

community. Before summarizing tw principal findings, it will b 

useful to recapitulate the main theoretical points vhieh concern us. 

The theo17 states that members of societies which are subjected 

to domination by an alien group will perceive their own culture and 

system ot values to be severely disparaged by the domi.nant grot1p. The 

subordinate group will value the opiniGll of the dominant group, if on:cy-

because it has power. However, the subordinate group cannot pursue 

this value and still continue to pursue its own cultural values. Ita 

members will experience humiliation, anxiety, and value conflict. 

Through a number of social and psychological mechanisms, ome 

of which have been previous~ d1scussed,1 continued severe disparagement 

over a span of generations leads to widespread formation of a retreatist 

personality type. The principal characteristics of retreatiSm are 

apathy, passivity, and value conflict. To overcome the pain of conflict, 

the ret:reati&t rejects both traditional and new values, or he 'fDlr7 cling 

oompulsive]3' to traditional valttes, the better to reject those of the 

lsee above pp. 9-11. 
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dominant group. He lacks energy, represses his needs, and lowers his 

expectations for satisfaction in life. 

Under eonii tions or long continued disparagement, other 

mechanisms may £unction to produce an innovational personality type. 

within the disparaged society there el118rges a gro11p sharing nev needs, 

values am cognitions which, in contrast to those ot retreatism. ani of 

the traditional cul.tllre, are coniucive to innovation. 'l'be innovative 

group provides its members vith protection and reassurance in the £ace ot 

pressure to conform to traditional values. Innovative or "deviant'' 

iDdividua.ls may also be sustained in some degree by images of o11tside 

reterenee groups. Where there are Qpportunities to engage in economic 

activities• where economic prowess is accorded recognition by 

reference groups, aDd where other avenues to social recognition are 

blocked, conditions are favourable for the channeling ot creative 

energies into economic pursuits. For economic growth am attemant 

social change to oontinu.e, the orig1rJal innovating group must be widely 

imitated by members of other groups • In the early stages of chaDge, 

members or former elite groups vho perceive their own position 

threatened by the innovators are the most likely imitators. 

Snnrx gt the MaiD Fip1iun 

Our main findings appear to illustrate many o£ the above-mentioned 

theoretical points, and dlso to support several related propositions 

derived f'rom Hagen's theory am stated in Chapter II. 2 However, no 

attempt is made to UlllStrate those aspects. or the theory dealing 

2 
See above, PP• 18-19. 



with processes of personality formation, for the obvious reason that 

relevant data ar not available. It bears repeating that our chief 

concern is not with personality formation or even with personality 

types as such, but with retreatism and innovation as contrasting modes 

of adaptation in groups subject to what is here called a ncolonial" 

environment. Having said this, we turn to a suimnary of the findings. 

A condition for the beginning and perpetuation of widespread 

retreatism in a colonial society is continued derogation by the dominant 

alien group. l ithout going into the history of ways in which Indians 

have been disparaged in the past, we have found evidence suggesting 

continued and rather severe disparagement by local whites of the Indians 

at Trout River. A general knowledge or the history of contact betveen 

whites and Indians persuades us that such disparagement has been of 

long duration.3 There is abundant evidence of the perpetuation o£ 

a colonial type of control within the framework of an administ~~tive 

system dominated by Euro-Oanadians. We have suggested that1 however 

benevolent its intent this paternalistic control fosters in the Indians 

the perception that they are defined as incompetent to manage their own 

affairs, and hence as inferior. ta have been presented to suggest 

that local Indians do indeed perceive themselves to be so de£ined.4 

Th;e Evidence of Retnatism 

There wa evidenc that retreati t orientations were videspread 

3see footnote, P• 18. 

4see above pp. 56-57. 
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among members of the band. Summarizing this evidence serves to 

illustrate the first propo ition stated in Chapter II: that thg 

petpetyation of a ~titudes, beliefs, !Ad yalues associated with retreat

ism ~end to inhibit autogamous action ap4 the aaktnB of d@o!§ions 

rel§ted to economic agd pocial deyelopment1 

In our random sample, a large majority of respondents 

(approximate~ 90 per cent) exhibited varying degrevs of dependency, 

about thre-e-quarters gave responses suggesting that in some measure 

they defined themselves as powerless to cope with their environment, 

and nearly half' indicated tba.t they defined the entire band as powerless. 

These cognitive orientations are suggestive of the passivity which 

Hagen associates with retreatism. Generalizing from the interview data 

and from other observations, it would seem that a larg proportion of 

the band members were apathetic concerning group activities and goals. 

Apathy was eYident in voting behaviour, in low attendance at band 

meetings , in apparent widespread ignorance and disinterest regarding 

local issues and activities, and in indifference toward the possibilities 

of greater auton~ and self government. 

Apparently the community was divided by interpersonal and inter

group suspicion and hostility, and collective activity appeared to be 

inhibited because many individuals lacked commitment to group goals. 

Suspicion of the objectives of the co-operatives probably functioned 

as an excuse for 1JlailY' individuals to withdraw from collective effort. 

It see at least possible that by expressing low expectations tor the 

future of the co-operative movement, individuals were projecting onto 

the group their own low expectations for satisfaction in life. 



Value conflict seemed evident in a number of ways. For example, 

attitudes of ho tile dependena,y toward the federal government were 

apparent in a maJority of ordinary band members interviewed. Hostile 

dependenc.y suggests both the acceptance and the rejection of values 

disseminated by the d·:>minant grOU:I:J it suggests that the individuals 

who perceive themselves to be disparaged experience conflict in stri ing 

to preserve gratifying self definitions while at the same time accepting 

values disseminated by their disparagers. 

!P. view of the evidence which has been presented, it seems 

appropriat to speak of a retreatist syndrome which, at least 

eypothetieal.17 1 might be said to includ the following interrelated 

ele ents1 lack of future time perspective, negative achievement 

orientation, low energy level, orientation to passive dependence, 

indifference to collective goal-oriented activity, derogatory definit

ions of self, diffuse an% ·.ety, low expectations for satisfaction in 

lite, and the perception of a hostile and unmanageable environment. 

More precise definition and classification of these elements or «symptoms11 

I 

and more careful specification of their interrelationships would have to 

await further research. 

The Evidence 9' !gnovation asd gt Innovative Potential 

All of the above indications of retreatism were likewise evident 

in the leadership group. I wever, proportionately fewer of the leaders 

appeared to entertain retreatist orientations. In general, ther were 

less dependent on government, less alienated from the federal 

administration, and showed a lesser tendenc,r to perceive themselves as 
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powerless.. Members of the leader hip gr vho participated actively 

in band affairs were manifestlY not apathetic. However, so individuals 

have been classed as leadore simp~ by virtue of thoir organizational 

memberships. Some of those vho participated only marginally in the 

acti ities of their respective organizations may have been scarce~ less 

apathetic than ~ ordinar,y band members. 

N vertheless, the more dynamic members of the elite group, 

among the the chief, the bookkeeper, and a few others, formed a 

leadership nucleus which in ma~ respects appeared to conform to 

Hagen's model of an emergent innovative group whose members share new 

needs, values, and cognitions. In positive terms, these men re 

future oriented, achievement oriented, energetic, self-confident, and 

independent. They perceived that their environment ·.,as in some degre 

manageable, and that they th~ elves had some capacity to manage it. 

They Yere oriented to co-operative effort, and apparently wer able 

to resolve whatever conflict of values they may have experienced as a 

result of participation in the local community development program. 

!n lXIEUJY respect , the value orientations of these men seemed similar 

to those of the "elite acculturated groupn5 identified by the 3pindlers 

in their studies of the Menomini of 1/iseonsin,. although the nomini 

elite appear to be more competitive, more achievement oriented, and 

more concerned with status differentials (hence, perhaps, more acculturated) 

5Louise s. Spindler, Menomini fomen and Culture Change, ~1emoir 
91, American Anthropological A$sociation, Vol 64, No. 1, Februar.y, 
1962, PP• 51-52. 
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It was this "nualear" group of l eaders 'Which bad worked closely 

vi th the development officer in establishing three producer's co-operative 

associations. It was this group vhich, without pparent aid from 

outsiders, organized politically t o overcome resistance to the 

co-operatives ani conspired successfully to b orb its opponents into 

the co-operative movement. In these and in other vay described in 

Chapter VI, a t w key leaders demonstrated the initiative and the 

capacity for "creative adjustment" which ve hore associate vith et'fect-

i ve innovation. Thus the weight of evidence seems to support the 

secom proposition set forth in Chapter II1 thaj; j;he limited 4tvel.o;o... 

menj; which had ogc!.l.fr<N vag siW! in large meauure to thl gilJl!llte.qeolijl 

exiatgncg gf' other attitqdes. belief's. apd va1u,eg y!}ich are in costraat 

to those associates\ with retrea.tiM• al!l which are QQDiucJ.ye to sittOisign 

mak&n:;r ani !snovatio; in the ecgngmig sphere ;Pi iD rala.t~ Q.tQio ot 

behaviour. Our interview materials lead us to believe t hat a substantial 

proportion of' the band membership was critical or suspicious of the 

actions ani motives of the leadership group. or course we do not lcnow 

~e our data are limited, w have some evidence that the Trout 
River elite were not wholly unconcerned with status differentiation. For 
example, seven members of the elite were asked it people on the reserve 
recognized different levels ot social stan:ling, axxi five replied af'tirJD,. 
atively. Five also thought that batd mbers accorded high status to 
persons whose educational achievements were above the verage tor the 
reserve. Among those questioned• however, opinion was about evenly divided 
as to whether or not people with steady jobs enjoyed higher status than 
those who did not work vhen they could. Similarly, opinion vas divided 
on the question of whether low status was accorded to people vho sought 
relief when they could be working. While the da. ta do not by aJl1 means 
provide conclusive evidence, they do seem to suggest that concurrently 
with the e rgenoe of a group s~ valu.es a.td cognitions comucive t o 
innovation, a class system pe.tterDed att.r that of the surrollDiing white 
society vas also emerging. 
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if this ori ioal element co tituted a majority o£ the population, but 

there is possiblity tha it did. It wa noted, for example, that 

more than half of ordinary bam embe:r-s interviewed expressed at least some 

degree of doubt, suspicion, or hostility toward the directors of the 

oo-operatives.7 A small r proportion offered critical and derogatory 

comments regarding the band couno1llors.8 

Concerned with the need to introduce sooia.l change, the leaders 

were under pressure from those who placed a high value on preservation 

including the preservation of a depend nt position 

vi a vis the federal government. The leader w re accused of placing 

the baz:d 1 treaty rights in jeopardy, of "selling out to a provincial 

administration perceived as threatening and perfidious, of ldng 

decisions in a nner which violated the democratic value of th ·· m, 9 

10 and of ~ing preoccupied with their own personal economic gain. 

Apparently this latter accusation did not necessarily reflect a moral 

judg ment in terms of the values of white ociety; it vas just a 

likely to reflect the negative valuation which the "reservation 

traditional nll culture placed on personal economic success . In other 

vord. , while some ~Di members may have cast aspersions because they 

considered it wrong for public officials to -use their position for 

7see above P• 101. 

8see above P• 61. 

9see above pp. 27-29. 

10 above P• 87 

11'1'he term "reservation tradi tiona! tt ref'ers to cul. tural. elements which 
ve suggest• have developed under oonditions ot reservation life. ee 
above PP• 109-110. 
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privat advantage, other probably did so ecause they ooniemned any 

kind of effort whatsoever aimed at personal economic gain. It was noted 

that ny bani members tlooked do\1Il11 on others vho "wanted to work" or 

to tte themselves»;12 these othero w re in effect calling into 

q~estion val~es traditional to the reservation culture. S~pport for 

this interpretation is provided by Zentner who, in his study of another 

II¥iian community, identified "a strong n gativc attitude toward non

Indian culture traits ax:rl taniards 11 am discerned that "the acquisition 

of wealth for its ow sake is regarded as an o~t-group trait ani therefore 

to be d spised on that ground alone 11 .lJ In light of the foregoing, there 

ee to be ample support for our third propositions 

In the performance of their "deviant" roles, the leadership group 

provided its members with protection am reassurance in the .face of 

popular criticisms am pressures. This illustrates Hagen's 11principle 

of protection by the gro~p", l4 ani w.s evident in our case histories of 

oo...operative directors who experienced V'alue conflict in consequence of 

their efforts to introduce major organizational innovations to the 

community. In particular, we are reminded of the case of Percy 

12~ee above- PP• 99-100. 

13Henry Zetner, Factors in the Social Pathology of a North rioan 
Indian Sooietylt, Anthropologica, 1 .s. Vol. v, tlo. 2, 196.3. pp,ll9-1.30. 

14rf~.";en, PP• 245-247• See also above, p.l4. 
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Favreau,15 who, with the moral support or his colleagues, was able to 

overcome internal conflict so serious that it temporarily lnoapacitated 

him and nearly removed him permanently !'rom performance of a leadership 

role. The solidarity o!' the core group of leaders was apparent in 

their nei hbouring patterns, in their expressi,)ns of mutual regard, atxl 

in the manner of closing ranks to meet their opposition in the political 

16 arena.. The fact that council arrl co-operative board memberships 

ware interlocked no doubt contributed to group solidarity as well, whether 

or not such interlocking was consciously devi ed for tba t purpose. The 

evidence, therefore, supports our fourth propos! t!on: thB.t leade. s on 
thQ reserve were ab~~ to getaist in ~heir innoyative behaviour mgre or 

l;QSS ef'f§Oti VelY'e in part because their QAured otJ.entations prgyidod 

mutuq.l protection am supp<ttt wrler pressures to conform to the lllQI'e 

widesptead ortent~tiops or thg trwiitiqpal rgaeryatign cu1ture. 

Imi1£a,tiy,e Behaylour 

Hagen points out that the original innovating group must be 

widely imitated in the society if change is to continue. It was apparent 

that imitation was occurring at Trout River. There are no data which 
I 

enable us to say with precision just how widespread such imitation had 

become. However, we have some suggestion of the extent to which 

imitation had spread if ve compare the number of individuals involved in 

the management of co-operatives in 1962 when the first co-operative w.a 
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wa for ad, with the number involved in 1964. In 1962 there were nine 

or perhaps ten persons concerned with dir cting a single co-operative 

enterprise, whereas in 1964 there were lS persons involved in the 

management of three co-operatives. or course, these figures do not tell 

the entire story. In the first place, it seems t~~t only about five or 

six of those involved in 1962 played a tive roies in establishing atd 

managing the first co-operative, while the rest more or less followed 

the lead of these activists.17 Socondly, there were a number of 

resigDJtions and new appointments to the several co-operativ board 

during the two yea.r period, so that the actual number of iniividuals 

occupying offices in co-operative organizations during this time was 

certainly in excess of 20 and may have been closer to 25.18 

Hagen tells ua tha. t in the initial tages of change, the 

imitators will tend to be members of the established elite who perceive 

that the new innov ting group threatens to displace them from their 

positions of superiority. Informants said that for a period of y rs 

prior to 1962, ban:l politics had been dominated by a small group ot 

Favreaus. This group was led by Jake Favreau, airl included his father, 

brother, a.rrl at least one or two cousins. From the beginning, they 

strongly opposed the co-operative movement in ways which have already 

17Apparently the activists included the chief, the bookkeeper, 
tho president of the Pulpwood Co-operative, and two members of the original 
board of directors who were also band councillors. 

18In illustration of this point, of the seven members of the 
Pulpwood Co-op rative's board of directors, five had been newly elected 
just one roo~th before the period of field work. 
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been described. However, bt 1964, two ani perhaps three of the former 

"elite" group had become prominent in the co-operative movement.19 The 

chief' himself said that it had been relatively easy to "convert" members 

of the old guard to the co-operative cause by the simple devise or 
electing them 1Q absentiA to the various co-operative boards. He said 

that they readlly accepted their new offices, ani comrnented1 "They 

want power, so we give it to them". 

Economic innovations at Trout River took place in circl.1ll1Stanoes 

which appear to illustrate Hagen's •principle of relative social blockage". 

His statement of the principle was quoted in Chapter II ar.d bears 

repeating heres 

Other influences being equal, creative energies within a ~ou.p trom 1.-1hich 
social recognition has been withdrawn will seek expression where the 
opportunity seell18 best to exex-c1se one • s talents, prove one • s worth 
to oneself, and gain social recognition. To state the prinoipla from 
the obverse viewpoint, the channel in which creative energies will 
flw depends in part on the degree to which other channels are blocked. 20 

Tridi t1onally honoured economic roles sncb as hunting alrl trapping 

were no loDger open to iniividuals at Trout RiverJ informants said 

repeatedly that hunting arxi trapping had ceased to be worthwhile 

activities either on or near the reserve. Furthermore, few if an:t 

traditionally honoured roles were available outside the economic $phere. 

There was no evidence, for example, that shamanism or sorcery continUed 

19The two oases of which we have def'ini te knowledge are those ol 
Paul Favreau arxl Martin Favreau; see Oases (1) a.D1 (4), PP• 111 and 114. 

20Ha.gen, P• 24l 
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to provide channels :for gaining social recognition. Even granting the 

possibility that the practice of these arts may have persisted still in 

some sectors of the society, they had IO.Ost certainly been rejected by those 

"progressivett i:rtlividu.als who concern us here. Again, ma:ny of the 

channels sanctioned in E11ro-Cana.dian society were olosed to •mbers of 

the leadership gronp. They lacked the formal 8ducation reqtdred to 

occupy professional, technical, or managerial positions in the larger 

society. With a very few exceptions, 21 they lacked the private f'.nancial 

resources necessary for irr:lividualistic entrepreneurship. However, the 

leaders were presented with one outstanding opportunity to exercise 

theix- talents for innovation and to gain social recognition, an opportunity 

requiring participation in collective economic activity on a scale 

hitherto unknown to them. 

Hagen does not of course deny that many economic factors, among 

them the availability of markets, capital, and technical knowledge, 

help to determine whether or not innovation will take place in economic 

and related spheres rather than in other areas o£ human behaviour. However 

he does insist that favourable economic comi tiona are not enough in 

themselves to stimulate economic development, and that if creative 

energies are to be directed into economic channels, social recognition 

must at the same time be accorded to eoonomiq prowess. 

At ~out River, several favourable economic conditions prevailed. 

In the vicinity of the reserve there existed ready markets for the 

commodities produced by both the Pulpwood ani the Wlld RiC'e Co-operatives. 

21The chief was one of these exceptional itrlividuals. See P• 1,31. 
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At the time of field work a market for the Agriculture Co-operative's 

produce had not been established definitely, but the organization's 

directors perceived that marketing prospects were good. Capital was 

available to each of the three co-operatives in the form of provincial 

aild federal government loans. The In:Uans possessed the technical 

skills necessary for farming and £or harvesting wild rice and timber 

resources • WhU initially they maT have been deficient or la.old.Dg in 

certain organizatioml~ IOanagerial, ani marketing sillls, these were 

provided by government agents in the early stages ani were rather quickly 

acquired by the Imians themselves as the community development program 

progressed . 

There is no question that the more dynamic leaders aspired at 

least to limit mastery of basic economic skills, in part to gain social 

recognition from reference groups within and without the reservationa 

society. It was partly for this reason that some directors of the 

Agricultu.re Co-operative were anxious to 11show a profit" in their first 

year of operation, hoping thereby to demonstrate their superior busines 

competence to the other co-operative leaders. The fact that the elite 

exhibited value orientations commonly found in Euro-Canadian society is 

itself a strong indication that some of their reference groups were 

Euro-Canadian. There was no question of this in some in:Uvidual oases, 

lrle know, for example, that Fred Monette22 was oriented to one of the 

national political parties and participated in a local white constituency 

22s b . ee a ove, p. 12? ft. 
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association. Martin Favr u23 repeatedly identified himself not only as 

an Indian, but as a Canadian. Given suoh orientations, the elite 

u.rdoubtedly bad some motivation to achieve in EurO...CaDadian cultllral 

terms, a.n:l specifical.l.y to gain recognition in the wider soc~ety. A rev 

were explicit in stating that the co-operative movement, !£ suocesstul, 

would vin them a measure o£ respect from white ·people generally. 24 

TGt Theorr RtoQna,isim:e4 

Untll nov Hagen•s theoretical f'ormalations have been treated 

rather uncritioallYJ in conclusion we shall consider some possible 

diff'icu.l ties ani shortcomings, but vi thout pretending to examine these 

exhaustively. A:lllong the objections which might be put forward are the 

follovings 

(l) that Hagen w:lderestimates the fiexibil!ty of traditional cultures 

arxl social structures, thus placing w:d1.1e emphasis upon the 

intrusion of powerful disruptive forces as a necessary condition 

tor social change in these societies. 

(2) that in placing so mach stress on disparagement as the cause or 
behaviour patterns defined as retreatist, Hagen tends to neglect 

or wxleresti:mate the :tmportanoe of other factors vhich may 

23o_ ~.. ...... 
~• auuve, P. ll4 tt. 

24rt would be possible to interpret some of our data in terms of 
Parsons' pattern variables of value orientation, atld to hypothesize that, 
relative: · that of the rank ar.d !'ile memberG of the ba.ndt the val1.1e 
system of the leaders is changing in the direction of affective neutrality, 
universalism, am .functional specificity, am that they are adopting new 
achievement ani collectivity orientations. To test such an hypothesis 
would, of course, reqllire considerable research. See Talcott Parso:na, 
lQe Soqj.AJ. ystg. PP• SS-67 
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likewise contribute significantly to these modes or behaviour. 

{.3) that he neglects certain characteristics of task-oriented groups 

which my be import:1nt tor the I.Ulderstazxiing of social change. 

There is still another consideration which bas nothing to do 

with the adequacy of the theory ner st, but rather with its applicability 

to the data which have been presented. Thr'lll8hout this paper it has 

been assumed that Hagen's conception o£ the nature of retreatism is 

applicable ani relevant in the context of Iniian culture. More 

specifically, we have chosen to assume that itrlications of apathy, 

passivity, and related orientations do in tact consti:tute evidence of 

retreat!~ without much regard for the possibility that we may be 

dealing not with retreatism but rather with manifestations of personality 

or culture traits which have persisted since before the time ot European 

contact. This assumption may be open to cba.llenge, and will be 

considered before examining the three points or criticism listed above. 

Re1Cmatig am 'b:mU;Y.omJ Cul,tqra.l-pszoholorlca1 traJj.a 

~ writers have related In:iian psychological traits to 

traditional cultural £actors, ani commented on the persistence ot these 

traits despite seemingly overwhelming acoulturative influences. On the 

basis ot available ethnographic evidenc the Spimlers emeavour to 

outline in general terms certain psychological charaoteriatics which 

were videl.T shared by IIdians in most ot the major a Ill ture areas of 

aboriginal North America, According to the Spirdlers, these " ' core ' 

psychological teaturestt included the following• 
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••• nondemonstrative emotionality and reserve accompanied by a high 
degree of control over interpersonal aggression within the in-groupJ 
••• autonomy of the individual ••• J a generalized fear of the world as 
dangerous ••• J attention to the concrete realities of the present ••• 
in contrast to abstract integration in terms of long range goals; 
a. dependence upon supernatural power outside one's self- power that 
determines one's fate ••• 25 

It is interesting that each of these features bears a rather clear 

correspond nee to one or another of such allegedly retreatist character

istics as repres ion of rage, withdrawal trom collective effort, perception 

of a hostile and unmanageable environment, lack of future orientation, 

and passive dependence. 

Similarly, Barnouw describes the aboriginal Wisconsin Chippewa 

(whose culture and personality characteristics he roughly equates with 

those of the Canadian Saulteaux)26 as undemonstrative, inhibited, 

suspiciou , and at once both individualistic and dependent. He s~s 

that 

•• • the social atomism of the Chippewa was reinforo d by cultural~ 
psychological factors which served to imbue the individual with a 
sense of isolation.. Culturally induced fears, and partioulsr.ly 
the fear of soreer.y, led to mutual suspicions which inhibited the 
development of co-operative activities. 27 . 

And a.gainc 

It is true that discussions o£ the Chippewa usually emphasize 

25 Geo1 g D. Spindler and Souise s. Spindler, "American Indian 
Personality Types and Their Sociocultural Roots" 1 Annals of tht American 
Ag§Si!!lt of Pol!tictJ. and SociaJ. SeiGCth Vol, 3J.J., 1957, PP• l47-l57 

26victor Barnouw, coultr§tion and Per;on§lity Amoac the Hiscon in 
Chipsewa, Memoir Number 72, American Anthropological sooiation, 
19501 PP• 71-72, 

27 Ibid., P• 27 
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their indopendence, fostered and encouraged from the earliest years 
by parents. Neverthele s, there is also a dependent attitude 
intermixed vith this feeling of autonomy. Indeed, it would not be 
surprising if a desire for dependence should spring from a growing 
child's reaction to being pressed toward autonomy in a world 
characterized as dangerous and rearful.28 

Hallowell remarks on the passivity which obaracterized the 

Ojibwa, including a Saulteaux band which he observed little more than 

one hundred miles from Trout River. Tracing this passivity to the 

pre-contact period when it was functionally adaptive to depend on the 

help of upernatural powers, he says: 

Thus the Ojibw-a. was far from considering himself the nlord of 
creation". He was only one of the "children11 of nature, a 
suppliant ••• l"'u..ndamentall.y, therefore, his relationship to nature 
expressed a passive attitude. He did not enter the creative 
process in order to control it for his own ends, as does the 
hortioulturist •••• 29 

In short, there seems to be rather wide agreement concerning certain 

features of modal personality structure and world view within the 

Northeastern Woodlands culture area. Prominent among these are passive 

dependency, emotional inhibition of introversion,30 and a sense of 

personal isolation and powerlessness - all features lieretofore associated 

with retreatism. 

28 
Ibid. , P• 5.3 

29A.I. Hallowell, CUlture and. E;perienee, Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsyl ania Press , p. 361. 

30Rallow ll specifically mention introversion among the 
Saulteaux, and deals at length with what he calls fta multifaceted pattern 
of emotional restraint or inhibition", relating this to fear of sorcery 
and to the consequent isolation of the individual in Saulteaux society. 
See Culture and Experience, pp. 132-150. 
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There is some question- hovever, as to the degree of accuracy 

with which it is possible to reconstruct aboriginal personality and 

vorld view by analysing the observations of early writers (missionaries, 

traders, explorers), or by observing directly in the present d~ the 

behaviour of Indians several generations removed from the period or 

initial contact with Europeans. It seems entirely plausible that 

the characteristics described by the Spindlers, Barnouw, Hallowell, 

and others would have developed in the pre-contact period in a society 

uhere sorcery was widely practised, and where men perceived that the 

vorld contained overwhelming natural and super-natural forces. However 

it seems just as plausible that among Indians of the present d~, these 

characteristics developed or became intensified in response to the 

overwhelming forces of western culture. If Saulteaux individuals felt 

p~Jerless and dependent under aboriginal conditions, in all likeliHood 

these perceptions would progressively be reinforced with the coming of 

the white man, vith the establishment of the reservation system, and 

with the incursions of a powerful, benevolent, and paternalistic 

colonial administration. Hallowell•s "children of nature~ would become 

rtehildren of the Queen", and of course this is precise~ hov a good 

many Indians at rrout River seem to define themselves. Hallowell 

himself perceives that this is euctly what has happened, and eJuggests 

that correlative with this development has been the emergence of 

retreatism, although he does not use the word. 

In the course of acculturation their personality structure has 
been skewed in a nonintegrative direction, instead of being 
reconstituted. One of the reasons for this seems to lie in the 
fact that, despite ~ outward manifestations of acculturation, 
no substitute for the value system of the old culture bas become 
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psychologically functional. Consequently these people exhibit a 
psychological impasse. Their characteristic personality structure 
can no longer function at its optimum level, so that there are 
many signs of regression, withdrawal, and aggression to be 
observed. Individuals can no longer depend upon cultura~ 
constituted group support, since the old mode of life has dis
integrated for the most part. The only positive avenue open for 
psychological readjustment is for the individual to struggle 
through alone as best he may. This in t urn places an enormous 
burden upon him with highlY variable consequences. On the whole, 
an optimum of mental health has not been maintained. 31 

Significantly too, Hallowell speaks of deepening apathy among those 

Ojibwa who have been most exposed to western influences, and says 

that 11These Indians •• •• are attempting to survive in a situation which 

offers them no culturally defined values and goals that they can really 

make their ownn. 32 

His observations correspond very closely with Hagen's assessment 

of the reservation situation, the principal difference being more in 

perspective than in substance. When HallOW'ell speaks of a "psychological 

impasse" precipitated by loss of old values and failure to substitute 

new ones, he appears to refer to essentially the same phenomenon as 

Hagen, who says that the conflict between traditional and western 

values leads to the rejection of both, and to the subseque~t 

"immobiluationn of the conflicted individual. Hagen adopts a. somewhat 

different point of view in his attempt to exp1a.ill the origins of the 

"psychological impasse"; his hypothesis that value conflict follow the 

perception of being disparaged by a power ful group whose opinion is 

respected, has no parallel in Hallowell's work. Nevertheless, the 

two writers seem to be substantially in agreement in their identification 

31 
~. , P• 359 

32 112!4· , P• )65 
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of elements in the contact situation vhich precipitate apatb;r, vith-

draval, and passive dependency. 

other anthropologists likewise give support to the view that 

the attitudes, orientations, and behaviour of reservation Indians in 

the present day cannot be explained by reference to same inherent 

conservatism which perpetuates aboriginal cultural traits and personality 

types. Graves speaks or "the dependen~-fatalism fostered by years 

of government control".33 Zentner p~rceives the rapid erosion ot 

traditional norms and a concomitant rejeetion of non-Indian standards 

of conduct, with the result that "the Indian individual finds himselt 

in a rapidly changing and complex eultural eonfliot in which he lacks 

group support regardless of the direction he selects for personal 

growth and development". 34 Vogt advances the opinion that most 

attempts to explain the apparent persistence of Indian culture tend 

to neglect "what is perhaps the most important factor of alla our 

persisting Anglo-American 'racial' attitudes, derived historically from 

Puritan Colonialism, which strong~ devaluate other phfsieal types 

bearing different cultural tra.ditions".3S 

In short, viewpoints such as these recognize the significance 

of comprehensive derogation and of value oon!lict, and perceive that 

:BTheodore D. Graves , "Psychological Accul tura.tion in a 1'r1-
Ethnic Cor.EUnity", South!estern Jogt"AAl of Anthropology, Vol, 2;31 1967 
PP• .337-350. 

34zentner, QQ. cit., p. 128 

;3SEvon z. Vogt, "The Acculturation of American Indians" 1 Annal&! 
of the Americas !9Adepw; of folitig§l !P4 §ggial 3e!enqe, Vol. 311, 
May 1957 ~ PP• 1.37-146 
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passive dependency in the present day is more than a cultural remaant 

of the aboriginal past. These viewpoints tend to support the idea 

that Ragen's conception of the nature and origin of retreatism is 

indeed applicable to the context of the Indian "reservation" culture. 

We turn now to a brief consideration of the three points of 

critioiam enumerated on pag s 154 and 155. It ·should be stressed 

that these points cannot be treated exhaustive~ here, for they raise 

some highlY complex and even fundamental theoretical issues vhich are 

beyo~d the scope of the present paper, and which might themselves 

constitute the subjects of one or more separate research papers. At 

the aame time, n criticism of Hagen should ignore these questions 

complete~. 

Tqe Sqestion of Flexibiliti in +raditiona~ Sooietie,'6 

Hagen does not entire~ dismiss the possibility that change 

~ occur in traditional societies without the intrusion of powerful 

disruptive forces from the outside. Nevertheless, there 1s no question 

that his major emphasis is on the essential stability of traditional 

societies, on their basic inflexibility,. conservatism, and resistance 

l 6This question of flexibility exemplifies the fundamental 
nature of some of the questions raised. Oliver points out in his 
study of cultural flexibility among the Kamba, "A eonsideration ot the 
faetors of cultur 1 adaptability and variation leads logical~, if not 
inevitably, to a consideration of the nature of culture itselt.~ .we 
cannot speak meaningfull;y of variations • • ~ without concerning ourselves 
with the larger question of what it is that is varying". S.c. Oliver, 
"Individuality, Freedom of Choice, and Cultural Flexibility of tbe 
Kamba", American Ant4r9polpg~s\1 Vol. 67, No. 2, April 1965, pp. 421-428. 
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to change, and on the necessity for the intrusion of powerful 

disruptive forces to stimulate change. 37 In fact, it is fair to say 

that the stability or inflexibility of traditional cultures and 

social structures is a basic assumption underlYing his theor.y of 

social change. Even a cursor.y examination of relevant literature 

indicates that this as umption is somewhat open to question, while 

there is the distinct impression that Hagen is not alone in enter-

taining it. 

S.C. Oliver considers that many anthropologists have been too 

ready to accept uncritical~ the thesis that traditional societi s are 

inherent~ stable and inflexible. He suggests that many acculturation 

studies portray ''peoples clinging grimly to the culture of the 'good 

old days ' 1n opposition to the presumed cultural breakdown of the 

presentn , 38 without much regard for tho possibility that ttoultures 

may differ significantly with respect to tightness of organization, 

flexibility, and capacity and readiness for change". 39 In his own 

study of the Kamba, Oliver found 11a loose structural orientation, a 

shallow cultural commitment, and a relatively high degree of adaptab

ility" . 40 More specifically- he relates this adaptability to a weak 

and diffuse poW~er tructure, to an emphasis on individualism, and to an 

indiffer nee on the part of th Kamba toward their own histor.y and 

37Hagen, pp. 161-182, also pp. 174·180 
38oliver, OQ. oi~ • • p. 421 

39lli!!•, P• 422. 
40Ibid. , P• 427. 
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traditiona. Quoting a number of earlier Ob$ervers, Oliver presents a 

picture of an atomistic society characterized by mutual suspicion and 

mistrust that is in some ways rather remarkably similar to accounts of 

North American Indian cultures. 

Similarly, Belshaw notes thnt traditional Fijian society 

contained "many highlY flexible and adaptive eiements" conducive to 

modernization.41 Chance says that the Eskimos of Kaktovik in Alaska 

were able to adapt successfully to rapid change precipitated by the 

establishment of a DE1.1 Line radar site nearby, in part because "the 

people had a predisposition to change already built into their socio-

cultural system in t1- t a greater value was placed on adaptability 

than on conformity". 42 Redfield found in the traditional culture of a 

village in Yucatan values conducive to economic growth and modernua tion, 

and notes that in their high valuation of industry, thrift, and 

4lc.s. Belshaw, Traditional. Exchange and Modern ¥Arkgts, 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965, p. 44. 

In elaboration o£ this point, Belshaw says of FiJian society that 
"Patrilineages combined, recombined •. segmented, and separated to provide 
village residential and eo-operative units, and beyond these to develop 
political and territorial groups with militar,y power •••• the power and 
status of a lineage or its leader depended partly on its own pr~ess and 
partly on the alliances it could muster. Internal prowess depended on 
agricultural production and ritual standing, and above all the entrepren
eural bility to generate and control events of ceremonial significance •• • " 
Belshaw suggests that these elements o£ aboriginal culture and social 
structure have made possible certain adaptive modes of response to 
modernizing 1nnuenoes, including orientations to co-operative effort 
and to the accumulation of wealth. P• 45. 

~.A. Chance, n0u1ture Change and Integrations An Eskimo Example11 , 

Ameri£AA !nthrogologi§t, Vol. 62, No. 6, December 1960, PP• l02S...l044 
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befor ever they heard of Protestant! m".4J Mead observes that the 

Manus who she studied were "most favourably inclined toward change"44 

becaus certain factors in the traditional aulture imparted a "sense 

of being driven and oppressed by a tyrannical system"J the Manus 

seized upon new ways with "great avidity", partly because of their 

driving discontent with things as they were~.45 

It is interesting that despite the diversity of cultures 

observed, so ~ researchers have reached the conclusion that 

traditional societies are by no means universallY characterized b,y 

stability, inflexibility, and resistance to change. Yet Hagen s ts out 

to sketch an "equilibrium" model of traditional society, incorporating 

precisely these elements. 46 lhile the adequacy of such a model see 

open to question, further research would be needed to establish the 

precise limitations on its usefulness as a tool for the analysis of 

social change. 

The Emphasis on Disparagement 

It was suggested that while emphasizing disparagement as the 

cause of retreatism, Hagen neglects other factors which ~ also function 

to induce retreatist forms of behaviour. 

43Robert RedfielJ, A...Vil!Me That Chose Promsf, Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1950, p. 157. 

~.fargaret Mead, New Lives tor Old, New York' -lilliam Morrow 
and Company, 1956, P• 458. 

45 Ibid. , p 158 

4~gen, P• 180. 
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Conceivably, members of disprivileged groups may exhibit apathy, 

passivity, and related manifestations of retreatism not because they 

are disparaged (or not for this reason alone), but because they perceive 

alternative behaviour 1 modes to be unrewarding. It is reasonable to 

hypothesize, for example, that negative achievement orientation ~ 

stem from the perception that economic success and upward social 

mobility are impossible, and from an accompanying sen e of resignation 

in the face of hopeless odds. It also seems possible that other 

aspects of retreatism, including lack of future time perspective, low 

expectations for sati faction in li~e, and low energy level, y like-

wise result from a en, of resignation or .futility. These speculations 

are, of course, reminiscent of the formulation advanced by 1-ferton, 

who speaks of retreatism as one of several possibl adaptations to 

"pressures created by the discrepancy between culturallY induced goals 

and socially structured opportunities".47 

47 Merton, Qg. cit., p. 178 
Although Merton•s formulation emphasizes the "success goaln in modern 
American society and has therefore been described as 11culture bound", 
nevertheless it seems possible that discrepancies similar or a.nalagous 
to those he specifies may operate in other societies a well, including 
societies in which aspiration to upvard mobility are not cultural~ 
prescribed for members of all social groups. If we consider only those 
relativelY acculturated Indians who have internalized white middle 
class values in ome degree, it becomes possible to envisage goals
means discrepancy which is identical vith that hypothesized by Herton. 
In theory, Indians who ~,ecome highly committed to the sucoess-v lue 
and who find themselves bloc~·ed from avenues to achievement could turn 
to any of the adaptive modes in He:rton 's typology 1 including retreat-
1 " D.H. Clairmont suggests that certain of these adaptiv modes 
occur in "young settlement natives" who have become oriented to white 
middle class values in the Mackenzie Delta. See his D!JiAAOe ~ 
Indi d "'"' ' • , ottawa. 1 Department of R . 
Affairs and NGtina&l Resources, 1963. 



There was abundant evidence that macy people at Trout River 

perceived a lack of opportunity for self-betterment, and experienced 

a consequent sense of hopelessness or resignation. Many spoke of the 

uselessness of pursuing traditional economic activities, either 

because the fish and game had disappeared or because of legal restrict

ions on the exploitation of these resources. others spoke of the 

difficulty and even futllit7 of seeking 'llage employment, either because 

employers would not hire Indians, or because they themselves lacked the 

necessary skills. Repeatedly, Indians were heard to say that "there 1s 

nothing here for us to don, or "we 1ve got nothing to start with", or 

tlif only we had the equipment we could do something for ourselves". 

It is suggested, therefore, that attitudes of hopelessness and 

resignation probably contributed significantly to retreatism at Trout 

River, and that in some degree they .f.'unotioned independently of the 

perception of being disparaged. 

s. Schulman employs the concept of "intellectual under-develop

ment" in explaining essentially retreatist behaviour among 

disprivileged social groups in Columbia.4S The intellectually under-

developed are restricted in their access to kno~ledge; consequently 

there are restrictions on their ability to cope with new situations 

and to solve new problems which cannot be met by recourse to traditional 

means. These restrictions, coupled w,a.th the perception of 299UWing 

g inferipr social positAon., contribute to "a psychosocial milieu ••• 

4Ss, Schu.l..man, "Intellectual and Technological Under-development: 
A Case Study - Col o::nbia11 , Social Forces, Vol. 46, No. J, March, 1968, 
PP• 309-.317. 
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that is dominated by passivit1". 49 The "knowledge-denied person" who 

encounters strange and unfamiliar circumstances 1a liable to "retreat 

from the new situation or react to it in an 'illogical' way".SO 

Although Schulman writes vith special reference to disprivileged 

groups in CoJombia., his analysis seems just as applicable to the 

disprivileged inhibitants ot Indian reservations in North America. It 

was apparent that over the years a sizeable proportion of the population 

at Trout River had repeatedly and habitually retreated from or rejected 

obanges or every kind, changes ranging from the earlier introduction ot 

lzy"dro-electrie pawer to the later initiation of co-operative economic 

enterprises. There is every reason to suspect that this persistent and 

largelY passive resistance to change resulted in part from restrictions 

on access to knowledge and consequently' limited intellectual horizons• 

as well as from the perception of being disparaged by the agents of 

change. 

Some Neglec\ed Asaects of Groyps 

The thesis that retreatist modes of adaptation are characteristic 

or Indians on reservat i ons, and that a pre-condition of change is the 

emergence of a group capable of protecting the new and 'deviant' values 

and cognitions of its members, may be acceptable as far as it goeSJ 

however, it neglects certain aspects of group structure and group 

process with may have significance for a theory or social change. 

49lltl4., p. 316 

so 1.Q!d., PP• 313-314 
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In the first plaoe an innovative group, like aey- group once 

formed, ce.n moald am change (not just reinforce or protect) the 

attitudes ani valu.es of its members, am inieed may determine 

important aspects of each member's beha:viour. The four cases of 

apparent value conflict in leaders, cited earlier, seem to Ulustrate 

such attitudinal and behavioural oh.ange. The case or l.fartin Favreau 

is particularly germane since he appears to have undergone a complete 

conversion from strong opponent to ardent champion o£ the co-operative 

cause in a period of about three months. Whatever propensities to 

conversion he may have harboured prior to his co-optation into the 

movement are, or course, unknown, but the more obvious arxl overt 

manifestations or this transformation occurred after he joined the 

leadership group. 

Furthermore, a member of an organized, task-oriented group may 

not necessarily or even usually behave within the group as a whole 

personalltYJ that is to say, his behaviour nay not be determined bf 

his entire set ot values ani oogni tiona, but. by vha.t he perceives to 
' 

be relevant in the context ot the group. Be tends to behave in ways 

appropriate to the role assigned to him b;y the group, to do what the 

group expects of him, am not simply to follow his personal inallnations. 

Robert Faris points out that 

• , • an organized grou.p is not composed of persons, but of aspects 
ot persons, a.Ild the aspects are quite ditf'erent according to the 
plaoe each person has in the organization. Attempts to predict 
the behaviour of an organization trom the characteristics of the 
members as whole persons fall becau:J& a considerable part of the 
whole person is irrelevant, aid also because the behaviour ot 
the man who acts in an office ma.y be detached .from other aspects 
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of his p rsonality. 51 

It is worth mentioning also that members of a group ~ feel committed 

to group values and goals in varying degrees. Some may be onlJ" 

marginally committed; some may begin their pe~idd of membership with 

marginal commitment and under the group's influence become progress

ively mare committed, or they ~ not,. In spite of these fluctuations 

in the orientations of the membership, the group may continue to 

function over time as a viable decision-making unit. 

Several members of the lite group seemed to barbour varying 

degrees of ambivalence toward co-operative values and goals. Moreover 

there vas evidence that one leader vas not mere~ ambivalent, but rather 

remain d covert~ opposed to the co-operatives even after two years, 

during all of which time he was a member of the band council which 

consistently endorsed and supported the pursuit of co-operative goals . 

He gave no outward indication of his opposition either during inter

views or at council or other meetings, yet two informants said that he 

privately denounced the co-operatives. As a member of a group which 

officially supported the co-operative movement this councillor behaved 

wit.hin the group not as a trwhole person", but rather in accordance with 

the group's expectations. 

The foregoing considerations SU8gest not only that group 

decisions do not necessari~ reflect the attitudes and values of all 

the members in the group, but that groups engaged in activity leading 

to social change may not consist entirely of 'innovative personalities' · 

It seems conceivable that for reasons of self-interest some individuals 

5luobert Faris, "Interaction levels and Intergroup Relations" 
IR.teruoup Relations and 1J!adersbiR• ed. by M.Slaerif, New York, Wiley 1962, p .36 
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may seek and ret~in membership in such a group without themselves being 

more than marginal~ committed to group goals, and without harbouring 

values and cognitions conducive to innovation and creativity. In this 

connection~ it should be recalled that about oau half of the Trout 

River elite showed orientations to dependenc~2 and perceptions of 

powerlessness,S3 and three so-called leaders sc~red as "moderately 

retreatist11 in the application o£ our improvised scaling procedure. 54 

The performance of such individuals may serve to inhibit the achievement 

of group goals, or the group ~ achieve in spite of the Alternatively, 

they may contribute to goal achievement simply by meeting the minimum 

standards of performance requisite for continued membership in the 

group, or under the group's influence they ma1 in time become more 

highly committed and raise their performance to a level exceeding the 

minimum standards. 

All this calls into question the idea that for change to begin 

there must first be a solidary group whose members all possess 

innovative or creative capacit ies and share the same values , 

cognitions, and motivations conducive to change. It seems just as 

likely that change may be initiated by a group consisting of a minority 

of innovators with relatively high commitment to group goals, and a 

majority of followers vbo, although less committed and perhaps not at 

' 2see Tables 3 and 4, PP• 72 and 74 respectivelf. 
53 See Table 8, P• 82, and text, P• 88. 

S43ee Table 19, P• 121. 
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all inventive, provide varying degrees of moral and administrative 

support. 55 Hagen does not deal explicitly vith the possibility of 

marginal commitment, neglects the fact that individuals in organized 

groups do not bring their whole personalities ia~o pl~ in performing 

roles assigned by the group, and does not deal vith the implications 

of the group 1 s capacity to determine some aspects of the behaviour of 

its members. ,he point is not that Hagen's formulation is necessarily 

'vrong, but that it is something of an oversimplification, and fails to 

take into account the complex nature of task-oriented groups. 

Ognqludine Remarks 

Hagen's broad theoretical framework incorporates the perspect

ives of a number of disciplines, including economics, sociology, 

p~ehology, and psychoanalysis. Focusing primarily on the sociological 

dimension, we have sought to relate selected aspects of the theory to 

data gathered on an Indian reservation. For reasons stated at the 

55Apparently this was the case at Trout River. Reference was 
made earlier to a leadership nnuoleus" consisting of a rev members 
of the elite who seemed at once highly committed and highly innovative 
relative to others in the group. It was mentioned that only five or 
six individuals were active (shoved high commitment) in establishing 
the first co-operative in 1962; speaking somewhat impressionistically 
it seems fc.ir to say that very few more could be classified as 11highly 
committedtt in 1964, despite the fact that in the intervening years the 
number o:f individuals involved in the management of co-operatives had 
approximately doubled. or the fev vho were hig~ committed, it is 
reasonable to hypothesize that still fewer would obtain high scores on 
any scale designed to measure innovative capacity. Briefly, the 
majority c£ those here classified as leaders appear to have been 
essential!r foll~ers. 
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outset, one purpose has been to illustrate these selected aspects and 

hence to underline their plausibility, rather than actuallY to test 

the theory or any por·tion of it. At the arne time, the relevant 

formulations have furnished a perspective for interpreting our data 

and, more generallY, for viewing developments on the reservation during 

a period of relatively rapid social change. Furthermore, our field 

observations have been helpful L~ determining vhat appear to be certain 

theoretical inadequacies. 

Finally a word should be s id about the value of a theoretical 

approach to social change which combines the perspectives of several 

disciplines. This broad approach provides a h altqy counterbalance 

to an opposite tendency among social scientists, a tendency to adopt 

narrow and unnecessarily restricted points of view, rigidly bounded by 

the real or imagined confines of particular disciplines and sub

disciplines. It seems fair to say that such intensive specialization 

can function as a perceptual screen, blindine the 1nvestigat6r to 

phenomena relev t to the object of investigation. Hagen suggests 

that this is what has happened to ~ of his fellow eeonom~sts in 

their efforts to eXplain why economic growth has occurred in some 

societies and not in others. Also, anthropologists point to the 

necessity of incorporating inter~disciplinary perspectives in studying 

problems of acculturation. Chance says, for example, that valuable 

insights can "accrue by combining the study of intra-psychic processes 

occurring within acculturating individuals vith those interpersonal 
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processes occurring J;m,tween acculturating individuals". 56 and Barnouv 

points to the need to take into account personality, cultural, 

historical, and socio-economic variables in studying differential rates 

of acculturation,57 le suggest therefore, that despite its obvious 

inadequacies, Hagen's synthetic approach constitutes a significant 

contribution to the study of social change. 

56n.A. Chance, "Acculturation, 3elf-Identification, s.nd Personality 
Adjustment" A eri . o Vol. 671 No. 21 April 1965, PP• .372-.39.3. 

57 Ba.rnouw, Op , cit., p. 76 



APPENDIX I 

lg.rther Notes on Method api Sograes of' . Da,tA 

Methods emplo7ed in the research incl~ed participant 

observation, informal interviews and couversations, formal semi

strnatured interviews, attendance at meetings of oommnnity organizat

ions, ani the study ot materials on InUan Affairs Branch tUes in 

local agency, and regional offices, aid at Branch headquarters in 

Ottava. 

On th reserve, care was taken to avoid identification with 

any faction or interest group. An effort vas de to minimize the 

poesibUity at being identU'i«l vith the Indian Affaire Branch, or with 

a.D3" government agency • Informants were told tba t the st~y was 

sponsored by the Ha:wthorn Illdian Research Project, described as an 

il:ldepen:ient temporary organization with headquarters at the University 

of British Colw:nbia., directed and staffed by social scientists, ani 

established to investigat Iniian problems throughout Canada over a 

two-year period. It was emphasized that the present study was part of 

a larger program that included, and would cont.i.n.ue to inclt¥ie, similar 

studies in other communities. 

When questioned, or where it seemed otherwise necessary, 

informants vere told that the government bad in tact r quested the 

research and provided the tunds1 b~t that no conditions ~ere attached, 

ar:d the Iniian Re earch Project was completely imepexxlent of 

174 
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government influence and direction. lbst persons seemed to accept these 

explanations, although it seems likely that some did not understand 

them, while others chose not to bell ve them. The importance of 

stressing irdeper:dence from the a.dministr tion was demonstrated on at 

least one occasion, when an informant refused. to be interview-ed untU 

convinced that the investigator w-as not 11juat a· god.dam government ma.n" • 

Cor.tmunity leaders were told that t he c ntral purpos ot 

r esearch was to study the ways in which they made decisions aro tried 

to solve reser ve problems. In most cases, att ention to problem solving 

processes ws de- emphasized, or mentioned not at all, in eXplaining 

t he objectives to Ir.dian informants outsid the leadership group. With 

a fev exceptions, rank alld tile bam members were told simply that the 

aim was to identify reserve problems and to seek suggestions tor 

solu.tions . All informant s were given f'irm a.ss!lrance that they would 

not be quot ed by name or ot herwise identif ied. 

Intel"''iewing 

First contact vi th the bam w.s. made through an I niian Attaira 

official, who introduced me to the Chi.ef ani one or two other 

members of the leadership gro11p. This was f'ollowed by a meeting \lith 

the connell ani with leaders of other reserve organizations, d uring 

whioh the ai.Jns o:t the study were outlined, ani periiiisaion was sought 

to carry out the research. Thereaf't.er, I ranged f reely over the 

reserve, concentrating i nitially on establishing rapport and on holding 

informal interviews vith a number or leaders. While intormal, these 

il1terviews employed a set of predetermined qu.estions which, as far as 
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possible, were askod in the course or normal conversation. Notes were 

neither consulted nor taken during these informal sessions. Opinions 

were obtained about some of the main problems and issue in the 

community, a.rxl about the na.ture of r 1ationsh1ps among the various 

organizations on the reserve. 

On completion or this exploratory phase, a program ot toi 

interviewing s begtm, an1 proceeded concurrently- with a continuing 

ef ort to maintain informal contacts w1 tb the lead rship group, an:l 

generally to observe activities and social relationships in the 

community. Two separate but related interviev guides vere constructed 

for use with more or less clearly defined groups in the oommun1 ty, 

labelled the "elite" am the "rank am .file". Initially, the eli 

were defined as all those band members holding "ottic s 11 in organiz

ations on the reserve. These included members of the band oouncU, 

executive members or three co-operatives, the school, health, am 

church comittees, a.M members of the community newspape ' s editorial 

board. So defined, the elite consisted of 'Z7 individuals occupying 

a total o£ 37 more or less identifiable offices. 

For several reasons, the advisability of focusing attention on 

a mor narrowly circumscribed group soon became apparent. In the first 

place, a number of so-called offices were obviously minor, and 

preliminary enquiries led to the conclusion that t ir incumbents 

wielded little it aey inf'luence in the main stream ot bard affairs. 

Again, the leading executive members of certain relatively inactive 

ani apparently uninf'l.uential organizations were also key members 1n 

other organizations which held central positions in the economic 
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structure of the commWlity. In these cases, only the dominant members 

ot peripheral organ1zatioDs ware retained in the elite group, a.M th$11. 

only because they held other positions of greater intl11enoe in some 

other body. Since the focus ot the study was on community development 

activities• it was decided finally to concentrate attention on vbat 

can be called the "political...econolDic elite", consisting of bam councU 

members, together with officials aid member of the boards ot direot~s 

of the three co-operatives. the poll tioal-econolllic elite contatned. lS 

persons, but unf'ortunatel.y the criteria tor selection excluded a tev 

informal leaders, among them an articulate ar.d persuasive man who was 

chief spokesman tor opponents or the co-operative movement. He vas not 

ignored, bu.t was treated as a special c;ase. 

The interview guide used with the pol! tioal.-economic elite 

contained a core ot JS questions. Most or these questiona were asked 

of 15 persons in the 18-aembet' eli t&. They ranged from simple enquiries 

about the si21es ot the reerporden\' s house am tamil.y to questions 

designed to test value orientations am to gather 1ntormation about 

community relations. Four sets ot e.dd1tiol'l81 questions were oonstructGd, 

eaob set specifically related to the activities of one of the tour 

Ol"ganizations. or central concern to the study, arxi deerigned to gather 

additio~ information abo~t that organization~ Members ot the band 

oouncU were subjected to more qt.Iestioning than those of e.rq other 

group, ani so~ respon:ients were asked more than 60 q\18stions. The 

duration or single interviews ranged from 45 minutes to two hours, 

depending on the scope of the interview ard the readiness or the 

informant to oo-operat~h 
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Twenty-four formal interviews were conducted with rank and file 

band me bers, etined as persons who held no offices in community 

organizations. These r apondents were randomly eelected fro among 138 

e heads of households. uinc the purpose was to make comparisons 

with the elite, and since members of the elite group under study were 

all males, females were eliminated from the sample. household ~s 

defined as a single occupied dw lling unit, ani might contain a 

single occupant, a nuclear family, o an extended famUy. A list of 

heads of households which had been compiled in a local government 

office was used in selecting the sample. 

A map purporting to show the location of every dwelling on the 

r eserve, ea.oh labelled 'With the name of the household head, vas obtained 

fro a government office. Observation on the ground indicated that a 

few households were not inclwed on the map. However, these omissions 

were rev enough that for practical purposes, the map was regarded as 

constituting a full enumeration of households. These were numbered 

consecutively according to physical location, beginning at one end of 

the reserve arrl ond t ting households with female heads, or with heads 

classed among the elite. Numbers oorrespoming to those on the ap were 

placed on slips of paper w'hioh vere folded ani mixed in a large 

container. The numbers were drawn randomly, am the oorrespondiDg 

householders were interviewed. Twenty-six name a vere selected in this 

fashion, am 24 interviews vera completed. Lack of time meant that a 

larger sample could not be selected, Interviewing even this small 

number of persons involved repeated trips to homes scattered over a 

wide area. The sample size limits the significance of the findings, but 
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the results are at least suggestive, a:nd could provide some basis tor 

further research. 

The purpose of interrl.eving rank am file ba.td members was to 

determine if there seemed to be aey important difference in attitudes ani 

value orientations between that group axrl the elite. It vas assumed 

that the elite consisted ot inUviduals who had, on the average, 

greater propensity tor oommi tment to the aims of community development 

before the community development program was initiated, or who bad 

experienced some form ot conversion atter the program was undervay. 

Broadly speaking, the rough working hypothesis governing this phase ot 

research was that, at least in some ways, the goals ot the elite with 

respect to coDllllWlity betterment did not correspo:nd completely to the 

11telt needs" of the people. It this were the case, popular attit\Jies 

might tel:Xi to inhibit decision tmking processes, place restraints on 

goal selection, or exert pressure tovard goal displacement. 

In an effort to examine these notions, ard with the realization 

that arJ.'¥ concl118iona could only be tentative, the following hypotheses 

concerning rank axd tile bard members wge formula ted • 

(1) that they were more alieDatad from the administration tba.n the 

oliteJ 

(2) that they were. less committed than the elite to white middle 

class value orientationsJ 

(3) that they would be less capable of stating the problems or 

needs of the commun1tYJ 

(4) that they would be less certain of the band's need atd ability 

to manage 1 ts own atf'aira. J 



(5) that they woal.d exhibit less appreciation of the value of 

educations 
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(6) that they woal.d exbibit greater concern rar the protection ot 

treaty rightSJ 

(7) that they would shov I"elat1ve disinterest in community activit• 

ies generally atd in the co-operative ·movement particularly, 

and would ten:i to be ambivalent or tmcertain about the worth 

ot co-operatives; 

(8) that they would be critical or the baD:i oounoU on the groUDi 

that the council did not provide ths aervicaa which they 

believed 1 t should provide. 

RespoJldents in the rank a.td flle ample vere asked a total ot 

31 qu.estions, ot which 19 were identical to tho$& asked ot the elite. 

Single interviews lasted from 30 mint1toa to more than an hour. As 

with the 6llteJ a good deal of tlexibUity was maintained in presenting 

the questions. Standardized probes were used with a t w questions, bu.t 

in general it a respondent did not appear to understand a question as 

first presented, it was re-phrased in any vay that might make it more 

anlerstar:dable. 'l'his semi-structured approach was necessary because of 

the genemllylov level of education among responients, ani because some 

had dif'ficulty with English. However, the language problem was not 

serious 1 ani certainly not serious enoqh to warrant use ot an 

interpreter, with all the risk of bias that this might have added. 

Of course bax:d members were not the Onl..Y source of information 

and opinion, atd mttoh material was gathered in conversation$ and 

1ntormal interviews vi th non-Iniians on the reserve arii 1.n the nearby 
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white comml.Ulit71 inoltd.ing government o.fticials1 missionaries, an:l 

business people. Thanks to the co-operation of both IDiiaDS ani whites, 

I vas able to attexd a variety of meetings, including meetings of the 

oo....operatives, the balld counoU, ani the school committee. 



APPENDIX .II 

Th' l»teniu Schedttl.o 

Following is the interrlew schedule (or guide) used vi th the 

rard.om sampl.e ot "rank atrl tUe" respon:ients, Items (1) to (lJ) 

inclusive, aa:i (25) to (Jl) inclusive, were used likewise with 

respon:lents in the leadership group. Although st-ructured, interviews 

were comuoted as oasuall7 aiXi intormallr as possible. Prior to the 

beginn!Dg of each interview, the respondent vas told about the general 

objectives ot the research project, vith emphasis being placed on the 

et:f'ort to identity community problems. 

This was an ex:ploratorr stlliy axd some 1tetDS were, ot course, 

much more uae!al. than others. Item ( 6) was poorly tormala ted am 
yielded unsatisfactory results. Silld.lary, Item (10) seemed to be of 

little use in seeking to identity irldiVidttal.s with negative orientat

ions toward work. 

1. (a) I"d like to begin by' asking you this& what would you say, 

ottbatd 1 are some of the problems facing the people on the 

reserve today? 

(b) AD:1 what do you think is the m.ost important problem? 

{.Probe) Well what do 1011 think the people llfl!N mos14 tor a better 

llf'e? 

It the respondent hesitated Ubduly, this question was returned 

182 
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to at the end of the interview. 

2. Does it ever worry yo11 tbs. t the Imian people my be losing 

their treaty rights? 

3. Are yo11 satisfied, or not satisfied, with the way the federal 

government is protecting your treaty right ? 

4, What do yo11 think f&l§. your main treaty rightes? 

Now I am going to read several statements, &1ti ask ;roa if ,you 

auoo or digaa. w1 th them. Remember there are no right or vrong 

anewers - it•s Just your personal opinion I'd like to have. 

5. In general, the white man has gt-OW rich from the la.ni that 

onQe belonged to the Iniian, while the Indian still has less 

than he need tor a decent living. Because of this, the 

Indian has a right to expect the white man to share sotne of 

his wealth. 

Agr e--. ___ _ Disagree ____ _ 

6. It is good for a man to work for his living, and to look after 

himself when be can, b11t when the government is willing to help 

him, he is wise to rely' on that. help. 

7. The government in Ottawa. has show maJlT times that it does not 

keep its promises to the In:Uan people. 

s. There isn't much point in worrying abo11t the future, because we 

never know wba t it will bring. 

9. Years ago when the tr ty was signed, the Queen prom! ed to look 

after the people for as long as the river tlovs, ani tor this 

reason, the Indian people should be able to depend on the 
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government to look after their needs. 

10. Suppose a man plants a garden, and he f1Ids that the weeds grow 

faster than the vegetables. He works in the garden in much ot 

his spare time, but still the weeds are choking out the 

vegetables. This man doesn 1 t want to speni sUJr, his spare time 

in the garden, because he wants time to Visit with his f'rienis. 

What should he do? (PAUSE) Should he work a little harder, 

apenUng more time in the garden aDd giviJJg up hi pleasant 

talks 'W'i th his :f'riends, or should he stop working the garden, 

since it looks to him as if the veeda are going to win anyvay? 

11. Suppose a tnan is working in the mill (the pulp mill at Birch 

Rapids understood) , and suppose that if he works eight hours a 

day, he can earn just enough money tor his f'amily to live on 

fairly comfortably. He can afford a fairly old car, a TV set, 

clothes tor his children, and enough money to take his wife to 

the show once in a while. 

Suppose that it he worked two more hours a day, he would be able 

to afford a better car, a newer TV set, ani more expensive 

clothes tor his children. Also, be1d be able to put a little 

money in the bank. But to do all this, he wouldn't have milCh 

time to spen:i with his ta.m.Uy or his triesxls, or to look at his 

TV set. Do you think he should vork longer and have more money1 

both nO\ol and in the future, or should he take the time to enjoy 

lite a little more, when he bas the ohanoe? 

12. Do you. think there is a need tor Indians to ma.nage more of their 

own atfairs than they do? 
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13. (a) Do you think that, in general, the people are ready to take on 

more responsibilit11 r h , for managing their own affairs? 

(b) If yes to (a) - Exactly what things do you think they should 

take over now, ani ma:nage themsel vea? 

14. Would you agree or disagree with this statement 7 There is no 

use tald.ng serious problema to the batd council, because the 

band eounoU cannot do anathing about them. 

15. Can you. name the co-ops now on the reserve 7 

(Pro , ) Well, how ny co-ops are on the reserve? 

16. What is the purpose of the co~ps? 

17. Are yon a member of one of the co-ops1 or have you ever been 

a member? 

18. Do you think the co-ops are doing any gooi for the people? 

19. Do you think the co-ops are doing an.r harm? 

20. Do you. ever go to l:.la.M meetings? 

21. ~n did yon l at go to a bani meeting? 

22. Do yol.l ever read the Sa.ukgeen tlew? 

23. Do you ever vote in ba.td elections? 

24. Are you in favour or not in favour of Illdian chlldren gobg 

to the ·se.mG schools as whit children? 

(Probe) Wb,y are ;rou in favour? (or not in favour?) 

25. Do you think that education can be of much help to the 

Indian people, or not? 

26. What !a your main line of work? 

27. Do you work the 7ear row, or pat"' of the year? 

28. How ma~ months of the year do you usus.U;r vork? 



29. } y I ask how many years of school ing you completed? 

30. How I1laXl¥ people live in your home? 

ll• How~ rooms do you. have? 

32. Religion of respondent: {usually known from records., am 
not asked). 

JJ. Return to l(a) am/or l{b) it not previously answered. 

The question ws reintroduced as follovs: Now, we've 

talked about a lot of problems on the reserve; we've 

talked about treaty rights, education, ••• (add employment, 

etc., if respondent mentioned 1 t himselt). Finally I • d 

like to ask you., which of till these problems w 've talked 

about would you. say is the most serious one facing the 

people on the reserve? 
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